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LisaList Update Notes and Errata

Using TAB to Add More Columns
A list can have up to 100 columns. When you are
creatIng a list, or adding columns to it, you can add
more columns by pressing the TAB key from the header of
the last column. Initially, LisaList displays a number
of blank columns at the right of the Lts t (ten in the
Create Table, five in the Add/Remove Table). If you
have filled in all the columns, and you press the TAB
key from the header of the last column, LisaList adds
one more blank column.
Data Formats to Avoid
When you are creating a list, you should not use the
data formats -9 or -99 for money or number data types.
If you do, the values will not sort in the correct
order. However, you can create the list using the
default formats for these columns, and then later change
them to -9 or -99.
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Customer Satisfaction
If you discover physical defects in the
manuals distributed with a Lisa product
or in the media on which a software
product is distributed, Apple will
replace the documentation or media at
no charge to you during the 90-day
period after you purchased the product.

its quality, performance,
merchantability, or fitness for any
particular purpose. As a result, this
software is sold "as is," and you the
purchaser are assuming the entire
risk as to its quality and performance.

In no event will Apple or its software
suppliers be liable for direct, indirect,
speCial, incidental, or consequential
In addition, if Apple releases a
damages resulting from any defect in
corrective update to a software product
the software or manual, even if they
during the 90-day period after you
have been advised of the possibility of
purchased the software, Apple will
such damages. In particular, they shall
replace the applicable diskettes and
have no liability for any programs or
documentation with the revised version
data stored in or used with Apple
at no charge to you during the six
products, including the costs of
months after the date of purchase.
recovering or reproducing these
In some countries the replacement
programs or data.
period may be different; check with
The warranty and remedies set forth
your authorized Lisa dealer. Return any
above are exclusive and in lieu of all
item to be replaced with proof of
attisfa, oral or written, express or
purchase to Apple or to an authorized
implied. No Apple dealer, agent, or
Lisa dealer.
employee is authorized to make any
Limitation on Warranties and Liability modification, extension, or addition to
this warranty.
All implied warranties concerning this
manual and media, including implied Some states do not allow the exclusion
or limitation of implied warranties or
warranties of merchantability and
liability for incidental or consequential
fitness for a particular purpose, are
limited in duration to ninety (90) days damages, so the above limitation or
exclusion may not apply to you. This
from the date of original retail
warranty gives you specific legal rights,
purchase of this product.
and you may also have other rights that
Even though Apple has tested the
vary from state to state.
software described in this manual and
reviewed its contents, neither Apple
License and Copyright
nor its software suppliers make any
This manual and the software
warranty or representation, either
(computer programs) described in it are
express or implied, with respect to
copyrighted by Apple or by Apple's
the software described in this manual,
software suppliers, with all rights
reserved, and they are covered by the

© 1983 by Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, California 95014
(408) 996-1010

Lisa Software License Agreement
signed by each Lisa owner. Under the
copyright laws and the License
Agreement, this manual or the
programs may not be copied, in whole
or in part, without the written consent of
Apple, except in the normal use of the
software or to make a backup copy.
This exception does not allow copies to
be made for others, whether or not
sold, but all of the material purchased
(with all backup copies) may be sold,
given, or loaned to other persons if they
agree to be bound by the provisions of
the License Agreement. Copying
includes translating into another
language or format.
You may use the software on any
computer owned by you, but extra
copies cannot be made for this
purpose. For some products, a multiuse license may be purchased to allow
the software to be used on more than
one computer owned by the purchaser,
including a shared-disk system.
(Contact your authorized Lisa dealer for
information on multiuse licenses.)
Product Revisions
Unless you have purchased the product
update service available through your
authorized Lisa dealer, Apple cannot
guarantee that you will receive notice of
a revision to the software described in
this manual, even if you have returned a
registration card received with the
product. You should check periodically
with your authorized Lisa dealer.

Apple, Lisa, and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Simultaneously published in the USA and Canada.
Reorder Apple Product #A6L0145
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Guide to Lisa Manuals

Set up your Lisa following the setup procedures in the
Lisa accessories box or in Appendix 1, Setup
Procedures, in the Lisa Owner's Guide.
Go through Section A, LisaGuide, in the Lisa Owner's
Guide, for an introduction to the Lisa.
If your dealer or service representative did not set your
system Preferences so that the Lisa knows what external
devices are attached, follow the instructions in Section
D, Desktop Manager Reference Guide, under Set, in the
Lisa Owner's Guide.
~ Go to Section A, Getting Started, in the manual for each

office tool that you want to learn, for the essentials of
using that tool.
Go to Section B, Lisa Fundamentals, in the Lisa Owner's
Guide, for the background information you need before
beginning long-term work on the Lisa.
You are now ready to start doing your own work on the
Lisa:
• If you want self-paced instructions for using a tool, go
to Section B, Tutorial, in that tool manual.
• If you want instructions for performing specific tasks
with a tool, go to Section C, Reference Guide, in that
tool manual,
For specific instructions on filing and desktop
management, go to Section D, Desktop Manager
Reference Guide, in the Lisa Owner's Guide.
For more information on the Lisa hardware, tips on
caring for the Lisa, and suggestions for troubleshooting
when the system isn't working properly, go to the other
sections of the Lisa Owner's Guide.

Contents

Preface
A. Getting Started with LisaList
A quick introduction to the basic skills needed to use
Lisa List.

B. LisaList Tutorial
Self-paced instructions on LisaList using examples on
the Lisa.

c. LisaList Reference Guide
Complete information on LisaList consisting of an
overview and step-by-step procedures.

D. Appendixes
E.lndex

·· ... -I
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Preface

LisaList is a personal data base tool that helps you
create and maintain all types of lists. You enter data
directly into the list. Then you can sort the list or search
for certain data in a list. LisaList allows you to customize
your list for different uses.
This manual contains three kinds of documentation of
LisaList:
• Section A, Getting Started with LisaList, is a quick
introduction to the tool. It is deSigned to give you the
basic skills for using Lisa List.
• Section B, LisaList Tutorial, is a step-by-step guide to
the major features of LisaList. It includes suggestions
on how to use LisaList efficiently and effectively.
• Section C, LisaList Reference Guide, is a complete
reference section. It contains instructions for
performing specific tasks, including the details of how
each feature works.
The material in this manual assumes that you have used
LisaGuide, which teaches you the fundamentals of using
the Lisa. The LisaGuide diskette came in the front pocket
of the Lisa Owner's Guide, and instructions for using it
appear in Section A of that manual.
Section B, Lisa Fundamentals, of the Lisa Owner's
Guide, contains important background information
about setting up and using the Lisa for long-term work.
Make sure you understand the concepts in that section
before going on to either the Tutorial or the Reference
Guide. Refer to Section D, Desktop Manager Reference
Guide, of the Lisa Owner's Guide, when you need to
know how to do filing or how to perform any of the other
tasks outlined in Section B, Lisa Fundamentals.

029-0095-A

vii

The material in this manual can be used in either short or
long blocks of time. You can complete Getting Started in
about 30 minutes. Then you can either go through the
Tutorial one chapter at a time or start creating your own
documents, looking up procedures in the Reference
Guide as you need them.

viii
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Section A
Getting Started
with LisaList

029-0016-A

Getting Started
with LisaList

With LisaList you can produce all kinds of lists - for
example, lists of clients, vendors, staff, or projects.
LisaList can assist you in quickly making key decisions by
allowing you to find just the information you want, in the
order you want it.
Getting Started with LisaList is a hands-on exercise. By
going step by step through an easy example, you will
quickly become familiar with the basic skills for using
LisaList, and afterward be able to create, edit, file, and
print your own LisaList documents.

I

Getting Started : : : A 1
with LisaList •••

What You Need
to Get Started

Here's what you need
• A Lisa set up and plugged in, with the keyboard and mouse attached.
• A ProFile set up and plugged in, with the Office System and LisaList tool on it.
• A Printer set up and plugged in if you want to print. Make sure your printer is hooked
up to your Lisa and turned on. Printing is optional.
• About 30 minutes.
Note: If your system is not already set up and configured, refer to the Lisa Owner's
Guide, Appendix 1, Setup Procedures.

ProFile

Lisa

Keyboard

Mouse

A21:...
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If you haven't yet gone through LisaGuide, in which Lisa introduces Lisa, now is a good
time to do so - it will make Getting Started even easier. For instructions on starting
LisaGuide, refer to the Lisa Owner's Guide, Section A, LisaGuide.
If you've already gone through a Getting Started for another Lisa tool, you'll see many
similarities in using LisaList - the basic concepts for using each Lisa tool are the
same.

Getting Started
with Lisa List

...
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Starting Up

What You're About To Do
Follow the numbered steps below and on the next page to:
• Turn on and start up your ProFile and Lisa .
• Learn how to brighten the screen if it has dimmed automatically.
Note: If your ProFile and Lisa are already on, skip to step 3. The red ProFile light is lit
when the ProFile is on, and the Lisa on-off button is lit when the Lisa is on.

Do This
1 Turn on your ProFile by
pressing the on-off switch
on the back, left-hand
side of the ProFile, as
shown.
2 Turn on your Lisa by
pressing the on-off
button, at the lower, righthand side of the Lisa, as
shown.

A41 ...
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Do This
3 After several minutes,
when the red ProFile light
stops flashing, your
screen should look
something like the one to
the right. (See something
different? Refer to the
Lisa Owner's Guide,
Section G,
Troubleshooting.)

4 If your Lisa has been on
for a period of time with
no activity, the screen
may have automatically
dimmed. If your screen is
dim, just move the mouse
to brighten it.

Getting Started
with LisaList
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The Desktop and the Mouse

What You're About To Do
The gray area of your screen is called the desktop. Like the desktop of an office desk,
it's where you do your work.
The mouse is what you use to communicate with your Lisa what it is you want done.

you use it to point out

To get familiar with your Lisa's desktop and how to use the mouse, follow the steps
below.

Do This
1 Hold the mouse as
shown. (Don't press the
mouse button yet.)

A61:...
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Do This
2 Slide the mouse on your
desk to move the pointer
around the Lisa desktop
- the gray part of your
screen.
Notice the menu bar across the
top of your screen - it contains
menus of different actions you
can take. Along the bottom of
your screen are various icons graphic symbols that stand for
different things.

3 To get oriented, move the
pointer to the different
spots shown to the right.
(Trouble making the
pointer go where you
want it to go? Lift up and
reposition the mouse.)

Getting Started
with LisaList

A7

Seeing What's on a Disk

What You're About To Do
To get at the document you'll work with, you first need to open the ProFile disk icon as
described in the steps below.
The way you'll open the disk will illustrate your Lisa's most general principle:
• First you select something .
• Then you do something to what you've selected.

Do This
1 Select (highlight) the
ProFile disk icon by
placing the tip of the
painter on it and clicking
the mouse button, as
shown. (Icon not
highlighted? Try again.)

...

A81 : : : Section A

Do This
2 Open the selected disk
icon by choosing Open
"ProFile" from the File/
Print menu.

Here's how
• Press and hold with the
pointer's tip on File/Print
in the menu bar.
• Move the pointer down
and release when Open
"ProFile" is highlighted.
(Is the Open menu item
dim? You probably
clicked somewhere else
on the gray part of the
screen and deselected
the ProFile icon. Go back
to step 1 and make sure
the ProFile icon is
selected.)

3 Notice the window to the
ProFile that zooms open
on your Lisa's desktop.
Your ProFile is like a very
large file drawer - it's
where you'll keep most of
your work.
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Pulling a Document

What You're About To Do
Inside the ProFile window you should see several stationery pads and folders. The
LisaList Examples folder contains the example you'll be working on here. In the steps
below, you will:
•
•
•
•
•

Open the Lisa List Examples folder.
Tear off a sheet from the Getting Started stationery pad that's inside the folder.
Move the new sheet, or document, to a clear spot in the folder.
Give the new document the name Retailers.
Open the document.

Do This
• To open the LisaList
Examples folder:
1 Select the Lisa List
Examples folder by
clicking on it.
2 Choose Open "LisaList
Examples" from the File/
Print menu.
Notice the window to the
LisaList Examples folder that
zooms open, and its contents, as
shown. The "list-like" patterns
on the icons in the folder show
they are LisaList icons.
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Do This
• Copies of the Getting
Started example are on
the Getting Started
stationery pad. To tear off
a sheet from the pad:

1,111

LlsaLlst Examples II ~

Chapter z

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

1 Select the Getting
Started pad icon.

2 Choose Tear Off
Stationery from the File/
Print menu and wait a
moment until the new
document appears, as
shown.
• To move the new icon out
of the way, to a clear spot
in the folder:

1 Place the pointer on the
icon.

1I111

/; mJ

I GettIng Startea

LlsaLlst Examples

Chapter z

1111

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

\~

2 Press and hold down the
mouse button and move
the icon as shown; then
release the mouse
button.
• To rename the new
document:

1 Make sure the untitled
document icon is still
selected (highlighted). If
you've deselected the
icon by clicking
elsewhere on the screen,
select it again by clicking
on it.

Type Retailers
1111 LlsaLlst Examples I illl

Chapter z

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

2 Type the name
Retailers. (Typing
mistake? Use the
(Backspace) key to correct
it. )

Getting Started
with Lisa List
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Do This
• To open the Retailers
document:
1 Make sure the document
icon is selected
(highlighted).
2 Choose Open "Retailers"
from the File/Print menu.
Notice how the icon zooms open
into a window. Wait a minute the hourglass, ~, means wait until the LisaList tool displays
the Retailers document, as
shown.

File/Print

Edit

Kiel':! Kell

F,ranston Soul1Ci
K:/dex. Inc.
Loftu; Lines
Malnllne ConnectIon
I~etworks,

Q-Call

:::
...
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List

Sales Region

Retailer

Aristas
Bandley's
Bellman Limited
Brat tl e Sal es, Inc.
Cant ex t Sounds
Cords or CordI ess, Inc.
Die11 & Iveslow Inc.
Green Electronics
Harper's
JT Audi 0 al-,,] Vi deo
i<anciIJr Sijppl'y'

Inc.

Pr,one PI az a

A 121

Type Style

Lj

Inc.

?

Eastern
'Western
,1,lestern
'Western
Central
Centrs.l
i I~estern

Eastern
.Eastern
Central
Central
,Central
V.lestern
Eastern
Western
Eastern
1.!.Iestern
Central

The LisaList Document

The Retailers document is now open on your Lisa's desktop.
Across the menu bar at the top of your screen are the Lisa List menu names. Each
menu contains a list of actions you can take with a LisaList document.
Each row in the list is made up of separate fields of information. At the top of the list
itself are column names that show what kind of information is contained in the fields
of each column.
Without pressing the mouse button, move the pointer around the screen and notice
how the shape of the pointer changes to an arrow pOinter, " when it's over the menu
bar and to a cross-hair pointer, +, when it's over the rows in the list.
Column names

I
I

LisaList menu names

Fi Ie/Print

dit

Type Style

list

I

I

I
II
Sales•Region
Retailer
Aristes
!Eastern
Bandl ey' s
;West ern
Bellmen Limit ed
:West ern
Brattle Sales, Inc.
:Western
Cent ex t Sounds
Central
Cords or Cordless, Inc.
!Central
Dieli & Weslow, Inc .11}estern
Green Electronics
Eastern

.j.i'~;r«\••$i.~;:;~ij:Eastern
Irl:MIII'
JT Audi end Vi dec
:Central
0

Fields

L I~a~~,or S~~PlY

--+

1::rn:n:!H??!!! i!!!!!)i!j!

Sales Last Otr II

~;, "

ID H.-ber

$ 19,249:
$ 20, 877 :
$ 13, 275 :
$ 16,732:
$ 12, 669 :
$ 16,444!
$ 18,637:
$ 14,033:
$ 23,894:
$ 14, 505 ;

_;i;rrrt;r• •;;~: i~: ~~~ i

Kranston Sound
:11}estern
Kydex, Inc.
Eastern
Loftis Lines
Western
Mainline Connection
\Ee.stern
Networks, I n c . i ' J e s t e r n
PI-,one Plaza
Central
--------------F1-r"'"".-"'~".LJ.r-"..,..L.",."'-....
;11}e,tern
Cross-hair pointer
Rhineman's
!Central

01 [] I

II

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

15,392!
18,016:
18,114:

17,844;
15,618;

I;J
3101-,,;0

13,525;
16,450

1; 13 480;

:!!!'!!!'!;!!;!'!!'!!!j!j'((·!j;;!j!!!j!!!!!:;Uj!j!~(!!;!!H!;;;;·:"':':':'.:':':':':':""':':':J.\':::"::::;,;::,;:;:,';,;,;""",.,.,.,..........

2100

Q
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What You Are Going To Do

Imagine you work for a fictional company called SwitchOn Communications, Inc. The list currently on your
screen shows Switch-On's retailers from the Central,
Eastern, and Western regions, ordered alphabetically.
You want to update the list, change the order of the list
so the retailers are listed by their sales last quarter, and
then find just those retailers from the Western region,
ordered by their sales last quarter.
In the next several pages you will learn to:
1. Replace information in a field.
2. Add a row of new information.
3. Cut a row of old information.
4. Show the list arranged in order of those who sold the
most to those who sold the least.
5. Find just those retailers from the Western region and
show them in order of those who sold the most to
those who sold the least.

A

141:...
: : Section A

When you are finished, your list will look like the one
below. Compare it with the list now on your screen.
Show list in order of
most to least sales

Replace information

Add information

Zindel's
Bandley's
Dleli & 1,\leslow, Inc,
LoftlS Lines
8rattle Sales, Inc.
I)-Call, Inc,
'~etworks, I ne ,
Kranston Sound
CommCall
Bellmen Limit ed

3271

'!iestern
Western
~,Iest ern

3171

3141
3120
3101
3180
3121
3151
3150

I~estern

Western
(~estern

Cut information

Find and show just those
retailers from the Western region

Getting Started
with LisaList
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Replacing Information
In A Field

What You're About To Do
One of your retailers has changed its name. You need to update this information by
replacing the old name with the new name, as described in the numbered steps below.

Do This
1 Select the "Mainline
Connection" field in the
"Retailer" column by
placing the pointer in the
field and clicking the
mouse button once, as
shown. (Select the wrong
field? Move the pointer to
the field you want and
click.)

A
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File/Print

Edit

Type Style

List

Ll
()

!'Iainline Connection
Retailer
Aristas
Bandle)"s
Bellman Limi ted
Brattle Sales, Inc.
Context Sounds
Cords or Cordless, Inc.
Dieli & Weslow, Inc.
Green Electronics
Harper's
JT Audi 0 and Vi deo
Kandor Supply
Kiel l / Kall
Kranston Sound
K~/dex, Inc.
Loftis Lines

Sales Region
Eastern
~Iestern

1',lestern
Western
Central
Central
Western
Eastern
Eastern
Central
Central
Central
Western
Eastern
Western

Sales Last Otr

ID NlJIlber
1190
3271
3150
3120
2190
2141
3171
1130
1241
2151
2251
2181
3121
1161

Do This
2 Type the new name,
Pacers, and press
(Enter), (Typing mistake?
Use the (Backspace) key to
correct it.)

File/Print

Edit

Type Style

List

Ll
Pacers
Retlliler

Aristas
Bandley's
Bellman Limit ed
Bratt 1e Sal es, Inc.
Cant ex t Sounds
Cords or Cordless, Inc.
Dieli & Weslow, Inc.
Green Electronics
Harper's
JT Audi 0 and Vi dec
Kandor Supply
Kiely Kall
Kranston Sound
Kydex, Inc.
Loft i s Li nes

Sales Region

Eastern
Western
Western
I~estern

Central
Central
Western
Eastern
Eastern
Central
Central
Central

ID Nunber
1190
3271
3150
3120
2190
2141
3171
1130
1241
2151
2251
2181

~Jestern

Eastern

Getting Started
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Adding A Row
of New Information

What You're About To Do
You always add a row of new information by entering the information into the row of
blank fields at the bottom of the list. Follow the steps below to add the information for
a new retailer to your list.
The retailer's name is Commcall. They are located in the Western region, had sales last
quarter totaling $13,585, and their ID number is 3151.

Do This
1 Scroll down to the blank
row at the bottom of the
list.
Here's how
• Place the pointer on
the bottom scroll arrow
of the vertical scroll bar.
The arrow is pointing
down, in the direction you
want to see.
• Press and hold down
the mouse button until
you see the bottom edge
of the list, as shown.

Networks, Inc.
Phone Ple.za
O-Ca11, Inc.
Rhineman's
Sound Ci ty
Taylor's
Traeo Sal es, Inc.
Ventura Prlone Store
Woodwards
Zindel's

\~estern

Central
Western
Central
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
vJestern
Central
Western

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

18,114
17,844·
15,618.
13,525
16,450 i
13,480:
16,261;
10,232·
12,802
8,322
18,972

22,733

2150
3101
2100
1111
1120
1134
3020
2121
3231

Press on bottom scroll arrow

A181::
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Do This
2 Enter the new
information for
CommCal1 into the blank
fields, as shown to the
right. (Typing mistake?
Use the (Backspace) key to
correct it, or select the
field and replace the
entire field contents.)

Select field and
type Commcall(Tab)

Type 3151 (Tab)
Type 13585 (Tab)

Notice how LisaList
automatically adds dollar signs.

Getting Started ° ••
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Cutting a Row
of Old Information

What You're About To Do
Cut the "Ventura Phone Store" row of information from the list, as described in the
steps below.

Do This
1 Select the "Ventura
Phone Store" row by
clicking in the row
header, as shown.

A20
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Pacers
Networks, Inc.
Phone Plaza
1, Inc.
Rhineman's
Sound Ci ty
Taylor's
Traco Sal
Inc.

Western
.Central
:Western
.Central
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern

Woodwards
Zindel 's
CommCall

Central
Western
iv,lestern

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

18,114
17,844
15, 618
13,525
16,450
13,480
16, 261
10,232

3141
1141
3180
2150
3101
2100
1111
1120
1134
2121
3231
3151

Do This
2 Choose Cut from the Edit
menu. (Press and hold on
Edit in the menu bar;
move down and release
on Cut.)

Getting Started
with Lisa List
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Showing Your List
in a New Order

What You're About To Do
Now you want to show your list arranged in order of those who sold the most to those
who sold the least. Follow the steps below to:
• Specify what order you want your information listed in .
• Show the list in its rearranged order.

Do This
1 Choose What Order and
Format from the List
menu to display the
Column Descriptions
table, as shown.

Column Descriptions Ta

2 Select the Sort Order
field in the "Sales Last
Qtr" column, as shown.
Notice the Row Order menu that
appears in the menu bar.

Click in field to select

...

A221 : : : Section A

Do This
3 Choose Descending
Order (Z .. A) from the Row
Order menu to show that
you want "Sales Last
Qtr" ordered from most
to least.

1JI~===::::::::I.!III.t:========::1

Notice the Descend specification
that fills the selected Sort Order
field.

4 Choose Show List in
Order from the List menu
to show the list in its
rearranged order. (List
not ordered by sales last
quarter? You probably
chose Show Entire List
from the List menu. Go
back and choose Show
List in Order.)
Notice that the retailers are now
ordered by their sales last
quarter.

File/Print

Edit

Type Style

list

Ll
Ordered Rows

Retailer

II

~es Region

Herper' s
tast ern
2indel's
Western
Kandor Supply
Central
Bandley's
'Western
Aristas
!Eastern
Woodwerds
: Central
Kiel'y Kell
: Central
Dieli & Weslow, Inc.
iWestern
Loftis Lines
iWestern
Kydex, I r , c . E a s t e r n
Pacers
Eastern
Brattle Sales, Inc.
iWestern
O-Call, Inc.
iI!!estern
Cords or Cordless, Inc.
iCentral
Sound City
: Eastern
Networks, Inc.
iWestern
Kranston Sound
il!!estern
JT Audio and Video
Central
Green Electronics
•Eastern
CommCall
iWestern

II Sales Last Otr II

$ 23, 89{
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

22,733!
21,005 i
20,877 i
19,249!
18,972!
18,898
18,637!
18,114:
18,016!
17,84{
16,732!
16,450 i
16,44(
16,261:
15,618!
15,392 i
14,505!
14,033!
13 585!

ID NlJllber

1241
3231
2251
3271
1190
2121
2181
3171
3141
1161
1141
3120
3101
2141
1111
3180
3121
2151
1130 ~
3151 '0
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Finding and Showing
Specific Information

What You're About To Do
Now you want to find and show just those retailers from the Western region, ordered
by their sales last quarter. Follow the steps below to:
• Specify the information you want to find .
• Find and show in order just the information you want.

Do This
1 Choose Find What from
the List menu to display
the Search Specifications
table, as shown.

2 Select the "Sales
Region" field, as shown.
Notice the Comparisons menu
that appears in the menu bar.
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Do This
3 Choose = (Same as)
from the Comparisons
menu.
Notice the equal sign, =, now
placed in the Sales Region field.

4 Type Western, and press
the (Enter) key. (Typing
mistake? (Backspace) to
correct it, or choose
Clear Entries from the
Edit menu and go back to
step 3.)

5 Choose Find and Show in
Order from the List menu.
(List doesn't look like the
one to the right? You may
have chosen something
else from the List menu.
Choose Find and Show in
Order from the List
menu.)
You're finished. Your list
now shows just the
information you want, in the
order you specified.

Type~nand

press~

Zindel's
Bancllelj's
Dlell & i,<,leslow, Inc,
Loft18 llnes
Brattle Sales, Inc.
Ij-Call, Inc.
lietworks, Inc,
Kranst on Sound

1,<,lestern
Viestern

3171
3141
3120
3101
3180
3121
3151

Western

1,<,lestern
Ilo!estern
Western
\~estern

CommCall

Note: The information not shown
in the list is not gone. If you
wanted to see the entire list
again, you would choose Show
Entire List from the List menu.
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Printing Your Document
(Optional)

What You're About To Do
If you don't want to print your document now, or don't have a printer available, you can
skip this section and go on to Putting Your Document Away.
To print a copy of your finished document, follow the steps below.

Do This
1 To ensure that your work
is saved on the ProFile
before you print, choose
Save & Continue from the
File/Print menu.
2 Make sure your printer is
hooked up and turned on.
(Refer to the manual that
came with your printer for
information on
connecting the printer
and loading paper and
print ribbons.)
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Do This
3 Choose Print from the
File/Print menu to bring
up the Print dialog box
shown to the right. (See a
different message on the
screen? Go to the next
page and read the
"Trouble with printing?"
section.)
4 The current settings in
the Print dialog box are
fine, so use the mouse to
check "OK", as shown.
(Trouble? See "Trouble
with printing?" on the
next page.)
Notice that the hourglass
appears for a few moments the hourglass means wait - as
your Lisa records the
information necessary to print
the document.

5 When your document
begins printing and you
see the Monitor the
Printer dialog box, check
"Proceed", as shown.
(Trouble? See "Trouble
with printing?" on the
next page.)

Edit
Print...

Type Style

o While You Wait
• All Pages

0

• While You

,...............................:.............,

Only

Number of Copies:

a0IIllIl[I][IJ00[TIlm
, Western

Sandley's
Dieli & Weslow, Inc,
Loftis Lines
Srattle Sales, Inc,
O-Ca11, Inc.
Networks, Inc.

Edit
Print...

list

0 Quick Draft (Text Only)

• Finished Quality

; Western
, ~!estern
iWestern
, Western

Type Style

• Finished Qualit'y'

o I,yr,ile Yo') l/)alt

20,877
18,637
18, 114
16,732
16,450
15,618

3271
3171
3141
3120
3101
3180

list

0 Quick Draft (Text Only)

Concel

• While You Work

• All P9.ges 0 Onl\1 pages::

~Iurnber of Copies:

$
$
$
$
$
$

'I~estern

:

: i".,., ...................,. . . . . ,............ ,:

a0IIllIl[I][IJ00[TIlm

Bandle~J' s
Diell & 1,lleslo'l) . Inc.
LMtis LInes
Brat tl e Sal es, Inc.
O-Ca11. Inc.
Networks, Inc.

:liJestern
, I!!estern
iIHestern
: V!estern
, Western
:Western

$
$
$
$
$
$

20, 877:
18,637 i
18, 114:
16, 732:
16,450:
15,618:

3271
3171
3141
3120
3101
3180

Click OK

Edit

Type Style

list

Monitor the Printer ..
Document being printed: Retailers
Copy being printed:
0
Of
Page being printed: . 0
Of

If 'lOll w8,nt to do other work while the document is being printed,
click Proceed. Otherwise, just wait.
If :1(1) do decide to Proceed, you can get back here by cr,oosing
Honitor the Printer from the File/Print menu. You should do that if
you hear 8, whistle or if you want to terminate printing.

..
11 : :~

:>0
8 )11 ]
:,.1,.

Notice that once the hourglass
disappears and printing begins,
you can use your Lisa to do other
work.

Click Proceed
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Trouble with printing?
• If you see the alert
message to the right,
refer to the Lisa Owner's
Guide, Section D,
Desktop Manager
Reference Guide, under
Set Printer Configuration.
• If you see any other alert
message, follow its
instructions. If needed,
refer to the Lisa Owner's
Guide, Section G,
Troubleshooting, under
Printers, or see the
manual that came with
your printer.
• To learn more about
printing, refer to Section
C, LisaList Reference
Guide, Chapter 2, under
Print.

...
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Edit

Type Style

list

The document cannot be printed because the
intended printer does not appear to be
available. Before you try to print again,
make sure that your printer is set up the
way you wont and that it is accurately
described in the Preferences window's
Device Connections.

( Cancel

Putting Your
Document Away

What You're About To Do
Now that you've finished working on your document, follow the steps below to put it
away. Even if you chose to print your document and it's still printing, you can continue
to use your Lisa to do other work.

Do This
1 Choose Save & Put Away
from the File/Print menu.
(Is the Save & Put Away
menu item dim? Then you
need to click in the
document to make the
window active.)
Notice how the window zooms
down to a document icon back
in its filing home in the LisaList
Examples folder.

LlSaCalC Paper

~

LlSaGraph Paper

LJ

LlsaGraph Examples

~

~

LlsaWnte Paper

LlsaProJect Paper

LJ

LJ

LlSaJ..lSt Paper

LlsaWnte Examples LlsaPrOJect EXOIl1ples

LJ
1IIIIlisalist Examples IIIII
Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 4
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Starting from Scratch

What You're About To Do
In order to start a new list, you need to get a piece of LisaList stationery, as described
below. Blank LisaList stationery is in a pad called LisaList Paper, in the ProFile window.

Do This
1 Tear off a sheet from the
Lisa List Paper pad at the
top of the ProFile window.
(Select the pad icon;
choose Tear Off
Stationery from the File/
Print menu.)

File/Print

Edit

I

llsacalc Paper

LJ

L15a.c~c

Examples

~

.

LJ

LlsaGnl'n Examples

never.

~

LlsaWnte Paper

LlsaProJect Paper

LJ

LJ

LlsaWnte Examples LlsaPrOJect Examples

L1SaL1S t Examples

LJ

Llsaora\~

Exam

LJ
Tools

Type Clients
File/Print

Edit

View

Disk

o

I,

2620 blocks Free out of 9690.

llsacalc Paper

LJ

~

L1SaGraph Paper

LJ

LlsacaiC Examples

LlsaGrapn Examples

LJ

LJ

Empty Folders
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I

Backed up:

~

LlsaGraph Paper

L:J

A30

Disk

2620 blocks Free out of 9690.

Empty FOlders

2 Don't worry right now
about moving the untitled
document out of the way.
Change the name of the
untitled document to
Clients. (Make sure the
icon is selected; then
type.)

View

Tools

Backed u :

~

never.

~

LlsaWnte Paper

LlsaProJect Paper

LJ

LJ

o

Client
L1Sailst Paper

[DtJ
LlsaDraw Pa

LlsaWnte Examples LlsaPrOJect Examples

Ii]

{)

Do This
3 Open the piece of LisaList
paper you named Clients
as you would any
document. (Choose Open
"Clients" from the File/
Print menu.)
4 Once the new LisaList
document appears, you
are ready to begin a new
list. Some things you
should do when creating
a new list are described in
the next several pages.

I
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Creating a New List

What You're About To Do
Anytime you create a new list, you need to:
• Type in column names for each category of information you want.
• Choose an appropriate data type (kind of information) for each column you name.
• Choose Show New List from the List menu when you're finished to actually create the
list.
Follow the steps below to start a client list with these column names and data types:
Column Name:
Data Type:

Client
Text

# Phones Ordered
Number

Sale Price
Money

Date Due
Date

----------------------------------------------------------------------~-----

Do This
1 There should be an
insertion pOint, a blinking
vertical line, in the first
column header, showing
that Lisa List is ready for
you to enter the first
column name. If you don't
see an insertion point,
move the pointer to the
first column and click
twice. When you see the
insertion point, type
Client. (Typing mistake?
Use the (Backspace) key to
correct it.)
2 Press the (Tab) key to
enter the name and get to
the next column header.
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Do This
3 Follow the same
procedure to enter the
other three column
names, as shown to the
right.

Type Sale

Price (Tab)

Notice how the columns
automatically adjust to the
length of the column name after
you press (Tab).

4 Select the Data Type field
under the" # Phones
Ordered" column by
clicking in it.
Notice the Data Type of Column
menu that appears in the menu
bar.

5 Choose Number from the
Data Type of Column
menu.
Notice the Number data type
that fills the selected data type
field, and that a data format is
also automatically entered.

6 Follow the procedure in
steps 4 and 5 to enter the
data types Money and
Date under the "Sale
Price" and "Date Due"
columns, as shown.

Getting Started
with LisaList
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Do This
7 Choose Show New List
from the List menu in
order to create your list.
When the four blank fields
of your list appear, as
shown to the right, you're
ready to begin entering
information. Experiment
and enter some information
if you'd like - just select,
type, (Tab), type, (Tab), etc.
Press and move across the
menu bar and look at
what's in all your menus. If
you want specific
information on something,
look in the LisaList
Reference Guide, Section
C, or check the index.
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Finishing Up

What You're About To Do
It is a good idea to save all your documents and clear off your Lisa's desktop at least
once a day. The steps below illustrate one of the many ways you can manage things on
the Lisa desktop.
Note: When you are connecting, disconnecting, moving, or servicing equipment, you
must turn off the power. But normally, you should turn off your Lisa only at the end of
each week, and always leave your ProFile turned on.

Do This
1 Choose Set Aside
"Clients" from the File/
Print menu and notice
how Clients is set aside
as an icon on the
desktop.
Note: When you're working with
several documents at the same
time, it's often convenient to
keep some of them set aside on
the desktop, where it's easy to
get at them.

1...1saCalc

P~.per

llS3J~rajJh

PajJer

Lls3JCalcExamples

LJ

Empty Folders

lID

Gettln'l Started

llsavJnte Paper

LlsaPrOJect Paper

LJ

LJ

Ll';3.lll,ln~e

Cllents
llSallst PajJer

Examples LtSaPro.]'=ct Examples

r=---,

LJ
Tools

lID

ChajJter z

lID

Chapter 3

ITH

Ch.;pter 4

ITTI

Retallers
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Do This
1IIIlisalist Examples IIIIII

2 If you want to file the
Clients document in a
new place, move it to a
clear area in the LisaList
Examples folder, as
shown. (Press with the
pointer on the icon, move
it, and release when the
icon is where you want it.)
3 If you want to throwaway
the Clients document,
move it to the
Wastebasket icon. When
the document icon is on
the Wastebasket and the
Wastebasket icon
highlights, release the
mouse button and wait
for the document to be
deposited.
Note: You can always get back
the last thing you've thrown
away by opening the
Wastebasket icon and moving
the deposited document back
out.
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Chapter 2

Chapter :l

Chapter 4

I...~------------ ------.......
liD

un

Gettmg Started

ITTI

un

Chapter 2

un

Chapter :l

un

Chapter 4

Do This
4 Now set aside both the
LisaList Examples folder
and ProFile by choosing
Set Aside Everything
from the File/Print menu.
Notice that both the Folder and
ProFile icons are now set aside
on the desktop.

5 You can put away the
Lisa List Examples folder
back in its filing home in
the ProFile even when the
ProFile window is closed.
To do so, select the
LisaList Examples folder
and choose Save & Put
Away "LisaList
Examples" from the File/
Print menu.
Note: If you want to deselect a
selected icon, click once when
the pointer is not over the icon.

Getting Started
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Do This
6 When you are ready to
work on something else,
just open the ProFile
again. When you want to
turn off Lisa's power for example, over the
weekend - press the lit
on-off button, as shown.
When you turn on the Lisa
again, everything will
reappear as you left it
when you turned the Lisa
off, including documents
you may have left open on
the desktop. Normally,
you should leave the
ProFile turned on.
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Using LisaList

You now have the basic skills necessary for using LisaList
to produce your own Lisa List documents. Because the
concepts for using each Lisa tool are the same, you also
have some of the basic skills for using other Lisa tools:
LisaCalc, LisaDraw, LisaGraph, LisaProject, and
LisaWrite.
There is much more you can do with Lisa List. You can
learn about other LisaList features by:
• Going through other exercises in the LisaList Tutorial,
Section B.
• Using the LisaList Reference Guide, Section C, as you
do your work.
• Just experimenting as you use LisaList. Remember when experimenting, you usually have to select
something before taking action with it. It's safe to
experiment because most of the things you do can be
undone by choosing Undo Last Change from the Edit
menu. And if you're experimenting with a document
you've torn off of a stationery pad, you can try almost
anything and always start fresh by throwing the
document away into the Wastebasket, and tearing off a
fresh copy from the same stationery pad.
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Other LisaList Features

• Complex searching and sorting.
• Adding and removing columns.
• Rearranging column orders.
• Changing column widths at any time.
• Hiding columns you don't want to show.
• Modifying data formats.

A40
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Guide to Lisa Manuals

Set up your Lisa following the setup procedures in the
Lisa accessories box or in Appendix 1, Setup
Procedures, in the Lisa Owner's Guide.
Go through Section A, LisaGuide, in the Lisa Owner's
Guide, for an introduction to the Lisa.
If your dealer or service representative did not set your
system Preferences so that the Lisa knows what external
devices are attached, follow the instructions in Section
D, Desktop Manager Reference Guide, under Set, in the
Lisa Owner's Guide.
Go to Section A, Getting Started, in the manual for each
office tool that you want to learn, for the essentials of
using that tool.
~

Go to Section B, Lisa Fundamentals, in the Lisa Owner's
Guide, for the background information you need before
beginning long-term work on the Lisa.
You are now ready to start doing your own work on the
Lisa:
• If you want self-paced instructions for using a tool, go
to Section B, Tutorial, in that tool manual.
• If you want instructions for performing specific tasks
with a tool, go to Section C, Reference Guide, in that
tool manual.
For specific instructions on filing and desktop
management, go to Section D, Desktop Manager
Reference Guide, in the Lisa Owner's Guide.
For more information on the Lisa hardware, tips on
caring for the Lisa, and suggestions for troubleshooting
when the system isn't working properly, go to the other
sections of the Lisa Owner's Guide.

Section B
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What's in the
LisaList Tutorial?

This tutorial teaches you about LisaL,ist as it guides you
step by step through several real-life examples. To get
the maximum value from this tutorial, you should tryout
the examples on your Lisa as you go through it.
All major LisaList features are covered in the tutorial, but
not always in fine detail. A complete description of each
LisaList feature can be found in Chapter 2 of Section C,
the LisaList Reference Guide, in this manual.
Before you start this tutorial, be sure you have completed
LisaGuide, in which Lisa introduces Lisa; you can find the
LisaGuide diskette in the front pocket of the Lisa
Owner's Guide. Also, you should have completed Section
A, Getting Started with LisaList, in this manual. If you
haven't completed one or both already, now is a good
time to do so.
To complete the activities in this tutorial, you need
• The blank LisaList stationery pad that is on your
ProFile .
• The sample documents for this tutorial that are in the
LisaList Examples folder on your ProFile.
The arrow symbol ( ~ ) appears before each activity in
the tutorial, and it means "Do something." For example,
~ Turn the page to begin the tutorial.

·...
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Chapter 1
Creating a New List

Creating a New List

This chapter leads you step by step through the creation
of a list. By following the activities in Chapters 1 and 2,
you learn most of the standard procedures of list
management. In this chapter you learn how to
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get a list.
Set up the list by entering column names.
Indicate what type of data each column contains.
Enter information into the newly created list.
Correct mistakes.
Rearrange the rows.
Print the list.
Put the list away.

I
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Getting a
New List

To create a new list,
~ Open the ProFile

window by clicking twice
on the ProFile icon.
~ Tear off a sheet of paper

for the new document by
clicking twice on the
LisaList stationery pad
icon.

"".Iiii

~ Name the new document

by typing your initials
followed by Ch 1. This
allows other people to
use the same ProFile
and not get their
documents confused.
~ Open the document by clicking twice on the

document icon.
In this chapter you assume the role of a corporate
Director of Personnel, keeping track of company
executives who have signed up for high-level training.

Setting Up the List

If you were making a list on paper, you might begin by
drawing lines down the page to separate the items of
information into columns. Then you'd write a short
description at the top of each column. That's exactly
what you do in LisaList.
The display on your screen right now is called the Create
Table, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Create Table

Before you can start adding entries to your list, you have
to fill in the Create Table to describe the data you'll be
entering in the columns. This table is laid out in the same
way as the list: each column in the table corresponds to a
column in the list. Right now, you need to specify three
things for each column: the name, the data type, and the
data format.
Start by typing in the column names. The column names
are displayed above the column in the list.
~ Type

Executive II

Executive
~

Press the (Tab) key to get
to the next column.
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~ Continue entering the column names, using the (Tab)

key to move from column to column. The other
column names are
Seminar
City
Date
Cost
~ To get back to the first

column, press (Return).

When you are done, your list should look like Figure 2.
Notice that, even though all columns are the same width
to start, LisaList automatically widens or narrows them
so that they are just long enough to hold the column
names.

Figure 2. New List with Column Names

Defining the Information in the Columns
Now that you've named the columns, the next step is to
tell LisaList the kind of information you want in each
column. You do this by specifying a data type for the
column.
Specifying a data type tells Lisa List that only certain
kinds of values can appear in that column, and enables it
to sort those values properly. For example, the Socia!
Security data type is intended only for social security
numbers, which always have nine digits. If LisaList knows
that that's what you want in the column, it can help you
control what goes into the column. If you try to enter a
value that couldn't be a social security number, such as a
number with eight or ten digits, it tells you that you're
making an error, and won't let you go on until you correct
it. You'll see examples of this in Chapter 4, Data Types
and Formats.

861 :• :• :• Section
8
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It is essential to decide what data type you want in a
column while you are still setting up the list. Once you
have started entering information in the list, you cannot
change the data type of any column.
Right now, the word "Text" appears in every column in
the Create Table. Text is the name of the most general
data type. That is, you can enter any numbers, letters, or
punctuation symbols in a Text field.
In this list, the first three columns will be Text columns,
and the last two will have special data types. To set up
these special data types,
~ Select the Data Type

field in the Date column
by moving the pOinter
into the field and
clicking the mouse
button.
~

Choose Date from the
Data Type of Column
menu. The word Date
replaces the word Text
in the Date column.

t;.:JJ.l
L....................

Data Type of [olurnl1
Text
Number
Money
Date
Time
Telephone
Zip (ode
Social Security

~ Now select the Data Type field in the Cost column and

choose the Money item from the Data Type of Column
menu.
As their names indicate, the Date data type is intended
for dates and the Money data type is intended for
amounts of money.
As the data types change, the Data Format row is filled
in. Data formats affect the way values are displayed in
the list; they won't be covered in this chapter. Chapter 4,
Data Types and Formats, discusses data formats in
detail.
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Starting the List
Now that you've described all the columns in the list, you
can start entering information. To do this, you need to
display the list itself, not the Create Table.
To display the list,
~ Choose Show New List

from the List menu.
"/~/h!l':.

Unler C for'rwll./
Show U;:i', in Order

Show New List changes the display to show the list. Right
now, it is empty, as you can see in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Newly Created List

When you choose Show New List, you create the list. This
is an important step, because once you have done this,
you cannot change the data types of the columns. You
should always make sure you have set up the list
correctly before choosing Show New List.

Entering
Information
into the List

The new list contains one blank row. Each time you finish
a row another blank row is added, so that there is always
a place to add information to the list. The information
you should enter in the first row is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. First Row of the List
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To enter the first row,
~ Select the blank field in

the Executive column.

~ Type

Wells (Tab)

Executive
Wells

~ Type

Product Planning
As you can see, the words you have typed are too wide to
fit in the column. However, the complete contents of the
current field are always shown in the wide angle view,
which is at the top of the status panel. Shortly, you'll
learn how to widen a column.
~ Continue to type the information shown in Figure 4

and press the (Tab) key to get to the next field until the
entire row has been entered.
Notice that when you press the (Tab) key from the Cost
column, a new blank row appears and its first field is
selected.

Changing Column Widths
The Seminar column is too narrow to display the value
you have entered in it.
To adjust the width,
~ Move the pointer to the

grid handle to the right
of the column. The grid
handle is the double
vertical line between the
word Seminar and the
word City.
~ Press and hold the mouse button.
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~ Move the pointer to the

right. As you do so, a
flickering line, which
indicates the right
boundary of the column,
follows the pointer.
When you have moved
the line far enough to the
right, release the button.
~ If the column is too wide or too narrow, you can fix it

using the same procedure.
You need to do the same thing for the City column.
~ Widen the City column.

Correcting Mistakes
Before you enter the rest of the list, you should know how
to correct mistakes. To change the contents of a field in
LisaList, you use the standard Lisa text editing
procedures. If you are familiar with these procedures,
skip ahead to the next section, Putting the List in Order.
If you would like some hints on how to correct mistakes,
do the activities in this section.
To learn how to change text, assume you want to change
the name Wells in the first column to Wellington. To learn
the different ways to edit text, you'll do this in a rather
roundabout way.
Clear Entries: To start, clear the field.
~ Select the field that says

"Wells."
~ Choose Clear Entries

from the Edit menu.

Select All of Document

Clear Entries erases the contents of the field you have
selected.

810
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Undo Last Change: Actually, you don't have to clear a
field to edit it. Let's say you change your mind and want
to reverse the effect of Clear Entries.
~ Choose Undo Last Change from the Edit menu.

Undo Last Change reverses the effect of the last action
you have taken. It is particularly useful when you have
chosen the wrong menu item by mistake. In this case,
Undo has reversed the Clear by returning the contents of
the field.
Some actions cannot be reversed by Undo. When this is
the case, LisaList displays an alert message. The Undo
Last Change procedure, in Section C, LisaList Reference
Guide, Chapter 2, under Edit, details which actions can
and cannot be undone.

Inserting: To change Wells to Wellington, start by
inserting some letters.
~

Select an insertion point
between the second "I"
and the "s."

Executive
~Iell~

To insert text at a location within a value, you have to
select the field first, and then select the location where
you want the text. If you just select the field and start
typing, you replace the whole value in the field with
whatever you're typing.
~ Type

someletters
Replacing: Now you have made the name too long, and
have not typed what you meant to type. The easiest way
to correct it is by editing directly in the wide angle view
instead of in the field itself. To change Wellsomeletters to
Wellington,
~ In the wide angle view,

select "someletters."
~

Type

ington.
Deleting: Now all you have to do is delete the "s."

~ Select the "s," either in

I!1"lellingtDniT

the wide angle view or i n .
the field.

:;t
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~ Choose Cut from the

Edit menu.

Undo last Change
Restore Previous Entry

Cut

r

.X

Copy

P{Jste

Instead of choosing Cut,
you can make the change
from the keyboard by
holding down the (i) key
while pressing the X key.
The (i) key provides a
convenient way to execute
frequently used commands
from the keyboard, without
using the mouse. A
complete list of (i) key
options applicable to
LisaList can be found in
Appendix 2, Apple Keys, in
this manual.
Before going on, you need to restore the field to the way
it was before you started editing.
~ Choose Restore Previous Entry from the Edit menu.

Restore Previous Entry returns the field to the state it
was in when you began editing. It only applies to the
current field. If you have already selected another field,
or have cleared the field, you cannot restore the original
field with Restore Previous Entry.

Putting the List
in Order

The next step is to enter the rest of the list.
~ Enter all the rows in the list to match Figure 5. Use the

(Tab) key to get from field to field. At the end of each
row, the (Tab) key takes you to the beginning of the

next row.
~ Widen the columns as necessary.
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Product PI anni ng
Effect i ve Mgmt
Fi nanci al Anal ysi s Denver
Communication Skills New York
Effective Management Chicago

Figure 5. Completed List

There are four arrow keys on the numeric keypad. Each
arrow key selects the next field in the direction indicated
by the arrow. So far, you have used the (Tab) key to move
one field to the right. If you are already at the extreme
right of the list, the (Tab) key selects the first field in the
next row. The@ key also moves one field to the right,
but it does not select the first field in the next row.
Experiment with the other keys to see what they do.
Press the (Enter) key if you want to enter the information
in the current field, but not to move anywhere.
So far, the rows in the list are in no particular order. You
don't have to enter rows in order because LisaList orders
the list automatically. Unless you instruct it otherwise, it
will sort the list according to the values in the default sort
column. This is the column that was leftmost when the
list was set up. It is always the default sort column, even
if the order of columns in the list changes. In this case,
this is the Executive column.
To order the list automatically,
~ Choose Show Entire List from the List menu.

Whenever you choose Show Entire List, the list is sorted
according to the default sort order.
The Management Seminars list is now in alphabetical
order by executive name, as shown in Figure 6.
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!Effective Mgmt
Communication Skills
Effectl ve Management
Fi nanci al Anal ysi s
Product Planning

New York
New York
Chi cago
Denver
Boston

Figure 6. Reordered List

If you don't want the list to be sorted according to the
first column, you can change the sort order. For example,
suppose you want the list to be in order by city. The first
step is to go to the Column Descriptions Table:
~ Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.

The Column Descriptions Table is like the Create Table
with the addition of two rows: the Sort Order row and the
Visible row. The Visible row is described in Chapter 3,
Rearranging the List. It's used for hiding columns that
you don't want to see.
To sort the list by city,
~ Select the Sort Order

field in the City column.
A Row Order menu
appears in the menu bar.

~. . . . ~~:.r.. . . .:

-

L.. . . . . .:r.~.~. . . . . . ..l

~ Choose Ascending Order from the Row Order menu.

The selected field now contains the word "Ascend."
Ascend means that the City column will be in order from
A to Z.
~ Choose Show List in Order from the List menu.

The sorted list is shown in Figure 7.
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Product PI anni ng
Effecti ve Management
Financial Analysis
Effective Mgmt
New York
Communication Skills ; ~Ie~) York

Figure 7. Sorted List

Printing the List

To print a list, you naturally have to have a printer
connected to your Lisa. If you don't have a printer, or it is
not set up, skip this section for now, and proceed to
Putting Your Document Away, later in this chapter.
To find out how to set up your printer and hook it up to
the Lisa, refer to the manual that came with your printer.
You also need to set up Preferences correctly for your
printer. If you have not already done this, do it now. To set
up Preferences for your printer, refer to Section D,
Desktop Manager Reference Guide, in the Lisa Owner's
Guide, under Set Printer Configuration.
Once the printer and Preferences have been set up,
printing your first list is very easy.
~ Just choose Print from

the File/Print menu.

Monitor the Printer ...
Fix Damaged Document

A Print dialog box appears on your screen, as in Figure 8.

Print...

• Finished Quality

D Quick Draft (Text Onl.,,)

DOne COPY' While You Wait .While You W'Jrk ,................................................. ,
• All Pages D Only "_~~'_ . ;..................................................;
Number of Copies:

a00[I1[IJ[I]1IJ00§J

Figure 8. Print Dialog Box
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All print settings are as you need them right now. You
learn to use the different settings available in the Print
dialog box, and with the menu item Format for Printer, in
Section D, LisaList Reference Guide, Chapter 2, under
Print.
~ Click OK in the dialog

box.

(

OK

J

Your Lisa then displays a message saying that it is
preparing to print your document and allow you to
continue working, since the Print dialog box specified
that you wanted to print your list while you work. After
that message, the Lisa displays an alert box asking you if
you want to cancel the printing or proceed with it. To
respond to the message,
~ Click Proceed to

( Proceed)

continue working while
your list is being printed.
If your Lisa cannot print the list while you work, it will
display a message to let you know that, and you will have
to wait until the list is finished printing and the message
disappears.

Putting Your
Document Away

At this point, you can save the sample list. To do this,
~

Choose Save & Put Away from the File/Print menu.

The document window closes automatically, and its
document icon goes back beside the stationery pad in
the disk window.
~ Move the pOinter into

the list icon. Press and
hold the mouse button
whiie moving the icon to
an empty place in the
disk window.

I
MlMdi

~ Release the mouse button.

This completes Chapter 1. Go on to the next chapter, if
you like, or come back to it at a later time.
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Chapter
Summary

Get a new list

• Open the ProFile window.
• Tear off a list from the
LisaList stationery pad.
• Name the list.
• Open the new list.

Set up a new list

• Enter column names.
• Choose a data type for
each column from the
Data Type of Column
menu.

Create the list

• Choose Show New List
from the List menu.

Enter information
in new list

• Select the first field in the
blank row.
• Type the information.
• Press (Tab) to get to the
next field.

Change column width

• Select the column grid
handle by pressing and
holding the mouse
button.
• Move the grid handle to
the new position and
release the mouse
button.

Sort the list

• Choose What Order &
Format from the List
menu.
• Select the Sort Order
field in the column to be
sorted.
• Choose Ascending or
Descending from the
Row Order menu.
• Choose Show List in
Order from the List
menu.
Chapter 1 : : :
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Print the list

• If you haven't set up your
printer yet, see the
manual that came with
your printer.
• If you haven't set printer
Preferences yet, see
Section 0, Desktop
Manager Reference
Guide, in the Lisa
Owner's Guide, under
Set Printer
Configuration.
• If you need to change any
of the options in the
Format for Printer dialog
box for your document,
choose Format for
Printer from the File/
Print menu and change
the options.
• Choose Print from the
File/Print menu.
• Respond to any dialog
boxes that appear.

Put the list away
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• Choose Save & Put Away
from the File/Print menu.
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Searching the List

This chapter shows you different ways to look at your list.
You learn how to move the list to see columns and rows
beyond the current screen, and you find out how to
search the list for rows that meet specific criteria. By the
end of the chapter you will know how to
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get a list and display it.
Use scrolling to see the whole list.
Search the list for particular items.
Change the search criteria.
Update the rows.
Add and remove columns.

I
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Getting an
Existing List

In the last chapter, you learned how to create a list from
scratch. In this chapter, you're going to work with a list
that's already been created.
To begin,
~ Open the ProFile
window.

~

Open the LisaList
Examples folder.

~

Tear off a list from the
Chapter 2 stationery
pad.

•

-

....M.
Cl"lapter 2

~ Name the list and

open it.

!fill]

Chapter 2

In this chapter you're a corporate librarian. One of your
jobs is to keep track of journals, magazines, and
periodicals ordered by employees. To do this, you keep a
list of subscriptions. What you see on your screen is in
Figure 9.
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File/Print

Edit

Type Style

List

Ll
<:I
[]

SlfIET
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Computer
Computer
Computer

TITLE

Street
Street
Street
Street

Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

Busi ness Revi ew
Week
Management Revi ew

Busi ness News

{-

Jul
Dec
Jul
Oct
Aug
Mar
Apr
Jun
Jul
Jul
Sep
Mar
Apr
Jun
Aug
Jul

27,
31,
14,
15,
29,
27,
3,
20,
27,.
29,
8,
1,
12,
14,
7,
30,

85
86
85
85
85
86
85
85
85
85
85
86
86
86
86
86

IElESTED BY
Vinson
Warner
Sakemoto
Herbach
Kravitz
Oldman
Oleander
Miller
Miller
Blumstein
Baker
Baker
Johnson
Martin
Hughes
Martin

()

~O~

[]

Figure 9. Initial Screen for Subscriptions Example

Scanning the List

The Subscriptions list is too long and too wide to fit on
the screen. By using the view controls shown in Figure
10, you can look at all of the list. The arrows in the scroll
bars allow you to scroll slowly through the list. The boxes
in the scroll bars, called elevators, allow you to move
directly to a different part of the list. The elevators move
automatically when you use the arrows.
File/Print

Edit

Type Style

List

Ll

Elevator
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business

!Wall

Street Journal
:Wall Street Journal
Street Journal
!Wall Street Journal
iWall Street Journal
:Harvard Business Review
iBusi ness Week

!Wall

Scroll arrows

Sep
Mar
Apr
Jun
Aug
Jul

8,
1,
12,
14,
7,
30,

85
86
86
86
86
86

Figure 10. View Controls
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To use a scroll arrow, you position the pointer within the
arrow and click or hold down the mouse button. Using
the four scroll arrows, practice moving the list down, up,
right, and left. When you're finished, it should be
positioned as in Figure 9.
You don't have to scan one row or column at a time.
Using the elevator, you can move directly to the part of
the list you want to see.
You can position the elevator anywhere inside the scroll
bar. The position of the elevator within the scroll bar is
roughly proportional to the position of the view within
the list.
To move the elevator,
~ Place the pointer in the

vertical elevator. Press
and hold the mouse
button as you drag the
elevator to the position
you want. The view
changes when you
release the mouse
button.
For example, to view the bottom of the list, move the
elevator to the bottom of the vertical scroll bar.
To view the middle of the list, move the elevator to the
middle of the vertical scroll bar.
To view the top of the list, move the elevator to the top of
the vertical scroll bar.

Searching the List

Scanning the list is often useful, but scrolling through a
long list looking for specific items can be tedious. You
can use the LisaList search capability to find quickly all
the items that meet your specifications.
For example, suppose that you have just been notified
that Phiiippa Kingsmith is being promoted to your
company's overseas division. You need to remove her
subscriptions from your list because the overseas
librarian maintains separate records.
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Specifying a Search
To search a list, first you decide which rows you're
looking for. You tell LisaList which rows you want by
describing the contents of certain fields within the rows.
For example, you might want all rows in which the Last
Name column is equal to Johnson, or you might want all
rows in which Salary is greater than $30,000 a year. In
each case, what you need to specify is a comparison
between the values you're looking for and some fixed
value. The way you specify this comparison is by filling in
the Search Specifications Table.
In this case, you want to look for all rows for which the
value in the Requested By field is Kingsmith. To specify
the search,
~ Choose Find What from the List menu. The Search

Specifications Table is shown in Figure 11.
Ll

0
Search Specifications

nl

SlEET

II

I

TITLE

"

II

~AL DATE I

\

\

rausTED BY

~

#

EI

Figure 11. Search Specifications Table

~ Select the blank field in the Requested By column.
~ Choose = from the

Comparisons menu.
(Up to)
(Up to and Including)
(After)
)=
(After and Including)
o
(Different from)
THRU (e.g., 1 THRU 10)
<=

~ Type

Kingsmith (Enter)
What you are telling LisaList is that you want to see all
rows in which the Requested By column is equal to
Kingsmith. To see the rows,
~ Choose Find & Show from the List menu.

Your screen changes to show the partial list, as shown in
Figure 12.

I
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Selected Rows

Sl.I3.ECT
Computer
Genere.l

I

TITLE
: Computer 11erchandising
! Psychology Today

t

IIIE'EWAL DATE II

IUlES1ID BY
jKingsmith
jKingsmith

jNov 18, 85
iMay 11, 86

.....

I

Figure 12. List after Search

Whenever you choose Find & Show, you display only
those rows that satisfy the search specifications. If you
wanted to see the whole list again, you could choose
Show Entire List.

Deleting Rows
Now you want to delete all rows in the partial list. To
delete the rows,
~

Choose Select All of Document from the Edit menu.

All of the rows on the screen are highlighted. When you
choose Select All of Document, the rows that are
selected depend on whether you are displaying the whole
list or only the partial list. In this case, since you are
displaying the partial list, only these rows are selected.
~ Choose Cut from the Edit menu.

You have just cut the selected rows; that is, the rows in
the partial list. These rows are removed from the
complete list as well.

Changing the Search
As the corporate iibrarian, one of your duties is to make
sure that subscriptions are renewed when necessary. For
example, assume today is July 1, 1985. You want to find
out if any subscriptions have to be renewed before the
end of this month. To do this, you need to clear the old
search specifications and then enter the new ones. To
change the search specifications,
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~

Choose Find What from the List menu.

~

Select the search
specifications row by
moving the pointer to
the row header and
clicking the mouse
button once.

Row header

~ Choose Clear Entries from the Edit menu.
~ Select the blank field in

the Renewal Date
column.
~ Choose
~

<=

from the Comparisons menu.

Type

Jul 31, 85 (Enter)
You have now told LisaList that you want to see all rows
in which the Renewal Date column contains dates up to
and including July 31, 1985. To see the partial list,
~

Choose Find & Show from the List menu.

Figure 13 shows the partial list of all the subscriptions
that have to be renewed.
El

<)

Selected Rows
SlBET

Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Electronics

I

TITLE

!Wall Street Journal
i Wall Street Journal
:Wall Street Journal
!Harvard Business Review
! Business Week
!Sloan Management Review
!Electronics

- ...

IIIDEWAL DAlE I
! Jul 27, 85

! Jul
!Apr
!Jun
! Jul
i Jul
! Jul

14,
3,
20,
27,
29,
12,
.

85
85
85
85
85
85

I m,

IW.ES1ED BY

! Vinson
! Sakamoto
: Oleander

!Miller

!Miller
!Blumstein
[McPherson
, ................. , . . .

. .

'.

Figure 13. Partial List

Multiple Searches
You can also search the list based on more than one
search specification. For example, suppose that James
Olson recently ordered the Wall Street Journal. He's just
called you on the phone to say that he hasn't yet received
his subscription. To make life more complicated, you're
not sure if his name is spelled Olsen, Olesen, or Olson.
You certainly don't want to see all the subscription
listings for everyone whose last name begins with O. You
also don't want to see all your company's subscriptions
to the Wall Street Journal, since there are so many of
them. How can you display just the row that you want?
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First, clear the previous search specifications:
~ Choose Find What from the List menu.
~ Select the search specifications row.
~

Choose Clear Entries from the Edit menu.

Now, fill in the new search specifications:
~ Select the Title field 'in the bottom row.
~ Type

TITLE

Wall Street Journal

I~all

Street Joumal

~

Select the Requested By field in the bottom row.

~

Type

Ole THRU Olt
This example shows that you can type in the
specifications if you don't want to use the Comparisons
menu. You can also leave out the equals sign; it is
assumed. Your screen should look like Figure 14.
lj
Ole THRU Ol tl

0

.f!

Search Specifications

1

J

SlJ3ET

TITLE
II
) =Wall Street Journal

~ JEaJAL DAlE ~

IElESlED BY

...... IOle THRU Oltl

II Em

1... liiiiiiii

Figure 14. Filled in Search Specifications

What you have said is that you want to see all the rows in
which the Title field contains "Wall Street Journal," and
in which the Requested By field contains any name that
begins with the letters "Ole" through "Olt." THRU is the
only comparison that needs two values; it specifies a
range of values. The first value is the beginn ing of the
range, and the second value is the end of the range. To
search the list,
~

Choose Find & Show from the List menu.

The partial list is shown in Figure 15. As you can see,
there is no Wall Street Journal subscription for anyone
named Olson, Olsen, or Olesen.
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Ll
~
SlEET
~
jBusiness

Selected Rows
TITLE
[Wall Street Journal

i

,Q
~

IB£WAI. DATE

IApr

3, 85

~

IW£STED BY

lEe

[Oleander
j

il[i[i[l',

Figure 15. Partial List

Adding a New Row
After calling Mr. Olson back to report your findings, and
to find out how he spells his name, you arrange for the
subscription. Now you have to add a row to the list.
You don't need to display the whole list in order to add a
row. Just add the new subscription to the end of the
partial list. To add a row to the list,
~

Select the Subject field in the blank row.

~ Type each entry and press the (!~) key until you have

entered the information shown in Figure 16.

Selected Rows
TITLE
: Wall Street Journal

Figure 16. New Subscription

Adding and
Removing
Columns

After you've used a list for a while, you may decide you
want to include more information in it. Or, you may
discover that you no longer need some of the information
it already contains. LisaList allows you to add or remove
columns at any time.
A word of caution: if your list is very large, it may take
quite a while to add or remove a column. LisaList has to
restructure the entire list on the disk. You also need as
much extra room on your disk as the list itself takes up.

I
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Adding Columns
In the subscriptions example, suppose that someone in
your company has decided that all subscriptions must be
approved by the supervisor of the person taking out the
subscription. Now you need to update your list to add
two columns: one for the name of the manager, and one
to indicate whether or not the manager has approved the
subscription.
To set up the columns,
~ Choose Add/Remove Columns from the List menu.

You see the alert message shown in Figure 17.

If you have not made a backup copy. you
should do so beFore attempting to modiFy the
I ist. Are you ready to modiFy the I ist now?

~

Figure 17. Alert Message for Add/Remove Columns

It's a good idea to make a backup copy of a list before
adding or removing columns. In this tutorial, however, we
will skip this step, to save time.
~ Click Yes.

Now you see the Add/Remove Table, as shown in Figure
18. It's similar to the Create Table.
lj
<)
Add or remove column titles and types; then choose Show Modified List.

II
Data Type
Data Fcmnat

I
I

SlEI.:E.CT
Text

II

i
i

TITLE
Text

1
_
DOJE II
i
Date
i
i

Apr dd, yy

Figure 18. Add/Remove Table

Columns have to be added at the right of the list.
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~ Scroll the list until the

blank column to the
right of the Extension
column is showing.

~ EXTENSI~

II

?

i•..............Number
1
Text
:
·.............. •......•...... v........ ·.... •.......... •..·• ........ ·.... ·.... ·..
l•.....,.... " ....9999
1
l
" •• '•.•• IOI .... U.. " .• ".,,,." .. " .... I"".''' •• ,,,,,, •• ,",,, .............
i;

~ Select the column header of the blank column.
~ Type
II

SUPERVISOR

stPrnVI~

.1.1

~ In the header of the next column, type

APPROVED?
Now check the data types of the two new columns to
make sure they're correct. Once you have displayed the
list again, you can't change the data type of a column.
They are both Text, which is what you want.
To add the new columns,
~

Choose Show Modified List from the List menu.

Now you see the alert message shown in Figure 19.

To make the changes you have requested,
the list must be reorganized. This may
toke some time, especially for large lists.
Is this OK?

( [once I

To leave the list unchanged, click [once I.
Once you click OK, you will not be oble to
chonge your mind, even by choosing undo.

(---)
_O_K_

Figure 19. Alert Message for Reorganizing Lists

~ Click OK.

(

OK ~ J

If you want, you can fill in some of the fields in the
columns, as shown in Figure 20. Since you're soon going
to delete these columns, don't spend too much time
doing this.
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IRlESTED BY

II EXTENSIrn

3754
4563
3735
3756
8467

Vinson
~I~arner

Sakemoto
Herbe,ch
Kravi t z
Oldman
Oleander

7~'i7
,I.JL.,I

~1iller

t1iller
Blumstein
Baker
Baker
Johnson
Olson
t1ertin
HU'Jrles

..i...-.-... _ _

3737
7812
7812
2573
3562
3:162
7821
2:176
7829
3669

s.JtRVI5rn
Fleistier
Gottesman
Catanzaro
Somclgyi
Kroll
Feldman
Lut'y'
Scope
Ashman
Kronberg
Miller
ItJerren
Caston
Stone
Kerman
Poss

II

fFmlVfl)?

Yes
Y:es
Yes
Not
Yes

!

!
~

~
1

~/et

l

Yes
Yes
Yes

???
Check
Yes
'y'es
Yes
~lot yet
~~o

Yes

l

I
l

1
l

I
!

l

Il
!
~

~"------

Figure 20. Additional Columns

Removing Columns
Now suppose there's been another change in policy, and
supervisors' approval is no longer required for
subscriptions. You want to remove the two columns. To
do this,
~

Choose Add/Remove Columns from the List menu.

~ In the alert message,

[ Yes~ J

click Yes.
~

Scroll the Add/Remove Table until the Approved
column is showing.

The Add/Remove Table is shown in Figure 21.
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Ll
{)

g

Add or remove column titles and types; then choose Show Modified List.

IIe£WAL DATE I
Data Type
Data FOIlIIat

I
I

~ BY

Date
!
Apr dd, VV !

I EXTENSllJi I SlFERVIsm ~ fflPOOVED? II

Text

Number

Text

!

Text

:

Te
i

Figure 21. Add/Remove Table

.. Select the column
header of the Supervisor
column .
.. Choose Cut from the Edit menu .
.. Select the column header
of the Approved column .

II~?II

.. Choose Cut from the Edit menu .
.. Choose Show Modified List from the List menu .
.. In the alert message, click OK.

Discarding a List

Before going on to the next chapter, you can either
discard the version of the list you have been working
with, or put it away. To discard the list,
.. Choose Save & Put Away from the File/Print menu .
.. Move the icon for the list
to the Wastebasket icon.

UTI

a.ca:Ch211'

BIll
To put the list away,
.. Choose Save & Put Away from the File/Print menu.
Putting your documents into a folder is a good habit,
since it keeps your disk window from getting cluttered.
To get a new folder,
.. Move the pOinter into
the folder pad icon in the
ProFile window and click
the mouse button twice.

ilil
"'dF@A
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To name the folder which is already selected,
~

Type "Tutorial" and your
initials.

LJ

UFOlders
Tutonal :a.ca
To move your list into the folder,
~

Move the pointer into
the document icon;
press and hold the
mouse button while
moving the icon onto the
folder you just created.
Release the mouse
button when the folder
becomes highlighted.

The document icon should disappear when you release
the mouse button, which shows that the document is
filed in the folder. Next time you open the Tutorial folder,
your list will be there.
To complete the activities in this chapter.
~
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Move the pointer into
the folder; press and
hold the mouse button
while moving the folder
to an uncluttered area of
the disk window.
Release the mouse
button.

Chapter
Summary

Scroll slowly left and
right

• With the pOinter in the
appropriate arrow in the
horizontal scroll bar,
press and hold the
mouse button.
• Release the mouse
button to stop scrolling.

Scroll slowly up and
down

• With the pOinter in the
appropriate arrow in the
vertical scroll bar, press
and hold the mouse
button.
• Release the mouse
button to stop scrolling.

Scroll quickly

• Move the pointer to the
elevator. Press and hold
the mouse button.
• Move the elevator to the
place that represents the
relative position you want
in the list.
• Release the mouse
button.

Search a list

• Choose Find What from
the List menu.
• Select the search
specifications field in the
column you want to
search for.
• Choose a comparison
from the Comparisons
menu or type it in.
• Type the value to
compare with in the
selected field.
• Repeat if there are more
fields you want to search
for.
• Choose Find and Show
from the List menu.
Chapter 2 : : : 835
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Cut rows

• Select the rows you want
to cut.
• Choose Cut from the Edit
menu.

Add a row

• Scroll to the bottom of
the list.
• Select the first field in the
blank row.
• Type the data and press
the (Tab) key to get to the
next column.
• Repeat until the row is
complete.

Add a column

• Choose Add/Remove
Column from the List
menu.
• Select the column header
of the first blank column.
• Type in the name of the
new column.
• Set the data type and the
data format.
• Move the column if
necessary.
• Choose Show Modified
List from the List menu.

Remove a column

• Choose Add/Remove
Column from the List
menu.
• Select the column header
of the column you want to
remove.
• Choose Cut from the Edit
menu.
• Choose Show Modified
List from the List menu.
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Rearranging the List

Chapter 3 shows you some of the things you can do with
columns, just as Chapter 2 focused on rows. In this
chapter you learn how to
• Display some columns and not others.
• Change the order of the columns.
• Sort based on more than one column.
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Getting the List

In this chapter you're the Director of Marketing for a
management consulting firm with offices in several major
cities. Each office reports by phone the status of client
leads; you track this prospective new business on the
Lisa. You also prepare various reports from the list.
To begin,
~

Open the ProFile
window.

~ Open the Lisa List

Examples folder.

•-

".S.

~ Tear off a Iist from the

Chapter 3 stationery
pad.

Chapter 3
~ Name the list and

open it.

The list is shown in Figure 22.
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Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
San Franci seQ
San Francisco

Dudley
Dudley
Lange
Rubenstein
Rubenstein
Rubenstein
Le.nge
Lange
Lange
Dudley
Lange
Rubenstein
Dudle)i
Dudley
Weisberg
Lemmington
Weisberg
W isberg

7

Novich
Evans
Jackson
Denver
Jackson
Jones
Masters
Novich
Percy
Walker
Paul
Denver

Csmbridge Instruments
Warren Associates
Warren Associates
Strathmore Industries
Strathmore Industries
Strathmore Industries
Reputable Bros. Inc
Kollman Inc.
Csmbridge Instruments
Agf Inc.
Advanced Designs Inc.
Peter James Associates
Quantum Leap Inc.
Ci ty of Sa.t1 Francisco
Twin Peaks Development

8224
8501
8801
8387
8452
8453
8111
8112
8113
8700
8800
8388
8500
8222
6524

Open
Inacti
Open
Inacti'
Inacti
Open
Inacti
Open
Open
Lead
Lead
Closed
Open
Open
Lead

Figure 22. Prospects List

Not all of the columns of the Prospects list are showing.
~ Scroll the list to the right to see the rest of the

columns, then back to the left.
Your department prepares a weekly report for each
branch office manager. The report contains the following
informat ion:
• The principal member of the firm responsible for the
client.
• The client's name.
• The project manager working on the case.
• The status of the lead.
• The date of the next scheduled follow-up.
You are ready to prepare a report for the San Francisco
branch. You want to take these steps:
• Sort the list, using several columns.
• Make the Project ID and Branch columns invisible.
• Move the Client column to a different position in the
list.
• Search for all the San Francisco entries in the list.
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Advanced Sorting

You learned in Chapter 1 how to sort based on one
column. To prepare the San Francisco report, you need
to sort based on three columns, and the sorted columns
have a particular relationship to one another. First, you
want to sort the list by principal. Then, in any case where
there is more than one client to a principal, you want the
clients to be in alphabetical order. If there is more than
one project manager for a particular client, you want the
project managers to be in alphabetical order. To see how
this works, start by sorting the list by principal.
~ Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.
~ Select the Sort Order

field in the Principal
column.

II

PRlt£IPAL

1

Text

,

Hsce.ncl
Yes

~

r''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''l'

:

" .......................... • ................. u ......... o6o

~ Choose Ascending Order from the Row Order menu.
~ Choose Show List in Order from the List menu.

The sorted list is shown in Figure 23.
J
Ordered Rows

ffilKli
vJashington
Il!ashington
Washington
Washington
Washington
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Washington
II.lashington
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
San Franci sco
San Fra.nci seo

PRII'£IPAl
!Billfistein
!Blumstein
;Blumstein
i Blumstein
iBlLillstein
,Dudley
,Dudle\1
!Dudley
iDudley
iDudley
!Kowalski
:KCYNalski
•Lange
: Lange
i Lange
! Lange
i Lange
i Lemmi ngt on
! Lernnington

II

~ PR)Y'1'm II
: Lincoln
iMartin
i Lincoln
!Baker
Baker
'Novich
:Evans
i Perc~/
:Walker
:Wong
iWong
'Denver
i .Jac~.sot1
i Jones
it1asters
iDenver
iMasters

Figure 23. List Sorted by Principal
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ClIENT

i Agriculture Dept.
iNASA
i A'Jri cuI t ure Dept.
iNASA
iNASA
: Advanced Designs Inc.
! Agf Inc.
!Reputable Bros. Inc
i Agf Inc.
: Advanced Designs Inc.
i Flots6m Gypsum
i Fl ot 86m Gypsum
'Kollman Inc.
: Strathmore Industries
: Strat 11more I ndustri es
! Strathmore Industries
:Kollman Inc.
: Quantum Leap Inc.
! Wylie Associates

II PIn] ID I

STAnIS 1m;

10251 iOpen
10452: Lead

As you can see, there are several cases in which the
same principal occurs more than once; for example,
Blumstein and Dudley. However, the clients for these
principals are arranged in no particular order. The next
thing you want to do is to arrange the clients for each of
these principals in alphabetical order. To do this,
~

Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.

~ Select the Sort Order

field in the Client
column.

CLIENT
1

Text

~""""""""""""""""""""""lfll"""""'"

.:

.

.............................. 1100)

~

)

............................. "" .. " ....~(~.~.........................................:

~

Choose Ascending Order from the Row Order menu.

~

Press the (Enter) key.

The Sort Order field for Client now shows a sort priority
of 2; the field for Principal shows no number after the
word Ascend, indicating that it has a sort priority of 1.
This means that the Principal column will be sorted first,
and the Client column second. Each time you indicate a
new column to be sorted, it is given the next sort priority
number.
~

Choose Show List in Order from the List menu.

The sorted Iist is shown in Figure 24. Notice that the
order of names in the Principal column has not changed,
but within each principal, the clients are arranged in
alphabetical order.

I
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]

Q

~ Ordered Rows
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Washington
\\Iashington
Boston
Bostcln
Boston
Boston
Soston
San Franci seo
Sal"! Fl"anci seQ

II PRII'CIPAl
iSlumstein
iBlumstein
Slumstein
i Blumstein
iBlumstein
iDudley
jDudley
iDudley
:Dudley
i Dudley'
!Kowalski
!Kowalski
. Lange
j Lange
. Lanl~e
: Lange
i Lange
, Lemmi ngt on
Lemmi n~lt on

~ PRJJ I'm II
i Lincoln
i Lincoln
iMartin
:Baker
iSaker
i Novich
Walker
iEvans
iPercy
'Worl'~

!Wong
:11asters
:Denver
: Jackson
, Jones
'Denver
iDenlier

ClIENT
i Agri cui t ure Dept.
: Agriculture Dept.
iNASA
;NASA
iNASA
i Advanced Desi gns Inc.
j Advanced Desi gns I ne.
i Agf Inc.
i Agf Inc.
Reputable Bros. Inc
: Fl at sam Gypsum
i Fl ot sam G'y'psum
i Kollman I ne.
i I(ollman Inc.
: Strathmore IndlJstries
:Strathmore Industries
i Strathmore Industri es
Quantum Leap Inc.
!Quantum Leap Inc.

9101
Figure 24. List Sorted by PrinCipal and Client

Now you need to do a third level of sorting: by project
manager. To do this, just continue the same procedure:
~ Choose What Order

& Format from the List menu.

~ Select the Sort Order

field in the Proj Mgr
column.

~FmJr-rn1l
!
Text
i
:.... ·· .. ··· .... ··· .. ·· .. ·· .. ·· .. ·.. ····t

~ Choose Ascending Order from the Row Order menu.
~ Press the (Enter) key.

The Sort Order fieid for Client now shows a sort priority
of 3. This means that this column is sorted third, after the
Principal column and the Client column.
~ Choose Show List in Order from the List menu.

The sorted list is shown in Figure 25. Again, the order of
names in the Principal column and the Client column has
not changed, but the Project Manager column is now in
alphabetical order within each client name.
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~

mfK:H

i Blumstein
:Blumstein
i Blumstein
i Blumstein
:Blumstein
:Dudley
i Dudley
i Dudley
i Dudley
:Dudley
i Kowalski
! Kowalski
i Lange
: Lange
i Lange
: Lange
i Lange
: Len1fJ1ington
i Lemmington

Q

Ordered Rows

I PRHCIPAL ~

FmJ I'm

•Lincoln
. Lincoln
'Baker
iBaker
.Mertin
tjovici1
·Walker
'Evans
iPercy
iWong
iWong
·Masters
•Denver
' Jackson
i Jones
'Denver
Denver

I

CLIENT
: Agriculture Dept.
: Agriculture Dept.
iNASA
iNASA
iNASA
i Advanced Designs Inc.
'Advanced Designs Inc.
i Agf Inc.
iAgf Inc.
:Reputa.ble Bros. Inc
i Fl ot sem Gypsum
: Flotsem Gypsum
'Kollman Inc.
:Kollman Inc.
i Strat hmore Industries
iStrathmore Industries
iStrathmore Industries
iOuantum Leap Inc.
iOuantum Leap Inc.

I

FmJ ID L STATIJS

Figure 25. List Sorted by Principal, Client, and Project Manager

Since the report you're preparing only covers the San
Francisco branch, you want to display only the rows for
that branch. To do this,
~ Choose Find What from the List menu.

The Search Specifications Table is shown in Figure 26.
Ll

{/

Q

Search Spec i Fi cat i ons

II

ERfK:H

I PRIK:IPAL I

FmJ I'm

I

CLIENT

I

FmJ ID

I

I

STonEl

Figure 26. Search Specifications Table

~

In the blank field in the
Branch column, type

San Francisco
~

San Fra.nei seq

Choose Find & Show in Order from the List menu.

The partial list is shown in Figure 27.
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Selected and Ordered Rows
~1H}i

San
San
Sen
San
San
San
San
Sen
San
San
San
San

Franci seo
Franci seQ
Frenci seo
Francisco
Franci sea
Franci sea
Francisco
Franci seo
Franci seo
Franci seo
Francisco
Franci seQ

FRIt£IPAL
i Lemmi ngt on
i Lemmi ngt on
i Lemmington
i Lemmi ngt on
Connor
io' Connor
Connor
:vJeisberg
i Weisberg
: Weisberg
i Weisberg
1 Weisberg

II

:0'
:0'

CLIENT
II PRJJ
!Quantum Leap Inc.
.
[Quantum Leap Inc.
[
:~}ylie Associates
:
iWylie Associates
i
Twin Peaks Development!
i West C09.St Engineering [
i West Coast Engineering:
!city of Sen Francisco i
iCi ty' of San Francisco :
:City of San Franci seo [
!Pet er Jemes Associ at es !
[Twin Peaks Development [

II PRJJ I'm I

!Denver
[Denver
Masters
Olsen
:Starr ?
'Evans
:Olsen
!Golden
!Puma
;Puma
!Paul
[Starr

ID I

SlAlUS

m,

1

Figure 27. San Francisco Entries

Choosing Find & Show in Order displays the partial list in
order. If you didn't want LisaList to take the time to sort
the partial list, you could have chosen Find & Show
instead.
What if you wanted to sort the whole list by branch?
Since a separate report is prepared for each branch, you
want all the entries for each branch to be grouped
together. That means that the Branch column has to
have a sort priority of 1, and all the other columns have
to move down a notch. This is easy to do:
~ Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.
~ Select the Sort Order

field in the Branch
column.

Data Tvpe
,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,I,~,~,,~,.,,,,.,, ••••• ,.••• ,, •• ,, •• ,,.;
Oat a FOIlDat
Sort Order
~V_i_Sl_·b_l_e_---'............"....".......... "y..~.~. . . . . . . . . . . .". . . .:

~ Choose Ascending Order from the Row Order menu.
~ Press the (Enter) key.

The sort priority shown in
the Branch column is 4. To
change it to 1,
~ Select the "4" and type

a "1," followed by the
(Enter) key.
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[

Ascend( 1)[

When you press the (Enter) key, all the sort priorities in
the list change. The column that used to be 1 becomes 2,
the column that used to be 2 becomes 3, and so forth.
Since this result is just the order you want:
~ Choose Show List in Order from the List menu.

The list is shown in Figure 28.

Ordered Rows

mlNli
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco

CLIENT
[ Dudley
[Dudley
;Dudley
j Dudley
Dudlev
! Lange
[ Lange
: Lange
[ Lange
[ Lange
j Rubenst ei n
iRubenst ei n
Rubenst ei n
[Rubenst ei n
[ Lemmington
j Lemmington
j Lemmi ngt on
j, Lemmi
ngt on
,

i

iNovich
[Walker
IEvans
iPercy

i Masters
[Denver
i Jackson
[ Jones
[Novich
iNovich
!Evans
[ Jackson
jDenver

[Advanced Desi gns Inc.
i Advanced Desi gns Inc.
iAgf Inc.
iAgf Inc.
[Reputable Bros. Inc
i Kollman Inc.
[Kollman Inc.
i Strathmore Industries
jStrathmore Industries
i Stratllmore Industries
[Cambridge Instruments
iCambridge Instruments
[Warren Associ at es
i l'Jarren Associ at es
[Ouantum Leap Inc.
iouantum Leap Inc.
[Wylie Associates
iWylie Associates
[Twin Pe

8224 [Open
8222 [Open
8501 I Inact
8500 [Open
8700 i Lead
8801 [Open

!~II!~;1
8453 j Open
5441! Lead
5440 [Lead
5642 [Open
5640 j Lead

Figure 28. Rearranged List

Notice that, even though the list is now in order
according to the Branch column, the other columns are
in the same order they were in before.

Making Columns
Visible or Invisible

The Prospects list has more columns than you can see on
the screen without scrolling - more than you can print
on a standard page. But there are two columns that don't
have to appear on your report. The Branch column is
unnecessary because all the rows in the report you're
going to prepare are San Francisco rows. And the
Project ID column is used only by your firm's accounting
department, so it too doesn't need to appear.
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You can make columns visible or invisible at will by using
the Visible row in the Column Descriptions Table. When a
column is invisible, it doesn't appear when the list is
displayed. It still appears in the Column Descriptions
Table and the Search Specifications Table, so you can
sort and search using columns that aren't shown in the
list display.
To make the columns invisible,
~

Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.

~

Select the Visible field in
the Branch column. (The
field contains the word
Yes.) The Column Visible
menu appears.

~ Choose No from the

Column Visible menu.
The Visible field now
contains the word No.
~ Select the Visible field in

the Proj ID column.

II

r
~

FmJ 10 ~

!:.... ,""""
Number
1
.... ,...... ,.. ,.. ,,"+
i . ....99999
i
""' .... ''''' . ,. " ... :

~, "'

!...... ,...... ,.. ,.. "", ...... ,, ..

l

: YF!~ :
~ ... ,.. ''''II''.'~:~''.'.,.,''.':
~

Choose No from the Column Visible menu.

~

Choose Show List in Order from the List menu.

The list is shown in Figure 29. The list is still sorted
according to branch, even though the Branch column is
invisible.
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Dudley
Dudley
ey
Dudley
Dudley
Lange
Lange
Lange
Lange .JL
Lange u
Rubenstein
Rubenstein
Rubenstein
Rubenstein
Lemmington
Lemmington
Lemmington
Lemmington

Evans
Percy

Advanced Desi gns Inc.
Advanced Designs Inc.
. Agf Inc.
Agf Inc.
Reputable Bros. Inc
Kollman Inc.

Masters
i Denver
: Jackson
i Jones
'Novich
·Novich
Evans
Jackson

Open
Open
,Inactive
'Open
Lead
Open
Lead
Inactive
Open
Open
Inactive
Closed

12/01185
11101185
1/15/86
12/13/85
8/03/85
2/02/86
1/04/86
4/02/86
10/04/85
7/02/85
11/01185
10/03/85
11/15/85

Figure 29. List with Hidden Columns

You can make a column visible again any time by
changing the Visible field in the Column Descriptions
Table to Yes.

Moving Columns

You can also rearrange the columns in the list. For the
San Francisco branch report, you'd like the Client
column to appear between Principal and Project
Manager, so that the order in the report matches the sort
priorities.
To move the Client column,
~ Choose What Order

& Format from the List menu.

~ Select the Client column

={F CLIENT

by clicking in the column
Text
header.
!l......................."., ..,..,..,............
,...,..,...,..........."..,.. ", ..,""',.,'!.

·,·.·,·.·.',',',·.·,',A,·~.·~;, '~."6.'~ . .c~.I·,'.·.·.·,','.,',',',·,·.·,·,',·,·.'.,.,','~'.,'.j

t.'.·.·.·.·.·...·,·.'. ,·.·.·...

L. . . . . . . . .,. . . . . . . . . . . :(~.~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . .J
~ Choose Cut from the Edit menu. The Client column is

removed from the table and placed on the Clipboard.

I
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~ Select the grid handle to

PROJ

the right of the Principal
column header.

~

Text
;,'~:(?,)':,',',':,'"' ,' ' '.'B"§,,g,,~.'6#'!
:$

Yes

~ Choose Paste from the Edit menu. The Client column

is pasted into the list to the right of the Principal
column.
It is important to note that moving a column is not done
the same way as removing a column. To remove a
column, you have to cut it from the Add/Remove Table.
When you are moving a column, you do it in the Column
Description Table. You also use Cut, but you must paste
the column again. You cannot return to the list display
until you have pasted the column.

Producing
the Report

Now for the final step: searching the list for all the San
Francisco rows. The list is now set up to appear in the
required order, with only those columns that are
meaningful to this report.
To search the list,
~ Choose Find & Show in Order from the List menu.

This is all you need to do, because the same search
specifications are still in effect.
To finish the report, you can print the list. To do this,
~ Choose Print from the File/Print menu.

Before going on to the next chapter, you should discard
the version of tfie list you have been working with. To do
this,
~ Choose Set Aside from the File/Print menu.
~ Move the icon for your

list to the Wastebasket
icon.
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Chapter
Summary

Sort on more than one
column

• Choose What Order &
Format from the List
menu.
• Select the Sort Order
field in a column and
choose Ascending Order
or Descending Order
from the Row Order
menu.
• To sort additional
columns, select and
choose until all columns
have been specified.
• Choose Show List in
Order from the List
menu.

Add a sort level

• Choose What Order &
Format from the List
menu.
• Select the Sort Order
field in the column to be
added. Choose the order
from the Row Order
menu.
• If necessary, alter the
sort priority by editing
the numbers in the table.
The other sort fields are
changed automatically.
• Choose Show List in
Order from the List
menu.

Hide a column

• Choose What Order &
Format from the List
menu.
• Select the Visible field in
the column you want to
hide.
• Choose No from the
Column Visible menu.
• Choose Show Entire List
from the List menu.

I
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Make a hidden column
visible

• Choose What Order &
Format from the List
menu.
• Select the Visible field in
the column.
• Choose Yes from the
Column Visible menu.
• Choose Show Entire List
from the List menu.

Move a column

• Choose What Order &
Format from the List
menu.
• Select the column header
of the column to be
moved.
• Choose Cut from the Ed it
menu.
• Select the grid handle
where you want the
column inserted.
• Choose Paste from the
Edit menu.
• Choose Show Entire List
from the List menu.
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Chapter 4
Data Types and Formats

Data Types and Formats

This chapter shows you how to choose data types and
how to modify data formats. You learn how to
•
•
•
•

Choose data types.
Enter values for different data types.
Choose the right data format for each data type.
Change a data format and when to change it.
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Choosing a
Data Type

Every column has a data type. If you don't specify one,
LisaList assigns the Text type. You can assign any data
type to the columns in a list. After the list is created,
however, you cannot change the data types. The data
types are listed in the Data Type of Column menu, as
shown in Figure 30.
Oata Type of Column

Text
Number
Money
Date
Time
Telephone
Zip [ode

Social Security
Figure 30. Data Type of Column Menu

When you are setting up your list, you should give each
column a data type corresponding to the kind of
information that will appear in the column. For example,
the Number data type should be used for columns that
contain only numbers; letters are not allowed. If a column
is going to include mixed numbers and letters, you
should use Text instead.
An important reason why you should always set the
appropriate data type for a column is that the values may
not sort properly otherwise. For example, if a column
contains dates, and you have set the column to Text, the
dates will not sort in chronological order.
After you set the data type of a column, you should set
the data format. If you want, you can use the data format
that LisaList automatically provides. This is called the
default format. Otherwise, you can edit the default
format into the one you want.
The data format helps you control the appearance of
values you enter in the column. It serves two purposes:
• If you enter a value that does not match the format,
LisaList edits the value as much as possible to conform
to the format. For example, you can omit the dollar
sign when you type in a Money value, and LisaList
supplies it, assuming a dollar sign is called for by the
format.
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• If you enter a value that cannot be interpreted
according to the format, LisaList displays an error
message in the status panel, and won't allow you to
continue until you correct the error. For example, if you
type a letter in a Number format, you get an error
message, since there is no way to interpret a letter as
part of a number.

Once you have defined the data format for a column, you
can always change it. If you do, you may affect the
appearance of values you have already entered. For
example, if your current format uses hyphens to separate
the parts of a social security number, and you change the
format to use asterisks instead, all the values you have
already entered are redisplayed with asterisks.
In some cases, existing values are not displayed
differently. For example, if you have a Number format
that allows negative values, and you change it to one that
does not allow negative values, existing negative values
are displayed just as they were, but no new negative
values can be entered.
To see in more detail how data formats work for each of
the eight data types, you're going to experiment with a
blank list that has been set up just to illustrate the data
types. If you're not interested in a particular data type,
you can skip the section dealing with it.
To begin,
~ Open the ProFile

window.

~ Open the Lisa List

Examples folder.

~

•-

Ii.&'

Tear off a sheet of paper
from the Chapter 4
stationery pad.

Chapter 4

I
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~ Name the list and

i

open it.

aca:Ch~
Cl"lapter 4

The Column Descriptions Table for the list is shown in
Figure 31.
Ll

<I

Q

Column Descriptions

Data Type
Data Format
Sort Order

Visible

TEXT
Text
Yes

I'U13ER

SOCIAL SECUUTY

1'1umber
-999, 999

:Social Security

Yes

Yes

ZIP (ll)E
Zip Code
99999

mm/Od/O)!

Yes

Yes

DATE

Date
1111

Figure 31. Data Types Example

The Eight
Data Types

The rest of this chapter steps you through examples of
the eight data types. For a complete description of data
formats, see Appendix 5, Data Formats, in this manual.

Text
The default Text data format is not displayed in the
Column Descriptions Tabie because it is a nonrestrictive
format: any characters are allowed. However, you may
want to limit what can be typed in a Text field.
Any kind of data can be entered under the default Text
data type. However, some kinds of data, such as
numbers and dates, don't sort correctly under the Text
data type.
In a Text data format, each character stands for a whole
category of characters. There are four categories:
uppercase letter, lowercase letter, digit, and punctuation
symbol. If a character appears in the data format, it
means that characters in the same category are allowed
in the column.
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To see how this works,
~

Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.

~ In the Data Format field

for the Text column, type
Aa

TEXT
Text

Data Type
Data Format

A;~

II

,

~s~~~t~~-d~~--~------~

.. " ... " ............................ " ..... ,... ..

Visible

~~=~_...l,

. . . . . . . ,. "Yes.
. ". "'' ' ' ' ' ' ' . "., '

What you have said is that only uppercase letters and
lowercase letters are allowed in the column. Digits and
punctuation marks are not allowed because no digit or
punctuation mark is included in the data format. To see
this,
~

Choose Show Entire List from the List menu.

~ In the first column, type

TEXT

Edwards (Return)
Two Words (Return)
Questions? (Return)

Edwards
TII.)Q ~I~ords

As soon as you press the (Return) key, the last value is
circled and you see the error message shown in
Figure 32.
Punctuation character not allowed.

Format

IS:

Aa

Figure 32. Error Message for Text Field

To correct it,
~

Cut the question mark and press (Return) again.

This time, LisaList accepts the field. Whenever you get a
message like this, you have to fix the problem before you
can do anything else. You can either edit the field or clear
it and type in the correct value.
In the Text data type, if a category of character is allowed
in a field, you can type as many characters in that
category as you want. This is not necessarily true with the
other data types; you'll see this as you continue in this
chapter.

I
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In the Text data type, changing the data format affects
new values, but has no effect on values already entered.
To see this,
~

Select What Order & Format from the List menu.

~

Ed it the Data Format
field in the Text column
to read:

Tf.)IT

Data Type
Data Fonnat

A+

A+J

Now you are saying that you want to allow only
uppercase letters and punctuation symbols in the
column.
~

Choose Show Entire List from the List menu.

Notice that none of the values you already entered is
affected by the change of data format. But try reentering
one of these values:
~

Select the first blank
field in the Text column.

TEXT
Ecjl,l.,ISI ds
Questiclns
TINO IIJords
EDVJARDS

~ Type

Edwards (Return)
EDWARDS is now shown all in uppercase.

Number
You can use the Number data type for any kind of
number: ordinary counting numbers and decimals as
well as special numbers like telephone extensions,
account numbers, inventory part numbers, and so on.
The only requirement is that they look like ordinary
numbers. For instance, they can't include embedded
letters.
To see what some Number formats look like,
~

Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.

The default format for numbers is -999,999.

860
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II

Text

I

The format characters have the following meanings:

Character

Meaning
Allow negative numbers
and display sign for
negative numbers only.
Allow a digit in this
position.

9

Display a comma in this
position if the number
contains enough digits.
In this format, you can enter a value with fewer than six
digits, but not with more than six digits. You can enter
positive or negative values, but not values that contain a
decimal point. To see how values are displayed in this
format:
~ Choose Show Entire List from the List menu.
~ In the Number column,

type
123@)
-4567@)
1234567@)

123i

i

-4 5671

When you try to enter the last value, it is circled and you
see an alert message. The problem is that the value has
seven digits, and the format only allows six digits. To
correct the problem,
~

Press the (Backspace) key once to delete the 7, then
press the @) key.

Notice that the last value is displayed with a comma after
the third digit, and that only the negative number is
displayed with a sign; the plus sign is not shown for the
positive numbers.
Now let's look at the effect of changing the format.
~ Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.

~ Edit the Data Format in

the Number column to
read 999.999+.

~
i

I:

tUftR .]
Number
1
:$$$ ;:~:$$+ ::J
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The plus sign says that a sign is to be displayed on the
right of every number, whether positive or negative, and
the decimal point says that decimal numbers are
allowed; they will be displayed with three decimal places.
~

Choose Show Entire List from the List menu.

Before you can see the list, you see an alert box with the
message shown in Figure 33.

[ancel

lisalist cannot change the number of digits
after the decimal point in the numbers
already in this column. If you really want
to change the data format, you can click
OK. However, if you do, LisaList will have
to shift the decimal point in the numbers,
thereby changing their magnitudes.
If you want to leave the data format as it

m<

was, click [ancel.
Figure 33. Alert Message for Numbers

To see what this means, finish displaying the list:

~ Click OK.

The values in the Number
column have changed.

[

OK ~

N.IffR

J
II

.123+~

4, ...CH;)'"7 -~:

123.456+ i
Whenever you change the location of the decimal pOint in
a number format, the size of the numbers changes. When
you set up your list, you should decide how many digits
you want in each number format. Since numbers can
have fewer digits, but not more digits, than the format
calls for, it is better to use a format with too many digits
than one with too few. Within certain limits, you can
increase the number of digits in a number format; see
Appendix 5, Data Formats, in this manual, for the details.
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The appearance of the values you entered earlier has
changed in other ways. Because you replaced the minus
sign with a plus sign, all numbers, positive and negative,
are now shown with a sign. Also, the sign is now
displayed on the right side of the number, since that is
where it is in the format. The numbers themselves have
not changed, only their appearance on the screen.
So far, you've seen number formats with a plus sign and
a minus sign. What about a number format with no sign?
To find out what this means,
•

Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.

•

Edit the format in the
Number column to read
999.999.

Number
999.999

•

Choose Show Entire List from the List menu.

All the numbers entered so far are allowed even though
you have changed the data format so as not to allow
negative numbers. Try entering a new value:
•

Select the first empty field in the Number column.

•

Type

I

-12 34M

-12.34«!j)
You see a message telling you that the sign is not
allowed. When you remove the sign from the format, any
negative numbers already entered stay as they are, but
you can't enter any new ones.
•

Edit the number to remove the minus sign, then press
(Enter).

Social Security
The Social Security data format is intended for social
security numbers in the United States. It can also be
used for any number that always has nine digits. The
standard data format for Social Security is 999-99-9999.
You must enter all nine digits, but you don't have to type
the hyphens.
•

Select the first empty field in the Social Security
column.

I
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~ Type

SOCIAL

123456789 @)

~ITY

123456789

The hyphens are inserted automatically. If you want to,
you can enter a social security number with hyphens or
any other punctuation symbols. LisaList replaces the
punctuation symbols with the ones specified in the data
format for that column. To see this
~

Type

555/66:777)

555/66:7777 @)
The slash and the colon are replaced by hyphens.
You can change the data format at any time. The data
that is already in the list will be automatically displayed in
the new format. To change the data format of the Social
Security column,
~

Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.

~

Change the Data Format
field in the Social
Security column to
999*99*9999.

~

Choose Show Entire List from the List menu to see
the reformatted list.

Zip Code
The default data format for Zip Code is the five-digit
code in use in the United States. The format is 99999.
LisaList allows you to modify the Zip Code data format to
represent the new nine-digit zip code. You may use a
space or hyphen or any other punctuation symbol to
separate the two portions of the code, but you must have
either five or nine digits.
To enter zip code data,
~

Select the first empty field in the Zip Code column.

~ Type

34567@)
95014@)
10023@)
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1:::,:.1

I

ZIP

em:

34567

95014
1002j

To modify the Zip Code data format,
~ Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.
~ Change the Zip Code

data format to 999999999.

~ Choose Show Entire List from the List menu.

The Zip Code column is reformatted to display a ninedigit zip code. The remaining four digits in the original zip
codes have been set to zero.
~ Select the next empty field in the Zip Code column.

~ Type

I 12601 I

12601@
This time the field is circled because you haven't used
the new format.
~ Type

1234@

ZIP

an:

34567-0000

Now the field is accepted, and the hyphen is inserted
automatically.

Date
Date data type is used for dates. The dates don't have to
be complete; any combination of date parts can be used,
in any order.
The default data format for Date is mm/Od/Oy, where
"mm" is the month number (1 through 12), "Od" is the
zero-padded day number (1 through 31), and "Oy" is the
last two digits of the year number, also zero-padded. For
both the day number and the year number, if the value is
a single digit from 0 to 9, LisaList displays a zero to its
left.

I
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As with other data formats, you can change the delimiter
from / to - or any punctuation mark. You can make many
other changes to the data format, but let's look at the
default first.
To enter Date values,
~ Select the first empty field in the Date column.

~ Type

DATE
7/04/76
12/25/84
12/28/07

7/4/76@)
122584@)
12287@)

The slashes are inserted automatically. In the last date,
the result might not be what you expected, if you meant
to say "December 2, 1987." Since you left out the
slashes, LisaList interprets the 12 as December, the 28
as the 28th, and the 7 as the year 0007. When there is
any doubt about what date is meant, Lisa List starts at
the left and works right.
There are many ways you can modify the Date format,
and in every case LisaList reformats the previously
entered dates and displays them in the new format. Here
are some possibilities:
~ Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.
~ Change the Date format

to dd/mm/yyyy.

II

DATE

~

!

Date

1

( dd/mm/yyyg 1
~ Choose Show Entire List from the List menu.

The dates have been reformatted. In the previous format,
the month numbers came before the day numbers; now
they have been reversed. The year can have from one to
four digits. When you change from two digits to four
digits, the missing digits in the year are shown as blank,
and interpreted as zero. To correct them,
~ Edit the year numbers to begin with "19." The last

date should be 1987.
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In Date format, you can use month names or three-letter
month abbreviations instead of month numbers. To
change the data format to abbreviations,
~ Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.
~ Change the Date data

DATE

format to OCT. yy.

i

De.te

I: : peT.

y~,

'

:J

~ Choose Show Entire List from the List menu.

Because you entered the abbreviated month name in
uppercase, the month is displayed in uppercase in the list
no matter how you entered it. If you enter new dates, you
must use the three-letter abbreviation or full month
name, but it doesn't matter whether it's upper- or
lowercase.
~ Select the next empty field in the Date column.

IJul

~ Type

8~

jul83 Cb!D
The month abbreviation is changed to uppercase, and
the punctuation shown in the data format is inserted.
Suppose you want the date displayed in full:
~ Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.
~ Select the Data Format field in the Date column.
~ Type

July dd, yyyy

DATE
f

D8.te

L.·.·.·.P·.~·I~:;:·. .·.·.·.sj4,;·.·.·.·.·.·.·:i;;:·:;:.;:. . . . . .
~ Widen the column as necessary.

~ Choose Show Entire List from the List menu.

The dates in the list are
automatically updated to
the new format. Notice that
the last date you entered
has no day part, and is
missing the first two digits
of the year.

DAlE
Jul'y' 4/ 1976
December 2~ 1984
December 2~ 1987
Jul~,1

83

I
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Time
The Time data type is used for representing the time of
day. You can use the 24-hour clock, or AM and PM. You
can leave out any of the components you're not
interested in.
The standard format for the Time data type is hh:Om:Os,
where "hh" is the number of hours according to the 24hour clock, "Om" is the zero-padded number of minutes,
and "Os" is the zero-padded number of seconds. In the
24-hour clock, 12 midnight is 00, and 11 P.M. is 23.
The Time data type is a lot like Date in its flexibility. You
can rearrange or leave out components. For instance,
you might change the Time data format to hh:mm or
mm:ss. Like the Date data type, if you enter all of the
digits specified in the data format, LisaList correctly
inserts the punctuation. If you enter fewer digits, LisaList
guesses at what you might have meant.
Try entering some Time data:
~

Select the first empty field in the Time column.

~

Type the following
entries. Press the @)
after each entry.

2:14:00
14:14:00
6:30:00
12:00:00

Tlr-E
2: 14 :00 i
14: 14:00 i
6:30:001
12 :00 :OO!

To change the Time data format to a 12-hour clock,
~

Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.

~

Change the Time data
format to HH:MM AM.

z.o.-H......H.....: t_vlM_A~.....
l ......1
~

Choose Show Entire List from the List menu.

The values in the Time column show AM and PM instead
of 24-hour time. Times from 0001 to 1159 are AM, and
from 1200 to 2359 are PM.
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Telephone
The Telephone data type is meant for telephone numbers
in the United States, with or without area codes. The
standard data format for Telephone is (999) 999-9999.
You may enter Telephone data with or without
punctuation. You may change the punctuation in the
Data Format. You have to type the same number of digits
as in the data format.
By now you should be familiar with the rules for entering
data and the kinds of changes you can make to data
formats. If you would like some practice with the
Telephone data type:
~ Select the first empty field in the Telephone column.
~ Type an area code and

telephone number; then
press @). Repeat until
you have a few sample
numbers.

l£LElIDE II
431-:'1400\
493-0926i
382-5968;

~ Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.
~ Modify the punctuation

in the Telephone data
format.

~ Choose Show Entire List

from the List menu to
see the results.

lELElIDE

TELElIDE
1415", 431", :!400!
!914 493", 0926 i
1

l';71·0

"'A·

_~I.i.",

1

.-.:

51,o~!

~ Go back to the Column Descriptions Table.
~ Cut the area code.

TElEPtDE
I

Tele~Jhclne

I 999: 9999

i

I
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~ Choose Show Entire List

from the List menu to
see the results.

TEI..ERD£
431", 5400

493, 0926
382,1 :'1968

Money
The Money data type is for amounts of money in the
United States, which can be displayed with or without
decimal sign or commas, and as whole dollars or dollars
and cents. Most of the features of the Money type are the
same as for numbers (discussed above), but there are
some that apply uniquely to Money. The default data
format for Money is -$99,999.00.
The minus sign, the decimal point, the comma, and the
9's all have the same meaning as they do for numbers.
The dollar sign means that the value is preceded by a
dollar sign immediately before the first digit. The zeros
after the decimal point mean that two digits always
appear after the decimal point.
Try entering some money values:
~ Select the first empty field in the Money column.
~ Type

$3,250.00 @)
3250@)
-45.75@)
500@)
-1000@)

$ 3,250.00
3/ 250.00

45.75
500.00
1 000.00

The first two amounts you entered are displayed
identically. This shows that, even though the format
includes a dollar sign, comma, and decimal point, you
don't have to type them.
You can change the number of digits in the Money data
format; the same rules apply as for numbers. You can
also change the way negative values are displayed. If
your list is used for accounting, you might prefer to show
Debit and Credit values.
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~ Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.
~ Change the Money data

format to $$$,$$$.00 CR.

I1J£YI
l. . . . . . . . .n.9.t!.~}~. . . . . . . . .;
!$$$
$$$.00 CR!.
.............. 1........................................

~ Choose Show Entire List from the List menu to see

the reformatted Money column.
An alert box appears, warning you of a change in the size
of values you have entered. Since you haven't entered
any values yet,
~ Click OK.

In the new money format, negative dollar values are
shown as a Credit (CR). Nothing is shown for positive
values.
Because you replaced the 9's with $ signs, the $ sign no
longer occupies a fixed position at the left of the column.
It now floats to the place to the left of the first significant
digit. All of the dollar signs except the leftmost one stand
for digit positions.
~ Select the next empty field in the Money column.
~ Type

-25@)

The value is displayed in the list as $25.00 CR.
This concludes Chapter 4. You can put the list away, if
you like, using the same procedure as in the other
chapters.
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Data Type

Default
Data Format

Example
Data Formats

Text

Aa9,

A,

Number

-999,999

9,999
9999.999+

Social Security

999-99-9999

999/99/9999

Zip Code

99999

99999-9999

Date

mm/Od/Oy

mm/yy
Oct. yy
October dd,yyyy

Time

hh:Om:Os

hh:mm
hh AM

Telephone

(999) 999-9999

999-9999

Money

-$99,999.00

-$$,$$$.00
$$$,$$$.OOCR

ChapterS
Bigger and Better Lists

Bigger and Better Lists

In this chapter you work with a list that contains a
number of columns. You learn how to
• Design a large list.
• Format various reports from a single list.
So far in this tutorial you've worked with small, simple
lists in order to learn LisaList concepts. Now it's time to
see the variety of ways you can use a single large list for
many different functions. By including so much
information in a single list, you avoid duplication and
error; there's only one place to look for the most current
data.

I
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Designing

a Large List

In this chapter you take the role of a Director of
Personnel. Your department maintains a list that is used
for many personnel information functions. It is 20
columns wide, and from it a number of different reports
are prepared.
To get a copy of the list,
~ Open the ProFile

window.

~

Open the LisaList
Examples folder.

•....

~ Tear off a list from the

Chapter 5 stationery
pad.

Chapter :.
The list contains a row for each professional employee in
marketing and accounting.
~ Scroll through the Personnel list to become familiar

with it now.
Figures 34 through 37 show four views of the Personnel
list as it is scrolled to the right. Note that view 1 ends
where view 2 begins, and so on.
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LAST NM
Allen
Anastasia
Armstrong
Blaze
Blumfield
Garcia
Harrison
Herold
Johnson
Joyce
King
Lamb
Lily
Loy
Marta
Martinez
t1ason
Maxim
Norman
Olsen

i

FIRST NIH:
iJohn
!James
!James
iRenwick
iRobert
!Carla
iClay
iClifford
iFranklin
!Elizabeth
!catherine
;Bella
:Bruce
iJack
!Molly
iTeresa
;Paula
:Lawrence
;Marg8ret
;Arnold

SOCIAL SEll.IUTY
878-92-1452
574-83-9755
978-21-7239
853-15-2778
788-51-2819
781-78-2384
887-87-9008
882-56-2738
847-65-6473
576-69-8387
984-20-3003
789-87-0886
909-28-1829
859-38-5757
576-84-9384
768-12-1329
671-81-2111
892- 39-1028
948-57-6847
574-83-9458

9500 iShe.nnon
9500! Sundar
9600 :Mallory
7510; Randall
75101Gross
7510iRandall
9500 [Sundar
9500 i Shannon
92001 C,mrs.a
7500; Irwin
7550[Montecalvo
7500; Irl~in
7500 Small
7500; Irwin
9600 [Davidson
8700 1Clar~,e
8700 i Clarke
7550 [Montecalvo
7550;1 Monteca.lvQ
87001 Clerke

<)leJl

113 TIT
: Product Manager
[Product Manager
:Product Manager
:Cost Account ant
:Cost Account ant
iCost Account ant
iProduct Manager
:Product Manager
:M&ket i ng Manage
: Financial Analys
[Financial Accoun
: Financial Analys
iFinancial Analys
: Financial Analys
: Product Manager
i Small Busi ness D
:Procluct Market in
; Financial Accout
: Financial Accout
~1&ketina Develo '0
c:lIO~

S

Figure 34. The Personnel List, View 1

Accountant
uct Manager
Manager
eting Manager
Financial Analyst
Financial Accountant
Analyst
Analyst
Fi nanci al Analyst
uct Manager
1 Busi ness Development
uct Market i ng Manager
Financial Accoutant
Financial Accoutant

1/25/82
5/15/82

8/24/82
8/01/82
7/02/82
7/15/82
4/01182
7/15/82
7/01182
7/20/82
7/25/82
11/15/82

3/21182
3/11/82
6/01182

9/11/82
12/01/82

1115/82

2/01182
1120/82

9/21/82

Figure 35. The Personnel List, View 2
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El
Q
CIlY
SALimII'DITH ~ LAST It-rn::ASE I EXTENSIIl'l II
II STATE
II
$ 3,800.00:
$ 200.00:
6532:341 Jackson Way
;Cllpertino
!cA
$ 3,750.00:
$ 200.00:
7857:25 Embarcadero Wa'y :Palo Alto
:CA
$ 3,000.00:
$ 200.00:
3587:201 Manz8,nitll.
:Woodside
!CA
$ 3,425.00:
$ 200,00;
7689i23469 Hacienda Dri'v~Portola Valley'iCA
$ 3,425.00;
$ 350,00:
5875:533 Laurel
: Atherton
!CA
$ 3,425.00:
$ 300,00i
5679133 Universit';! Drive i~lenlo Perk
iCA
$ 2,800.00:
$ 400,00;
3765i 19788 Union Ave
:San Jose
:CA
$ 2, 800.00
$ 400.00:
3456 : 356 Forest Park
:Cempbell
:CA
$ 4,100.00i
$ 525.00i
56441 100 Big Basin Road iSaratoga
!cA
$ 2, 500.00 i
$ 400,00
6721: 2250 Pl um Street
:Cuperti no
:CA
$ 2,850.00;
$ 400,00:
8649:26 Redwood Roe,d
:Woodside
:CA
$ 2,500.00
$ 400,00;
4634 i 976 Alpine Road
iPortola Valley iCA
$ 2,500.00:
$ 400.00'
8753:366 Horner Ave
ipalo Alto
:CA
$ 3,800.00:
$ 450.00
67W2419 Evel','n Ave
:Mountain View :CA
$ 3,900.00
$ 400.00:
6547: 18 Valparaiso
: Atherton
!cA
$ 4,350.00:
$ 450.00:
5763:5546 Creek Ave
;Menlo Perk
;,',CCaA?
$ 4, 500.00,
$ 450,00
5498: 14369 Cemden Ave
:San Jose
$ 2,850.W
$ 400,00
1864: 23896 Valley' Green DCllpertino
:CA
$2,850,00;
$ 400,00
4307:850S1<ylineBlvd
;Woodside
iCA
$ 4 500,00
$ 450,00
5600 : 88 Bl assom Hi 11
:San Jose
;CA
,~ I []

m:u::u; ;':'i:iii:ti:::iUiU:ti:'!i!'!i!tii'!iH:':':tij}iijiiii)ii!::::JW::f::U:W:::ml

Figure 36. The Personnel List, View 3

(408)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(408)
(408)
(408)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(408)
(408)

:575-8392
847-8376
878-8464
774-8394
575-8493
557-6869
586-7483
485-7483
487-5849
485-9384
857-4839
584-9384
573-8298
893-8574
543-7386
787-9876
374-8374
348-4787
573-9828

Figure 37. The Personnel List, View 4
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The Personnel list is arranged as follows:

Employee Identification
LAST NAME
FIRST NAME
SOCIAL SECURITY
Job

DEPARTMENT
SUPERVISOR
JOB TITLE
JOB GRADE
DATE HIRED

Salary
LAST REVIEWED (date)
NEXT REVIEW (date)
SALARYIMONTH
LAST INCREASE

Location
EXTENSION
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP CODE
PHONE NUMBER

Education
DEGREE
YEAR
It's unlikely that you would put all this information in a
paper-and-pencillist because it's unlikely that you would
need it all at one time. Some of the columns, however,
would appear over and over in many lists: name,
department, supervisor, and so on. In this chapter you'll
see that the flexibility of LisaList in moving and hiding
columns makes it easy to keep all the information in a
single list.
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The key to designing a large list is to place all the
information relating to a particular entity in a single row.
In the Personnel list, the entity is the employee. In a
manufacturing list, the entity might be a part and the list
could include vendors, prices, delivery lead times,
assembly numbers, plant locations, and so on. The order
of the columns doesn't matter because you will move
them around anyway as you construct different reports.
The advantage of having all the information for a given
employee in a single list is that you can design reports to
meet needs that weren't known when the list was
designed: for instance, the Carpool Report in this
chapter.

Preparing Reports

The rest of the chapter consists of a set of sample
reports that can be prepared from the Personnel list. For
each report you are told how to sort the list and what
data formats to change. Choose Cut and Paste to move
the columns to the relative positions shown in each
report. Hide all the columns that don't appear in the
report by using the Column Visibility menu.
To get you started, you'll be told the specific steps to
follow to prepare the first report, the department phone
list, shown in Figure 38. Then you can prepare any of the
other reports using similar steps. The department phone
list report contains only the following columns:
Department
First Name
Last Name
Supervisor
Extension
Phone Number
The list is sorted by Department first, and then by Last
Name.
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7510
7510
7550
7550
7550
8700
8700
8700
9200
9200
9200

Robert
Carla
Catherine
Lawrence
t·181"gSl"et

Teresa
Paula
Arnold
Frankl in
Martin
Gunt her

Blumfield
Garcia
King
l"iaxim
Norman

Irwin
Small
Irwin
Randall
Gross
Randall
Montecalvo
l"iontecalvQ
Montecalvo

~Iartinez

Clar~,e

~1ason

Clarke
Clarke
Conrad

5875
5679
8649
1864
4307
5763
5498
5600
5644

(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(408)
(408)
(415)
(408)
(408)
(408)
(408)
(415)
(415)

485-9384
584-9384
573-8298
893-8574
987-8948
479-8387
774-8394
575-8493
557-6869
857-4839
348-4787
573-9828
787-9876 :
374-8374
234-9857
487-5849
438-4789
409-8789
893-8839

Figure 38" Department Phone List

To prepare this list,
~ Choose What Order

& Format from the List menu.

~ Clear the Sort Order row.
~ Select the Sort Order

field in the Department
column.

~[E>~II
i

Number
9999

i

""""""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''<

!

:

H:cend
i

Yes

i

60 ......... , ....... " .... , ..... " ...... , ......... .

~ Choose Ascending Order from the Row Order menu.
~ Select the Sort Order

field in the Last Name
column.

LAST NM
Text

.. ........... , ................................ .

~ Choose Ascending Order from the Row Order menu.
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~ Select the Visible field in

the Social Security
column.

~ Choose No from the Column Visible menu.
~

Using the (Tab) key, continue across the Visible row,
changing the visibility of columns so that only the
columns shown in Figure 38 are visible. The columns
aren't in the same order as in the figure.

~ Select the Department

~ [ElFlf;MNr II

column. You might have
to scroll the list.

:· . · . ·. ·.Number
. ·9'9·9·9. . . . · · · . 1!

!

>................................................

~

Ascend

:

t.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·:.·.·y.~·.~·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·........:.....'J
~ Choose Cut from the Edit menu.
~ Select the grid handle to

the left of the Last Name
column.

[f LAST NftE

II

~ Choose Paste from the Edit menu.

~ Using Cut and Paste, continue to move columns until

all the columns shown in Figure 38 are in the right
place. You don't have to bother with columns that are
"invisible."
~ Choose Show List in Order from the List menu.

Sample Reports

This section contains sort and other specifications for
each of the remaining reports, followed by a picture of
the report. The reports are:
•
•
•
•
•
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The
The
The
The
The

Company Phone List Report.
Carpooi Report.
Management Salary Survey.
Length of Service Report.
Salary Review Schedule.

The Company Phone List Report

FIRST NftE II LAST NM
John
Jsmes
Jsmes
Rem'lick.
Robert
Carla
Clav
Clifford
Franklin
Elizabeth
Catherine
Bella
Bruce
Jack
Moll~1

Teresa
Paula
Lawrence
~larg8ret

Art"iold

• Allen
: Anastasia
: Armstrong
iBlaze
1Blumfield
~ Gsrcia
: Hsrrison
: Herold
: Johnson
i Joyce
: King
i Lamb
: Lily'
: Loy
!Msrta
:M81-tinez
iMason
1Maxim
iNorman
: Olsen

1 EXlENSIlJiJ

FIDE I'UEfR
(408) 575-8392
(415) 847-8376
(415) 878-8464
(415) 774-8394
(415) 575-8493
5679 i (415) 557-6869
3765 i (415) 586-7483
3456 : (408) 485-7483
5644 i (408) 487-5849
6721 : (408) 485-9384
8649 i (415) 857-4839
4634 ! (415) 584-9384
8753 : (415) 573-8298
6734 : (415) 893-8574
6547 i (415) 543-7386
5763 i (415) 787-9876
5498 i (408) 374-8374
1864 : (408) 348-4787
4307 : (408) 573-9828
5600 i (408) 234-9857
6532 ~
7857 :
3587 i
7689 :
5875 :

II £El1RTl'ENT II SlHRVI5rn
i
9500 iShannon
9500 :Sundar
~
9600 :~lall or'y'
i
7510 iRandall
1
7510 iGross
!
7510 i Randall
!
9500 !Sundar
:
9500 :She.nnon
i
9200: Conrad
:
7500 i Inlin
:
7550: ~lontecal'v'o
:
7500 i Irwin
:
7500 iSmall
:
7500: Irwin
i
9600 i DS:v'i dson
i
8700 i Clerke
!
8700 !Clsrke
!
7550 :t10nt ecal vo
:
7550 i Mont ecalvo
:
8700 ~ Cl arke

I

Figure 39_ Company Phone List

Sort the Personnel list columns in this order for the
Company Phone List:
1. Last Name.
The Company Phone List displays the same columns as
the Department Phone List, but the columns are in a
different order.
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The Carpool Report

CITY
At herton
At herton
Belmont
Csrnpbell
Csmpbell
Csmpbell
Cupertino
Cllpert inC!
Cupertino
Menlo P81"k
~Ienlo P81"k
Mountain View
Palo Alto
Palo Alto
Palo Alto
Ps.lo Alto
Palo Alto
PDrt 01 a Vall eli[
Portola \/811e'],,!
PDl-t ell a V811 e~r

94025 [Robert
94025! Molly
94002 [Gunther
94301! Foster
95008 j Cli fford
95030 :M81"t i n
95014 j John
95014 [Elizs.beth
95014 [LS!!.'rence
94025:C81"la
94025 [Teresa
94041 [.Jack
94301 f Jemes
94301 [Bruce
94301 [M81"'y
94301 [.Ja.son
94303 [t'lurray'
94025 :Renwi ck
94025 [Belle
94062 f t1ercer

WIer
Herold
Randall
Allen
Joyce

Maxim
GEll"Cia
M81"tinez
LOll
Anaste.sia.
Lil~/

SmiHI
Sm~iHI

Schl,·v81"t z
6le.ze
Lemb
Scofi eld

7853
3465
3456
5832
6532
6721
1864
5679
5763
6734
78:,7
87:,3
6545
918:,
6789
7689
4634
6873

(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(408)
(408)
(408)
(408)
(408)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(415)
(41:,)
(415)
(415)
1,415)
(41:,)

575-8493
543-7386
409-8789
479-8387
485-7483
438-4789
575-8392
485-9384
348-4787
557-6869
787-9876
893-8574
847-8376
573-8298
983-7487
75:3-9487
398-4789
774-8394
584-9384
74e-7~!98

Figure 40. Carpool Report

Sort the Personnel list columns in this order for the
Carpool Report:
1. City.
2. Zip Code.
The Carpool Report is provided to employees to help
them in locating rides or riders in locations near their
homes.
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The Management Salary Survey

.IE (RflE
18
l8
18
16
17
15
16
15
16
15
15
1~!

rf-

15
15
15
1:,
1:,
14
14
13

DATE HlrB> SAURYADmIII !Em:
2/10/81
10/02/81

10/20/81
8/02/76
4/19/76
10/15/77
1/15/79
3/10/78
7/01/76
8/02/80
6/01/78
10/01/81
11/19/80
11/01/78
7/10/78
10/07/78
7/10/78
1/10/81
9/15/81
6/01/78

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$

4/500.00iMBA
4,500.00jMBA
4/350.00!MBA
4,300.00 :t-1BA
4,300.00 iMBA
4; 100.00 i t·1BA
4/000.00jMBA
4,OOO.00!MBA
4,OOO.00!MBA
3 900.00!BA
3/800.00: ~lBA
3,800 .CD \ MBA
3/ 800.00:BA
3 750.00! ~'lBA
3/425.00 j~lBA
3 425.00! t·1BA
3,425.00 \~lBA
3,300.00 iMBA
3 200.00: r'lBA
3' 000.00 i~lBA
l

l

l

YEfR
1970
1978
1978
1976
1976
1972
1976
1976
1972
1975
1971
1978
1975
1969
1964
1965
1969
1966
1978
1978

II~I~
: Clerke
jCler~\e

:Clerke
~ Gra.ce

;Gre.ce
iConrad
'Conrad
:Conrad
:Conrad
;De.vidson
,Shannon
~ Inlin
iDevidson
!Sund81·
lRandall
iGross
iRandall
jSmall
:Irwin
~M8.llor\l

Figure 41. Management Salary Survey

Sort the Personnel list columns in this order for the
Management Salary Survey:

1. Salary/Month (Descending).
This is the kind of report that might be used in a
management analysis by the Personnel Department to
determine whether the distribution of salaries within the
company is equitable.
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The Length of Service Report

.IE TITLE
: Product Msrketing Manager
: Financial Accoutant
iMarketing Manager
i Product Msrketi ng Manager
iMarketing Manager
:Product Msrketing Manager
i Product Manager
i Product t1anager
: Cost Accountant
i Cost Accountant
: Cost Accountant
i Product Ma.nager
: Financial Accountant
iProduct Msrketing t1anager
iProduct Msrager
jProduct Manager
:Product Manager
iProduct Manager
: Product Manager
: Product Msrketina

DATE HIIEl I LAST NM I FIRST NM I
Apr
Apr
Jul
ALlg
Oct
Mar
Jun
Jlln
Jul
Jul
Oct
No\)
Jan
Jan
Sep
Feb
Aug
Aug
No\)
Dec

19, 76
24, 76
1, 76
2, 76
15, 77
10, 78
1, 78
1, 78
10, 78
10, 78
7, 78
1, 78
10, 79
15/ 79
15/ 79
8, 80
2, 80
2, 80
19, 80
1 80

iSmith
:Maxim
:Smyth
iRandall
: Johnson
1 Schmidt
i Allen
: Armstrong
:Blaze
:Garcia
iBlumfield
: Anastasia.
:King
iRohr
iSchwartz
iHerold
: Harrison
: Marta
i Scofield
lRutherford

iMary
: Lawrence
i Jason
(Martin
i Franklin
: Peter
i John
: James
iRenwick
iCarla
i Robert
: Jarfles
iCatherine
: Gunther
!Murray
: Clifford
iClay
: Molly
iMercer
:Haves

[fpT

Figure 42. Length of Service

Widen the Job Title column. Narrow the Department
column and change its heading to DEPT. Change the
Date Hired data format to Jan dd, yy.
Sort the Personnel list columns in this order for the
Length of Service Report:

1. Date Hired.
This report lists employees in the order they joined the
company.
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II

9200 ii
7550 ii
9200 i
9200!!
9200 i
9200 i
9500 ::
9600 ii
7510 ::
751O:!
7510::
9500g
7550::
9200E
9500::
9500 ii
9500 ::
9600 ii
9600 ::
9500 ::

The Salary Review Schedule

i

r

SlJlERVI5m II t£l<T ~
jSep. 11
Clerke
Clerke
iOct. 1
Clerke
:Dec. 1
Conrad
i Apr. 1
: Apr. 1
Conrad
jt·1ay. 1
Conrad
jMay. 17
Conrad
Davi~son
iSep. 19
jSep. 21
Davidson
Grace
i Apr. 15
Grace
i Jun. 1
: Aug. 24
Gross
Irwin
iNov. 18
In~in
: Jul. 15
Irwin
i Jul. 20
Irwin
iNov. 15
Mallory
: Aug. 15
Montecalvo i Jul. 1
Montecalvo : Jul. 2
t10ntecalvD j Jul. 6

I LAST NR'E LAST ~ LAST Itrn~ ~~ II SAL~A1Mli II
i~lertinez
3/11182 $ 450.oi
18 i $ 4,350.00i!
j Olsen
4/01182 $ 450.0j
18 : $ 4,500.00:
18 : $ 4. 500.00i:
6/01/82 $ 450.oi
iMason
10/01/81 $ 525.0i
: Johnson
15 i $ 4, 100.00::
16 ! $ 4,000.00 i
10/01181 $ 525.oi
iSmyth
16 ! $ 4,000.00::
jRohr
11/18/01 $ 525.oi
15 i $ 4,OOO.00j
11/17/81 $ 525.0;
iSchmidt
3119/82 $ 400.0:
:Scofield
15 : $ 3,800.00 :
3/21182 $ 400.oi
iMerta
15 i $ 3,900.00 i;
16 : $ 4,300.00 i:
10/15/81 $ 525.0:
iRandall
12/01181 $ 525.oi
iSmith
$ 4,300.00 i
17i
jBli.Jmfield
2/24/82 $ 350.q
15 i $ 3,425.00 j
1(
5/01/82 $ 450.oi
iTyler
$ 3,200.00 i:
1115/82 $ 400.0:
12 : $ 2,500.00::
: Joyce
1120/82 $ 400.0:
12 i $ 2,500.00 ;j
iLamb
15 : $ 3,800.00 :j
5/15/82 $ 450.Q
: Loy
i Armstrong
2/15/82 $ 200.0:
13 : $ 3,000.00 :
13 j $ 2,850.00 :i
2/01182 $ 400.0:
iKing
1102/82 $ 400.oi
iMaxim
$ 2. 850.00 i
13i
jNorman
13 ! $ 2.850.00::
1/06/82 $ 400.0:

Figure 43. Salary Review Schedule

Narrow the following columns and change their names as
shown:
Next Review to Next Rev
Last Reviewed to Last Rev
Last Increase to Last Incr
Job Grade to Grade
Change the Next Rev data format to Jan. dd.
Sort the Personnel list columns in this order for the
Salary Review Schedule:
1. Supervisor.
2. Next Rev.
This report notifies each supervisor when salary reviews
for subordinates are due.
This concludes Chapter 5. You can put the list away, if
you like, using the same procedure as in the other
chapters.
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What's in the
LisaList Reference Guide?

This LisaList Reference Guide contains complete
information about LisaList and is divided into two parts.
Chapter 1 briefly explains basic LisaList concepts. Read
Chapter 1 for an overview of LisaList and how to use it.
Chapter 2 is divided into categories. Within each
category there are procedures for accomplishing specific
tasks and some examples. Use Chapter 2 for step-bystep instructions on how to complete a particular task
within LisaList.
You can look for specific topics in the Index, in the table
of contents of this Reference Guide, or at the beginning
of each category of Chapter 2 of this Reference Guide.
The information in the LisaList Reference Guide is based
on the assumption that you have completed LisaGuide,
for an introduction to your Lisa, and Section A, Getting
Started with LisaList, for a brief introduction to the basic
skills needed to use LisaList. For more self-paced
instructions on LisaList, you can use the LisaList Tutorial,
Section B.

· · ·1 c
...
• ••
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Chapter 1
Overview

Overview

What's in
Chapter 1?

Chapter 1 covers the basic concepts and terminology for
LisaList. It introduces you to the Lisa List screens, the
elements of a list, selecting, scrolling, menus, dialog
boxes, alert boxes, and the LisaList work flow.

The LisaList
Screens

There are three basic screens associated with each list:
• The list itself. This is what you see initially and when
you choose Show Entire List, Show Modified List,
Show New List, or Show List in Order from the List
menu.
• The Column Descriptions Table. This is what you see
when you choose What Order & Format from the List
menu.
• The Search Specifications Table. This is what you see
when you choose Find What from the List menu.
Two other screens, the Create Table, and the Add/
Remove Table, are similar to the Column Descriptions
Table.

The List
The Iist is the screen you use whenever you want to see
the values in your list. If you have chosen Find & Show or
Find & Show in Order from the List menu, you see a
partial list rather than the whole list. Any columns of the
list that you have hidden are not shown in the list display.
The list display is shown in Figure 1.

I
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Wide angle view

Status panel
Column header

Menu bar

Deselect box
Row header
Field

List view

Icon

Figure 1. Typical LisaList Screen
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Icon

Graphic symbol
representing something on
the Lisa desktop.

Window

Displays the contents of an
open icon, such as the
contents of a document or
a disk.

Menu bar

Displays the names of all
available LisaList menus.

Menu title

Shows the names of a list of
menu items.

Menu item

An option, command, or
instruction that affects the
current selection when you
choose it.

Status panel

Displays the full contents of
the currently selected field,
as well as certain error
messages.

Wide angle view

Shows the full contents of
the selected field.

List view

Displays the values of the
fields currently visible.

Deselect box

When selected, specifies
that nothing is selected.

Field

A box at the intersection of
a row and a column that
contains a single value.

Column

A vertical arrangement of
fields, each containing
information in the same
category.

Column header

Part of the column used to
select the whole column.

Row

A horizontal arrangement
of fields, each containing
diverse information about a
single subject.

Row header

Part of the row used to
select the whole row.

Grid handle

Used to make a selection
between rows or columns.

Value

The contents of a field.

Column Descriptions Table
The Column Descriptions Table defines the names,
order, and other properties of each column in your list.
The data type of each column must be set up before any
rows are entered in the list, and can never be changed;
the other properties of a column can be changed later.
Columns can subsequently be added or removed. The
Column Descriptions Table is shown in Figure 2.

(olumn Descriptions

Data type row
Data format row
Sort order row
Column visibility row
Figure 2. Column Descriptions Table
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Data type row

Specifies the kind of data in
each column. Example:
Date is the data type of the
Next Review column.

Data format row

Specifies the appearance
of data in each column.
Example: Jan. dd is the
data format of the Next
Review column.

Sort order row

Shows whether a column is
used in sorting, what
priority it is, and whether
the fields are sorted in
ascending or descending
order. Example: The Date
Hired column is first priority
in sorting, and it is sorted
in ascending order. The
Job Title column is not
used in sorting.

Column visibility row

Shows whether the column
is visible when the list is
displayed or printed.
Example: The Date Hired
field is visible; the Last
Reviewed field is not.

Search Specifications Table
The Search Specifications Table shows the criteria used
to find particular rows in the list. When you display a
partial list, by choosing either Find & Show or Find &
Show in Order, only rows satisfying these criteria are
displayed. The Search Specifications Table is shown in
Figure 3.

Search specifications

Figure 3. Search Specifications Table

Search Specifications

Specify the range of values
to search for in each
column. Examples: In the
Last Name column, this
search only accepts values
after and including the
letter C. In the Department
column, this search only
accepts values from 3000
to 5000 inclusive. Only rows
meeting both these criteria
will be displayed in the
partial list.
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LisaList Concepts

A list is an arrangement of fields in rows and columns.
Each row is a record, containing information about a
single entity, such as an employee or a project. Each field
in the row belongs to a different column. Each column
contains information in a particular category, such as
name, social security number, and so forth.
You set up the list by describing the contents of each
column. Then you add the rows to the list by typing them
in. You can edit the list to change the contents of the
rows. You can arrange the list in the order you want,
based on one or more columns. You can also display a
partial list, showing only rows that meet specified
criteria. You can print the list just like any Lisa document.

Pointers
As you move the mouse, the pointer moves around the
screen and assumes different shapes as you move from
one area to another. LisaList has the following pointer
shapes.

I

The text pointer appears
whenever you can select
text.
The hollow cross-hair
pointer appears in the list
or table to show when you
can select fields, grid
handles, rows or columns.
The arrow appears outside
a list to show when you can
select icons, use scroll
controls, and choose menu
items. It always points up
and to the left.
The check pointer is used
to make choices within
some dialog boxes.
The hourglass appears
when you need to wait while
the Lisa finishes what it is
doing.
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Selecting
Table 1 explains how to select the elements of a list that
you can edit and format. Whatever you have selected is
referred to as the selection. This is an important concept:
you must a/ways select something before you can edit or
format it.
The selection is highlighted on the screen to show you
what will be changed; its highlighting doesn't print. If a
selection doesn't include exactly what you wanted, you
can always select again to correct it.
Table 1. Selecting in LisaList

To Select

Do the Following

One field

• Move the pointer into the
field and click the mouse
button once.

One column

• Move the pointer into the
column header and click
the mouse button once.
You can only select a
column in the Column
Descriptions Table, the
Create Table, and the
Add/Remove Table.

One row

• Move the pointer into the
row header and click the
mouse button once.

Several columns or rows

• Move the pointer into the
first column header or
row header.
• Press the mouse button
and hold it down while
moving the pointer into
the last column header or
row header; then release
the mouse button.
• You can only select
columns in the Column
Description Table, the
Add/Remove Table, or
the Create Table.
Chapter 1 ••• C9
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Table 1. Selecting in LisaList, continued

To Select

Do the Following

Between two columns
or between two rows

• Position the pointer on
the grid handle between
two columns or rows and
cl ick the mouse button
once.

One or more characters

• To select one or more
characters in a field,
select the field first.
• Move the pOinter to the
left of the first character.
• Press and hold down the
mouse button.
• Move the pointer directly
through to the last
character and release the
mouse button.

One word

• To select one or more
characters in a field,
select the field first.
• Move the pointer into the
word and click the mouse
button twice.

Whole list

• Choose Select All of
Document from the Edit
menu.
If the screen shows only a
partial list, because you
chose Find & Show or
Find & Show in Order,
only the rows in the
paitial list aie selected.

Deselect; select nothing
in the document
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• Move the pointer to the
deselect box in the
upper-left corner of the
list and click the mouse
button once.

Scrolling
To see parts of the list not showing on the screen, use the
view controls to scroll hidden portions of the document
into view. Figure 4 shows LisaList's view controls.

Scroll bar

Scroll arrow

Scroll arrow

Figure 4. Window with View Controls

Scroll bars

Contain controls that scroll
hidden portions of a list
into view.

Scroll arrows

Bring hidden portions of a
list into view slowly, one
row or column at a time.

Elevators

Move within the scroll bar
to indicate where the
current view is in relation to
the rest of the Iist and to
scroll quickly to any spot in
the document.

View buttons

Scroll the next or previous
full view of the list into
sight.

Chapter 1
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Table 2 explains the different ways to scroll in LisaList.
Table 2. Scrolling in Lisa List

To Scroll

Do the Following

Row by row or column by
column

• Move the pOinter into a
scroll arrow and click the
mouse button once for
each row or column.

Continuous rows or
columns

• With the pOinter in a
scroll arrow, press the
mouse button and hold it
down until the desired
view is shown.

View-sized increments

• Move the pointer into a
view button and click the
mouse button.

Continuous view-sized
increments

• With the pointer in a view
button, press the mouse
button and hold it down
until the desired view is
shown.

Large jumps

• Move the pointer into an
elevator and hold down
the mouse button while
moving the elevator up or
down in a vertical scroll
bar, or left or right in a
horizontal scroll bar.
• Release the mouse
button when the elevator
is in the correct position
relative to the beginning
and end of the scroll bar.
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About Menus
LisaList's editing, formatting, printing, and filing
operations are listed on menus. The menu bar at the top
of the screen shows the names of the available menus.
Figure 5 shows the menu bar with the names of LisaList
menus. A description of all LisaList menu items can be
found in Appendix 1, Menu Items, in this manual.
Some LisaList menus are available only when certain
fields in a table are selected. These menu names do not
appear in the menu bar at any other time; they are Data
Type of Column, Row Order, Column Visible, and
Comparisons.
r-

File/Print

I El

Edit

Type Style

.,

•

List

1llllliA4ij.!lili§iullll

Figure 5. LisaList Menu Bar

To choose a menu item,
~ Move the pointer to the

menu bar and position it
over the name of the
menu you want to open.
~ Press the mouse button

and hold it down. Notice
that the menu is now
showing.
~ Move the pointer into

the menu item you want.
Notice that the item is
highlighted.
~ Release the mouse button.

Some menu items are accompanied by an Apple symbol
and a letter of the alphabet. This means that you can hold
down the @ key while typing the letter to choose a menu
item rather than choosing the item with the mouse. Refer
to Appendix 2, Apple Keys, in this manual for a list of the
menu items that you can choose using the @ key.
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Some menu items are followed by an ellipsis ( ... ). When
you choose one of these menu items, a dialog box
appears requesting additional information that is
required to complete the operation. Dialog boxes are
explained in the following section.
When a menu item is shown in gray instead of black, it
cannot be chosen at that time. This is usually because it
does not apply to the current selection.
Some menu items are grouped together and represent
the available choices for a particular menu setting. The
current setting has a check mark next to it, while the
others don't. If you choose another setting in the group,
the current one is automatically turned off.
For example, the Type Style menu is divided into two
sections: the first shows the type face for printing the list,
and the second shows what size type face is used to
display the list on the screen. Each section has exactly
one check mark. If you choose a different option in the
bottom section, the bottom check mark changes, but the
top check mark stays as it is.

Dialog Boxes
A dialog box appears beneath the menu bar after you
choose a menu item followed by an ellipsis ( ... ). Figure
6 shows a LisaList dialog box. The dialog box asks you to
fill in information required to complete the operation.
Usually, default information is already filled in, which you
can accept by clicking OK.

Format For Printer .. ,
On which printer do you intend to print this documer,t?
Print Method:. Dot Matrix 0 Daisy Wheel

Paper Length:lll"
0 14"
Orientation: I Portrait (tall) D Landscape (wide)
Resolution: • Normal 0 High

Vihat do you want done if the printer you've specified
does not appear to be connected to this machine?
Tell He
• Pick an Available Printer for He

o

Figure 6. Format for Printer Dialog Box
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0

(
Disregard it

OK

)

To fill in a dialog box,
~ If a value is already selected, and you want to change

the value, type in the new value.
~

If the dialog box contains check boxes, move the
pointer to the box you want to check and click the
mouse button once.

~

When the dialog box shows the information you want,
position the pointer in OK and click the mouse button
once.

To dismiss the dialog box without changing the
document, whether you changed a value in the dialog
box or not,
~ Click Cancel.

Alert Boxes
An alert box is a box in which a message from the Lisa is
displayed. The message can be Wait, Note, Caution,
Stop, or ?, as described below. You can usually respond
to these messages by clicking the OK or Cancel button.
To do this, move the pOinter to the OK or Cancel button
and click the mouse button.
In LisaList, many messages are displayed in the status
panel, instead of in an alert box. These messages usually
describe a problem with the format of a field you have
just entered. To make the message go away, you need to
edit the field so that it is in the correct format, and then
reenter it. Alternatively, you can clear the field. An
example is shown in Figure 7.
Letter not allowed.

Format IS: 999-99-9999

Figure 7. Message in Status Panel
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Wait Message

The Wait message tells you that the Lisa is carrying out
an operation that may take some time. You don't need to
respond to the message. However, some Wait messages
give you the option of terminating the operation by
holding down the @ key while typing a period. Figure 8
is an example of a Wait message.

'f

Lisa is creating a
on "ProFile".

new document from "LisaList Paper"

To terminate the operation, hold down the Apple key
while you type a period.

Figure 8. Wait Message

Note Message

The Note message tells you that something might need
your attention. Most likely, everything is all right, but
there is something you should know about just in case.
To dismiss the alert box with a Note message, you just
click OK. Figure 9 shows a LisaList Note message.

This document is now formatted for a printer
that has a fixed-pitch print wheel different
from the one you chose from the Type Style
menu.
Lisalist will display and print the table in the
font on the print wheel that is closest to the
one you chose from the Type Style menu.

Figure 9. LisaList Note Message
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OK

Caution Message
The Caution message tells you that you are about to do
something risky that cannot be undone or something
that may take a long time. To allow the operation to
continue, you click OK. To cancel the operation, you click
Cancel. Figure 10 shows a Caution message.

Do you really want "Aca:(h5" to revert to
the previous version saved 4 minutes ago?

(ancel

To leave the document as it is right
click (oncel.

now,

Once you click OK, you will not be able
to change your mind, even by choosing
Undo.

OK

Figure 10. Caution Message

Stop Message
The Stop message tells you that something you
requested cannot be done and why. To dismiss the alert
box with a Stop message, you click Cancel. Figure 11 is
an example of a LisaList Stop message.

Cancel
Before you choose an item from the List
menu, paste the column back into the list.

Figure 11. LisaList Stop Message
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?Message
The ? message tells you that you can choose one of a
number of alternative actions. Most? messages have
two or three choices. You dismiss the? alert box by
clicking one of the choices. Figure 12 is an example of a?
message.

If you have not made a backup copy, you
should do so before modifying the list. Are you
ready to modify the I ist now?

[ Yes

J

Figure 12. ? Message

LisaList
Work Flow

The following sections outline how to start a new list and
how to work with an existing list. For specific information
and step-by-step instructions refer to Chapter 2 of this
Reference Guide and to Section D, Desktop Manager
Reference Guide, in the Lisa Owner's Guide.

Starting a New Document
To start a new LisaList document,
~

Open the ProFile
window.

~ Tear off a sheet of paper

from the LisaList
stationery pad.
~

Type the new
document's name.

~ Open the new document's window.
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~ Fill in the name, data

Proj _ Start

type, and data format
for each column in the
list.

Date

. . . . . Q).Q)/:9..9/:9..'i..........;

You have to set up the columns that are going to be in
your list before you can start entering values in the list.
Once you have set up the list, you can't change the data
type of any column. However, you can change the data
format or the name of a column, and you can change the
order the columns are displayed in. You can also add or
remove columns.

. . . .====

~

~ Choose Show New List

from the List menu.
~

Enter data into the list.
I

Executive
Brown
Jackson
Miller
Randolph
Wells
"

~

City

Seminar

1.1

iEffect i ve Mgmt
iCommunication Skills
iEffective

Mr~mt

!Financial Analysis

i Product

.......... ,', ........ , ..

'"

Planning
....... ".

''''"

..

",

II

iNew York
iNew York
:Cf1icago
:Denver
iBoston
.. '.

"""."",

Date
3/11/82
4/15/82
4/10/82
3/18/82
3/12/82
..

$
$
$
$
$

Cost
400.00
600.00
400.00
400.00

400.00

..... , .. ".

Save all changes about every 15 minutes and
continue working.

~ Print the list if you like.
~

Put away the completed document.

To organize your documents into a folder and to keep the
disk window uncluttered, you might want to
~ Move the saved

document into a folder
of related documents, or
tear a new folder from
the folder pad, name the
folder, and move the
document into it.
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Working with an Existing Document
To get a filed list to work with,
~ Open the ProFile

window.

~ If the document is in a

folder, open the folder
that contains the
document that you want
to work with.
~ Open the document.

Ilm.!!lmi1lD

--

JL

~ Ed it and format the

document saving it every
15 minutes.

Set Aside Everything
Set Aside "RCA's list"

Save & Put Rway
Save & Continue
~
Revert to Previous Version
Fan-nat for Printer ...
Print ...
Monitor the Printer ...
Fix Dmnaged Document

~ Print the iist if you iike.
~ Put away the document in its original location.

In other Lisa tools, a document is saved only when you
choose Save & Continue or Save & Put Away. In LisaList,
the list is also saved when you choose any item from the
List menu. Until you choose one of these items, changes
you make to the list are not permanent. When you
choose Revert to Previous Version from the File/Print
menu, the list is returned to the way it was the last time
you saved it, regardless of whether you saved it explicitly
or by choosing an item from the List menu.
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Recovering a Damaged List
You should only recover a list if an alert message tells you
that there may be a problem with the list. Because there
is always the chance that the recovery process will make
things worse instead of better, it is essential to back up
the list before recovering it.
For a more complete discussion of the steps involved in
recovering a damaged list, see the Lisa Owner's Guide,
Appendix 6, Office System Error Messages, under
Damaged Document.
To recover a damaged list,
~ First, back up the list. See the

Lisa Owner's Guide,
Section 0, Desktop Manager Reference Guide, under
Copy a Document, Folder, Stationery Pad, or Tool.

~ Choose Fix Damaged

Document from the File/
Print menu.
----~~------.---------.---

I
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Chapter 2
Procedures

Procedures

What's in
Chapter 2?

Chapter 2 contains the procedures for dOing everything
that can be done in LisaList. To make the procedures
easier to find, they have been divided into categories
according to function. These categories are:

Edit
Look here for operations that change the contents of a
list.
C28
C31
C32
C33
C34
C36
C37
C38
C39
C40
C42
C44
C46
C47
C48
C49

Add Columns
Clear Fields
Copy Field
Copy Rows
Copy Text
Cut Rows
Cut Text
Enter Value
Insert Text
Move Column
Move Text
Remove Columns
Replace Text
Restore Previous Entry
Revert to Previous Version
Undo Last Change

Format
Look here for operations that change the appearance of
a list.
C52
C54
C55
C58
C60
C62

Column Visibility
Column Width
Data Format
Data Type
Printing Type Style
Screen Type Size

I
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Print
Look here for print operations.
C64 Format for Specific Printers
C68 Print a List

Search
Look here for ways to find just the rows you want to see.
C74 Search the List

Sort
Look here for ways to arrange the rows in the order you
want.
C80 Sort the List
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Edit

C28
C31
C32
C33
C34
C36
C37
C38
C39
C40
C42
C44
C46
C47
C48
C49

Add Columns
Clear Fields
Copy Field
Copy Rows
Copy Text
Cut Rows
Cut Text
Enter Value
Insert Text
Move Column
Move Text
Remove Columns
Replace Text
Restore Previous Entry
Revert to Previous Version
Undo Last Change
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Edit

Add Columns

To add one or more columns to an existing list
~ Back up your list if you have made any changes since

the last time you backed it up. For backing up a
document, see the Lisa Owner's Guide, Section D,
Desktop Manager Reference Guide, under Copy a
Document, Folder, Stationery Pad, or Tool.
~ Select Add/Remove

Columns from the List
menu. An alert message
appears to remind you
to back up your list.

•

~

If you have not made a backup copy. you
should do so beFore modifying the list. Are you
ready to modiFy the I ist now?

I n the alert message,
click Yes.

[ Yes

[ Yes

)

J

~ Scroll the list to the right until the first blank column is

showing.
~ Enter the column name, data type, and data format

for the first column you want to add.
~ To add more blank

columns to the table,
press the (Tab) key after
filling in the required
information for each
column.
~ Enter the column name, data type, and data format

for each of the additional columns.
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Edit

~ Move the columns to

new locations if
necessary, using Cut and
Paste on the Edit menu.

Add Columns
Undo Last Change
Restore Previous Entry

(continued)

Cut
Copy
Paste

~ Choose Show Modified

List from the List menu.
An alert message
appears to tell you that it
may take some time to
reorganize the list.
To make the changes you have requested,
the list must be reorganized. This may
take some time, especially for large lists.
Is this OK?

(ancel

To leave the list unchanged, click (once I .
Once you click OK, you will not be able to
change your mind, even by choosing undo.

~ Unless you have

changed your mind, click
OK in the alert message.

[

OK

[---J"
_O_K_

J

Chapter 2
Procedures
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Edit

Add Columns
(continued)

You can use this procedure to add columns to a list after
the list has already been created. Each column is defined
in the same way as columns are defined when you first
set up the list.
When you choose Show Modified List, the list is
reorganized based on the column definitions in effect in
the Add/Remove Table. In particular, the column that is
leftmost at that time becomes the new default sort
column. This is the column used to sort the list in the
absence of other sort order specifications.
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Edit

Clear Fields

To clear fields
~ Select a single field or one or more rows.
~ Choose Clear Entries

from the Edit menu, or
press the (Clear) key.

Restore Previous Entry

Clearing a single field can be undone with Undo Last
Change, but not clearing more than one field.

I
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Edit

Copy Field

To copy a single field
~ Select the field you want to copy.
~

Choose Copy from the
Edit menu.

~ Select the field you want to copy to.
~ Choose Paste from the Edit menu.

When you copy a field, a duplicate is put on the
CI ipboard. When you paste, you are pasting a copy from
the Clipboard; a copy remains on the Clipboard so you
can paste it again.
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Edit

Copy Rows

To copy rows
~

Select the rows you want to copy.

~

Choose Copy from the
Edit menu.

~

Select the grid handle
between two rows where
you want the rows to be
copied.

~

[)£31aze
[ySlumfield

Choose Paste from the Ed it menu.

When you copy a row, a duplicate is put on the Clipboard.
When you paste, you are pasting a copy from the
Clipboard; a copy remains on the Clipboard so you can
paste it again.
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Edit

Copy Text

To copy text within the same list
~ Select the field containing the text you want to copy.
~ Select the text.

~ Choose Copy from the

Edit menu.

~ Select the new location for the text.
~ Choose Paste from the Edit menu.
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Edit

To copy text to another list
~ Select the field containing the text you want to copy.
~

Copy Text
(continued)

Select the text.

~ Choose Copy from the

Edit menu.

~ Get or activate the document that you want

to copy to.
~ Select the new location for the text.
~ Choose Paste from the Edit menu.

Text is any sequence of letters, numbers, and
punctuation symbols. When you copy text, a duplicate is
put on the Clipboard. When you paste, you are pasting a
copy from the Clipboard; a copy remains on the
Clipboard so you can paste it again.
You can immediately reverse either the copy or the paste
operation by choosing Undo Last Change from the Edit
menu. To copy a field, see the Copy Field procedure,
under Edit, in this chapter.
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Edit

Cut Rows

To cut rows
~ Select the rows that you want to cut.
~ Choose Cut from the

Edit menu.

Paste

If you cut the wrong rows by mistake, you can restore
them by immediately choosing Paste from the Edit menu.
You cannot use Undo Last Change to undo this
operation.
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Edit

To cut text
~

Select the field containing the text you want to cut.

~

Select the text.

Cut Text

~ Choose Cut from the

Edit menu.

Text is any sequence of letters, numbers, and
punctuation symbols. You can cut text from a field or
from the status panel.
Text that has been cut is removed from the list and
placed on the Clipboard. When you cut part of a value in
a field, the value isn't changed until you press the (Enter)
key or select another field.
You can immediately reverse the cut operation by
choosing Undo Last Change from the Edit menu.
Alternatively, you can paste text that you have cut into
the same list or into another list; see the Move Text
procedure, under Edit, in this chapter.
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Edit

Enter Value

To enter a value in a field
~ Select the field.
~ Type the value.
~

Press the (Enter) key or
select another field.

If you select a field that already contains a value and you
type a value, the old value is replaced by the new one.
For inserting text into a field, see the Insert Text
procedure, under Edit, in this chapter. For replacing text
in a field, see the Replace Text procedure, under Edit, in
this chapter.
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Edit

To insert text

Insert Text

~ Select the field you want to add text to.
~

Position the pOinter where you want to add text and
click the mouse button to set the insertion point.

~ Type the text.

Text is any sequence of letters, numbers, and
punctuation symbols.
The blinking vertical bar, called the insertion pOint,
shows where the next typed character will go.
When you insert text in a field value, the change isn't
entered until you press the (Enter) key or select another
field.
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Edit

Move Column

To move a column
~ Go to the Column

Descriptions Table by
choosing What Order &
Format from the List
menu.

~

Select the column that
you want to move by
clicking in the column
header.

9.HRVIsrn cf}
Shannon
Sunder
Mallory'

~ Choose Cut from the

Edit menu.

~ Select the grid handle

where you want the
column to be.

.IE TITLE
duct Manager
duct Manager
duct Manager

ti
l
1

.IE

~
15
15
13

~ Choose Paste from the Edit menu.
~
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To see the list, choose Show Entire List from the List
menu.

Edit

After you have cut a column in the Column Descriptions
Table, you must paste it again before choosing any item
from the List menu. To remove a column completely from
the list, you use the Add/Remove Table, not the Column
Descriptions Table.

Move Column
(continued)
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Edit

Move Text

To move text within the same list
~

Select the field containing the text you want to move.

~

Select the text.

~ Choose Cut from the

Edit menu.
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~

Select the new location for the text.

~

Choose Paste from the Edit menu.

Edit

To move text to another list
~ Select the field containing the text you want to move.

Move Text
(continued)

~ Select the text.
~ Choose Cut from the

Edit menu.

~ Activate the document that you want to copy to.
~ Select the new location for the text.
~ Choose Paste from the Edit menu.

Text is any sequence of letters, numbers, and
punctuation symbols.
When you cut text from the list, it is placed on the
Clipboard. When you paste, you are pasting a copy of the
text on the Clipboard; a copy remains on the Clipboard
so you can paste it again.
You can immediately reverse either the cut or the paste
operation by choosing Undo Last Change from the Edit
menu.
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Edit

Remove Columns

To remove one or more columns from a list
~

Back up your list if you have made any changes since
the last time you backed it up. For backing up a
document, see the Lisa Owner's Guide, Section D,
Desktop Manager Reference Guide, under Copy a
Document, Folder, Stationery Pad, or Tool.

~ Select Add/Remove

Columns from the List
menu. An alert message
appears reminding you
to back up your list.

•

If you have not made a backup copy. you
should do so before modifying the list. Are you
ready to modify the I ist now?

~

In the alert message,
click Yes.

~

Select the column you want to remove.

~ Choose Cut from the

Edit menu.
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[ Yes

J

( Yes

)

Edit

~

Remove Columns

Choose Show Modified List from the List menu. An
alert message appears to tell you that it may take
some time to reorganize the list.

(continued)

[ancel

To make the changes you have requested,
the list must be reorganized. This may
take some time, especially for large lists.
Is this OK?
To leave the list unchanged, click [once I .
Once you cl ick OK, you wi II not be able to
change your mind, even by choosing undo.

~ Unless you have

changed your mind, click
OK in the alert message.

[

OK

(

OK

J

J

You can use this procedure to remove columns from a list
after the list has already been created.
When you choose Show Modified List, the list is
reorganized based on the column definitions in effect in
the Add/Remove Table. In particular, the column that is
leftmost at that time becomes the new default sort
column. This is the column used to sort the list in the
absence of other sort order specifications.
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Edit

Rep/ace Text

To replace text in a field
~ Select the field.
~ Select the text to be replaced.
~ Type the new text.
~

Press the (Enter) key or
select another field.

Text is any sequence of letters, numbers, and
punctuation symbols.
You can reverse the replacement by choosing Undo Last
Change from the Edit menu.
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Edit

To restore the previous entry in the field that you are
editing

Restore
Previous Entry

~ Choose Restore

Previous Entry from the
Edit menu.

Restore Previous Entry is available only while you are
editing a field. It cancels all changes made to that field
since it was selected. As soon as you select another field,
press the (Enter) key, or clear the field, this item is
unavailable.

Example
Suppose you select a field, and then
1. Insert some text.
2. Cut some text.
3. Add more text.
4. Choose Restore Previous Entry.
All changes to the value are reversed. The value the field
started with is restored, because you didn't enter the new
value.

I
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Edit

Revert to
Previous Version

To cancel all changes made to a document since it was
last saved
~ Choose Revert to

Previous Version from
the File/Print menu.

Set Aside Everything
Set Aside "Untitled"

Save & Put Away

Save Er Continue

This operation restores the document to the condition it
was in when it was last saved. This menu item is always
available and applies only to the active document.
In LisaList, your list is saved every time you choose Save
& Continue or Save & Put Away from the File/Print menu
or any item from the List menu. When you choose Revert
to Previous Version, your list is returned to the state it
was in the last time you saved it, regardless of whether
you saved it expl icitly or chose an item from the List
menu.
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Edit

To reverse the effect of the last change
~ Choose Undo Last

Undo Last
Change·

Change from the Edit
menu.

You can undo any operations that edit text within a field.
These include Clear, Copy, Cut, and Paste within a single
field. Once you have pressed the (Enter) key, selected
another field, or cleared the field, you cannot undo any
changes to the field.
If an operation cannot be undone, a message appears
telling you that LisaList cannot undo the last change.

I
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Format

C52
C54
C55
C58
C60
C62

Column Visibility
Column Width
Data Format
Data Type
Printing Type Style
Screen Type Size
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Format

Column Visibility

To make a column invisible
~ Go to the Column

Descriptions Table by
choosing What Order &
Format from the List
menu.

~ Select the Visible field in the appropriate column.
~ Choose No from the

Column Visible menu, or
type No.
~ Choose Show Entire List from the List menu.

To make a column visible
~ Go to the Column

Descriptions Table by
choosing What Order &
Format from the List
menu.

~ Select the Visible field in the appropriate column.

~ Choose Yes from the

Column Visible menu, or
type Yes.
~ Choose Show Entire List from the List menu.
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Format

Making a column invisible does not affect the other
options for the column. In particular, it does not affect
the search specifications and the sort order. Therefore, it
is possible to search or sort a list based on columns that
are not showing at the time.

Column Visibility
(continued)

I
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Column Width

To change the width of a column
~ Move the pointer to the

.IE G

grid handle at the right
of the column.

~ Press the mouse button,

and, while holding it
down, move the pOinter
to the right or the left
until the column is the
width you want.
~ Release the button.

.IE TITLE

.m

Product t··le.ne.ger
Product ~lanager

The width of a column only affects how the fields in the
column are displayed; it has no effect on the amount of
information a field can contain. The full value of a field is
always shown in the wide angle view when the field is
selected.
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To set the data format of a column

Data Format

~ Go to the Column

Descriptions Table by
choosing What Order &
Format from the List
menu.

~ Select the Data Format field in the appropriate

column.
~ Type in the data format you want.

The data format of a column affects how the values in
that column are displayed; it has no effect on the values
themselves. The meaning of the data format depends on
the data type of the column. For specific examples, see
the Data Type procedure, under Format, in this chapter.
When you create a list, you either set a data format or
accept the default format corresponding to the data
type. The format is entered as a sequence of characters,
each with a particular meaning. The meaning of the
format characters varies, depending on the data type of
the column.
When you enter a value into a field, LisaList displays it
according to the data format. In some cases, you can
enter part of a value, and LisaList will supply the missing
characters. The data format also prevents you from
entering invalid values.
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Data Format
(continued)

You can change the data format of a column, even after
you have entered values in that column. In this case,
LisaList displays existing values in the new format as
much as possible.
Data formats are described in Appendix 5, Data
Formats, in this manual, according to data type.

Example
1. Suppose you have a
Receipts ~ Nme ~
column in your list called I-D-8.t-8.-T-rY-Ple--i". . . . . .-.. . .-.~.-~!.l......~)-:~. .-.. . . . . . ..!. .~-Et-l!
......1
Receipts, whose data
Data Fonnat ........$}.~.~.~.~. J.~. . . . 1".....................:
j j.
m
. .:

~~~~~~ ~~~~~. :~~~~t~ ;~~b~der

y.~.~...........:. . .:.T....y.~.i.. . . J

....................

$99999.99, as shown in
the Column Descriptions
Table. This format
means that money
amounts are to be
displayed with a dollar
sign, a decimal point,
and two decimal places.
It also means that a
maximum of five digits is
aiiowed before the
decimal point.
2. In the list, in the Receipts
column, you type 34343.

Receipts
$ 364.00 r linnie
y
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Data Format

3. Then you press the CEnter)
key to enter the value. It
is shown as $34343.00.
The dollar sign, decimal
point, and two zeros
have been supplied
automatically.

Receipts

4. Returning to the Column
Descriptions Table, you
change the format to
99,999.99.

Receipts

5. When you show the list
again, the value is now
shown as 34,343.00.

Receipts
364. 00

(continued)

$ 364.00 t linnie
:$ 8852.00 Norma
Brunhilde.
y

N8ne

Name
~'1i nni e
8,. 852.00 Norma
34,343.00 Brunhilda
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Data Type

To set the data type of a column
~ In the Create Table or the Add/Remove Table, select

the Data Type field in the appropriate column.
~ Choose the data type

you want from the Data
Type of Column menu.

Data Type of Column
Text
Number
Money
Date
Time
Telephone
Zip Code
Social Security

The data type of a column specifies what kind of data the
column will contain, such as dates, money amounts,
social security numbers, and so forth.
You can only set or change the data type of a column
when you are adding the column to the list, either at the
time the list is created, in the Create table, or later, in the
Add/Remove table. Once you have displayed the list
again, you cannot change the data type of the column.
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The following are the choices for data types:

Choice

Example

Text

221 B Baker St.

Number

-792.473

Social Security

126-40-5150

Zip Code

94043

Date

4/26/82

Time

10:53:55

Telephone

(415) 555-1212

Money

$451.35

Data Type
(continued)

The values that can actually be used in columns depend
on the data format as well as the data type. See
Appendix 5, Data Formats, in this manual, for a
description of data types and data formats.
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Printing
Type Style

To change the printing type style of a list
~ Choose a font from the

Type Style menu.

A character set of a particular size and typeface is called
a font. LisaList provides a number of different printing
fonts. The whole list is in the same font.
Size, or pitch, refers to the number of characters printed
horizontally per inch; 15 pitch prints 15 characters per
inch and so on. The "face" is the portion of the character
that displays and prints.
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Names like Modern and Gothic refer to the kind of type
face. For instance, Modern is a sans serif face; there are
no serifs, or "feet," on the characters; Gothic is a serif
face, one with "feet."

Printing
Type Style
(continued)

rnlS IS lS PItCh GotnlC

This is 12 Pitch Modern

This is 12 Pitch Elite
This is 10 Pi tch ~1odern
This is 10 Pi tch Courier
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Screen
Type Size

To change the type size shown on the screen
~ Choose a screen size for

the list from the Type
Style menu.
Show
Show
Show
";Show

Actual Size
Small Type
Medium Type
large Type

The list may be displayed on the screen in small,
medium, or large type, regardless of the size used for
printing. For instance, you can choose Show Small Size,
which is 15 characters per inch, to fit more data on the
screen, or Show Large Size; which is 10 characters per
inch, to read and edit values easily. Show Actual Size
shows the size of type in which the table will print.
Example
Here are the various sizes when the type style is 12 Pitch
Modern:

This is Large Type
This is Medium Type
nilS IS S'lall Type

This is Actual Size
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C64 Format for Specific Printers
C68 Print a List
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Format for
Specific Printers

To format your document for a specific printer
~ Choose Format for

Printer from the File/
Print menu.

Set Aside Everything
Set Aside "Untitled"

Save & Put Away
Save & Continue
Revert to Previous Version

~ Check the type of printer that this document will

print on.
~ If you are using a dot matrix printer, check the

orientation and resolution that you want to use for this
document.
~ If you are using a daisy wheel printer, check the paper

size and print wheel style that you want to use for this
document.
~ Check the response you want the Lisa to make if no

printer matches the settings you've picked.
l,A)hat do 'y'ou want done if the printer you've specified
does not appear to be connected to this machine?
Tell He
• Pick an Available Printer for Me

o

~ Click OK.
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OK

0 Disregard it

J

Print

Printer format settings are stored with the list, so that
they are remembered even after the list is put away.

Format for
Specific Printers
(continued)

Settings in the Format for Printer Dia/og Box
The Format for Printer dialog box lets you check the kind
of printer you want this document to print on, and then
lets you specify some details on size of paper and type
style.
You can tell the Lisa to print your document on a dot
matrix or daisy wheel printer. The items that follow Print
Method in the dialog box change when you change your
printer preference from dot matrix to daisy wheel, or
back.

Dot Matrix Printer Settings
When you choose Dot Matrix printer in the Format for
Printer dialog box, you see these additional choices:
Format For Printer ...
On y,JhiCti printer do you intend to print this document?
Print Method:. Dot Matrix 0 Da.isy' 1;)l"lee1
Paper length: Ill"
014"
Orientation: I Portrait (tall) D Le.ndsce.pe (wide)
Resolution:
• Normal D High

Paper Length: With a dot matrix printer, you can print on
11 or 14 inch paper.
Orientation: This setting tells the Lisa whether to print
your document horizontally or vertically on the paper in
your printer. When the orientation is Portrait, the Lisa
prints the text of your document across the 8-1/2 inch
width of your paper, from left to right. When the
orientation is Landscape, the Lisa treats the length of the
paper (11 or 14 inches) as the width. In other words, it
prints the list sideways.

I
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Format for
Specific Printers
(continued)

Resolution: This tells the Lisa what quality you want the
document to print with. Normal resolution gives you a
standard character image. High resolution produces a
much finer quality character image, but takes longer to
print.
When using landscape orientation and normal
resolution, the font size of the text will be smaller when it
is printed than it was shown on the screen.
Daisy Wheel Printer Settings
When you choose Daisy Wheel printer in the Format for
Printer dialog box, you see these additional choices:
Format For Printer •..
On wl-lich printer do you intend to print this document?
Print Method: 0 Dot Matrix • Daisy Wheel
Paper Size: • 8.5x 11"
D 11x8.5"
08.5>:14" 0 14x8.5" 0 14x 11"
Print W'heel: DGo~nlc 15
.Elite 12
DCourier 10 DExecutive PS
PS plus Italics 0 10/12/PS 0 1O/12+Addn' 1 yheriiyt ers

o

Paper Size: When you print with a daisy wheel printer,
you have five choices for paper size: 8-112 x 11 inches;
11 x 8-1/2 inches; 8-1/2 x 14 inches; 14 x 8-1/2 inches;
and 14 x 11 inches.
Print Wheel: You have a range of choices in print wheels.
The wheel that you choose determines what type style
will be displayed on the screen if you have chosen Show
Actual Size from the Type Style menu. It has no effect on
the screen type style if you have chosen Show Small,
Medium, or Large Size.
When Settings Don't Match a Printer
In order for the Lisa to follow your instructions in the
Format for Printer dialog box, two other factors must be
true: Preferences must show that the type of printer with
the settings you choose here is attached to the Lisa, and
such a printer must be attached.
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Whenever you click OK in the Format for Printer dialog
box, the Lisa checks the new settings against the printer
settings listed in Preferences. If they don't match, the
Lisa then looks at the bottom line of the dialog box to see
what you want done.

Format for
Specific Printers
(continued)

Tell Me: When Tell Me is checked, the Lisa notifies you
that no printer specified in Preferences meets the
settings you have checked. An alert box appears, so that
you can decide what you want to do next. Here is what it
looks like:
Intended Printer Unavai lable!

According to the Preferences V'!indow', list of Device Connections, the
Intended Printer for this document is not connected to this machine.
On which printer do you intend to print this document?

o

A printer the\. is not listed in Preferences right now.
-- 11"
• Port A -- Deisv 'Nheel -- Gothic 15 -- llx8.S"
o Port B -- Daisy Viheel -- Gothic 15 -- llxS.5"

o Slot 2 Upper -- Dot Matrix

Vlhe.t do you went done if the printer you've specified
does not appear to be connected to this machine?
• Tell Me
0 Pick an Available Printer for ~v1e

0

Disre~lal"d it

Pick an Available Printer: When Pick an Available
Printer is checked, the Lisa will choose an alternative
printer if one doesn't match exactly the settings you
requested. For instance, if you've specified a daisy wheel
printer but only a dot matrix is attached and checked in
Preferences, the Lisa formats your document for the dot
matrix printer, rather than for a daisy wheel printer.
Disregard It: When Disregard It is checked, the Lisa
notes the difference in printer settings and available
printers, but doesn't do anything. This allows you to
continue working with your document without being
interrupted to make a decision about print formats now.
You should check this box when you intend to print the
document on a different printer from the one that is
connected to your Lisa.
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Print a List

To print a list
~ Make sure your printer is set up and connected to

your Lisa. For assistance, see the manual that came
with your printer.
~ If you have not previously specified the printers you

use in Preferences, do so now. For assistance, refer to
Section D, Desktop Manager Reference Guide, in the
Lisa Owner's Guide, under Set Printer Configuration.
~ Get or activate the document.
~ If you need to change

any of the options in the
Format for Printer dialog
box for this document,
choose Format for
Printer from the File/
Print menu.

Set Aside Everything
Set Aside "Untitled"

Save & Put Away
Save & Continue
Revert to Previous Version

~ Make any necessary changes in the Format for Printer

dialog box that appears.
~ Click OK.
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Print a List

~ Choose Print from the

File/Print menu.

Set Aside Everything
Set Aside "Untitled"

(continued)

Fix Damaged Document
~ Make any necessary changes in the Print dialog box

that appears.
~ Click OK.

When you print a list, the display options you have
specified for the list affect how much of the list is printed.
In particular:
• If you have specified in the Column Descriptions Table
that a column is not visible, it is not printed. All other
columns are printed.
• If you are displaying only a partial list because you have
chosen Find & Show or Find & Show in Order, only the
partial list is printed.
• The list is displayed according to current settings for
column width and data format.
Using the current printer settings and the formats you
have specified in the text, your document begins printing.
For how to make changes in the Format for Printer dialog
box, see the Format for Specific Printers procedure,
under Print, in this chapter.

I
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Print a List
(continued)

If the printer settings and printer don't match, an alert
box appears. Alert boxes resulting from a mismatch are
discussed in the Format for Specific Printers procedure,
under Print, in this chapter.
Sometimes a dialog box titled Monitor the Printer will
appear. See While You Work, later in this chapter, for
information on this alert box.

Print Dialog Box Settings
Print...

• Finished Qua.lit'j

DOne COPI' While

0 Quick Draft (Text Onl'/I

Y~8jt

• While You Work ,..........................................,
• All Pages OOnly ._,_ .. ,..............................................; "._ .. ", .. ,................................................ ,
YOU

Number of Copies: a00wIIlITJ0ITJ[D~

The Print dialog box lets you specify some final details
about how your document will print. The choices in the
Print dialog box are discussed below.

Quality
Finished Quality: Finished Quality prints your document
as you have formatted it on the screen, including special
type styles and fonts.
Quick Draft: Quick Draft lets you get a printed copy of
the text faster, but without any special type styles and
fonts used in your document. On a dot matrix printer, the
built-in font is used for Quick Draft. On a daisy whee!
printer, whatever print wheel is on the printer is used,
even if you've specified a different one in your document.
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Speed
While You Wait: You can have the Lisa use most of its
attention to print your document while you wait. A
document will print more quickly if you choose While You
Wait, but you won't be able to use the Lisa for any other
tasks.

Print a List
(continued)

While You Work: You can have the document print while
you continue to use the Lisa for other tasks. Some
printing conditions make printing while you work
inconvenient, however. For example, if you are feeding
Single sheet paper into your printer, and printing a quick
draft, you won't have time to do other activities on the
Lisa.
When you choose While You Work, the Monitor the
Printer dialog box appears.
Monitor the Printer ..
Document being printed: Aca:ChS
Copy being printed:
1
Of
Page being printed:
0
Df

If you want to do other work while the document is being printed,
click Proceed. otherwise, just wait.
If you do decide to Proceed, you can get back here by choosing
Honitor the Printer from the File/Print menu. You should dQ that if
you hear a whistle or if you want to terminate printing.

This dialog box tells you the name of the document, the
copy, and the page now being printed. Click Proceed to
return to LisaList and continue working. Click Terminate
if you want to stop the printing. If you decide to proceed,
you can return to this dialog box at any time to stop the
printing by choosing Monitor the Printer from the File/
Print menu.
Note that if you hear a whistle, there is a problem with
printing while you work. Choose Monitor the Printer from
the File/Print menu to see what the problem is.

I
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Print a List

Number of Pages

(continued)

In a list, page numbering starts at the upper left-hand
corner and then goes down, until there are no more
nonblank rows. Then the numbering starts again at the
top of the list.
All Pages: You can print all pages of a document. Just
make sure All Pages is checked in the Print dialog box.
Selective Pages: To print selective pages of a
document, check Only Pages and then fill in the boxes
with the starting and ending pages to print.

When you want to print from the beginning of a
document through some page number, say 8, you enter
"8" in the second box after Through. Similarly, if you
want to start at a given page number and print to the
end, you need to enter the starting page number in the
box after Only Pages.
Number of Copies

You can print from 1 to 10 copies of any document. Just
check the box with the number of copies you want
printed.
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C74 Search the List
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Search the List

To set search specifications
~ Go to the Search

Specifications Table by
choosing Find What
from the List menu.

Find What?

,.,

:
~

~ Select the field below the column name.
~ Choose the comparison

you want from the
Comparisons menu, or
type it.

[ot'npar i sons
(Same as)
(Up to)
(=
(Up to and Including)
(After)
>= (After and Including)
() (Different from)
THRU (e.g., 1 THRU 10)

~ Type the value you want to compare with.
~

If you are searching for a range, type the value at the
beginning of the range, then type THRU or choose it
from the Comparisons menu, then type the value at
the end of the range.

~

Repeat these steps for each column you want to use
to search the list.

To change the search specifications
~ Edit the Search Specifications Table until it shows the

specifications you want.
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Search the List

To display the partial list in the order specified in the
Column Descriptions Table

(continued)

~ Choose Find

& Show in
Order from the List
menu.

To display the partial list according to the default sort
order
~ Choose Find & Show

from the List menu.

Show Entire List

Ii
Find & Show
Find & Show in Order

:

Add/Remove Columns

To display the entire list again
~ Choose Show Entire List

from the List menu.

I
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Search the List
(continued)

When you search a list, you don't actually remove any
rows; you just change the rules that determine which
rows are displayed. You can set search specifications for
any columns in the list. When you choose Find & Show or
Find & Show in Order, a particular row is displayed only if
the search specification is true for every field in the row
for which a search specification has been set.
When you set a search specification in a column, you are
saying that you want to compare all fields in that column
with the value. For example, if you choose the "less than"
comparison, and the specified value is 1979, only rows in
which the corresponding value is 1978 or earlier are
displayed.
For the THRU comparison, which defines a range of
values, two comparison values are required: the
beginning of the range and the end of the range.
The symbols shown in the Comparisons menu have the
following meanings:

Comparison

Meaning

<x
<=x
=x
>x
>=x
<>x

Less than x

x THRU Y

Less than or equal to x
Equal to x
Greater than x
Greater than or equal to x

Not equal to x
Greater than or equal to x,
and less than or equal to y

The meaning of greater than and less than depends on
the data type. For a complete description of these
meanings, see Appendix 4, Ordering Values, in this
manual.
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You can set search specifications for more than one
column. In this case, only rows meeting the criteria for all
the columns are displayed in the partial list.

Search the List
(continued)

If you choose Find & Show in Order, the partial list is
sorted according to the sort order specifications in the
Column Description Table. If you choose Find & Show,
the rows are displayed in the default sort order.
Generally, Find & Show is faster then Find & Show in
Order.
Search specifications are not saved with a list. Once you
have put the list away, the next time you open the list it
will have no search specifications.

Example
Suppose you are in charge of the XYZ company
personnel file, and you get a call from the security
department. The founder of your company has been
murdered, and before he died, he just had time to scrawl
"1978 - Smi" on a piece of paper. The security
department has interpreted this to mean that the
murderer was someone who has been with the company
at least since 1978, and whose last name begins with the
letters "Smi." They ask you if you can help. The
personnel list looks like this:
LAST NM
Allen
Anastasia
Armstrong
Blaze
Blumfield
Gercia
Harrison
Herold
Johnson
Joyce
King
Lamb
Lily
Loy
Merta

I fIRST NM:
i John
i James
i James
!Renwick
iRobert
!Carla
iClay
iClifford
i Franklin
iElizabeth
!Catherine
i Bella
!Bruce
! Jack
!Molly

SOCIAL SEIlIUTY
878-92-1452
574-83-9756
978-21-7239
863-15-2778
788-51-2819
781-78-2384
887-87-9008
882-56-2738
847-65-6473
576-69-8387
984-20-3003
789-87-0886
909-28-1829
859-38-5757
576-84-9384

DATE HIrE>
6/01/78
1VOV78
6/01/78
7/10/78
10/07/78
7/10/78
8/02/80
2/08/80
10/15/77
10/08/81
Vl0/79
7/06/81
8/10/81
10/01181
8/02/80

DEMmENT II SlRRVI
9500 iShannon
9500 iSundar
9600 !Mall ory
7510 iRandall
7510 iGross
7510 iRandall
9500 iSundar
9500 iShannon
9200 iConrad
7500 iIrwin
7550 iMont ecal
7500 !Irwin
7500 iSmall
7500! Irwin
9600! Davidson

I
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Search the List
(continued)

Here's what you do:
1. Choose Find What from the List menu.
2. Select the blank cell in the Date Hired column.
3. Choose

< = from the Comparisons menu.

4. Enter "12/31/78."
5. Select the blank cell in the Last Name column.
6. Type "Smi."
7. Choose THRU from the Comparisons menu.
8. Type "Smizzz."
Search Specifications

LAST NIH:

Smi TIRJ Smizzz

! (=12/31178 , ..

9. Choose Find & Show from the List menu.
What you have said is that you want to see the rows for
employees whose hire date was on or before December
31, 1978, and whose last name begins with the letters
Smi through Smizzz. The partial list shows you the
answer: Smedley Smith.
Selected Rows

LAST NftE
Smith
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FIRST NftE
Smedley

SOCIAL SEUJUTY DATE HIIfl>
665-26-3711
4/19/76

OOJfRTl'

Sort

caD

Sort the List
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Sort the List

To sort a list
~ Go to the Column

Descriptions Table by
choosing What Order &
Format from the List
menu.

~ Select the Sort Order field in the column you want

sorted first.
~ Choose Ascending

Order or Descending
Order from the Row
Order menu.
~ Repeat the last two steps for the column you want

sorted second, and so on.
~

Choose Show List in Order from the List menu.

To change the sort order
~ Edit the Sort Order row until it shows the order you

want.

cao
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Sort

When you have set up your sort order in the Sort Order
row, the fields in the row show what order the columns
are to be sorted in. For each column that is part of the
sort order, the Sort Order field shows the word Ascend
for ascending order, or Descend for descending order.
Following Ascend or Descend is a number indicating the
sequence the column sorts in. First the list is sorted
according to the column that shows no number after
Ascend or Descend. If any rows have identical values in
this column, they are arranged according to the column
that shows the number 2 following Ascend or Descend,
and so forth.

Sort the List
(continued)

Ascending order means that values are displayed from
lowest to highest. Descending order means that values
are displayed from highest to lowest. For text values, the
lowest value is the first one alphabetically. For the other
data types, the lowest value is the lowest numerically.
Sort order is explained in more detail in Appendix 4,
Ordering Values, in this manual.
If you don't specify a sort order, the list is always sorted
in ascending order, according to the default sort column.
The column that was leftmost when you created the list is
always considered the default sort column, even if you
rearrange the columns. However, if you add or remove
columns, then the default sort column is redefined to be
the leftmost column at the time you show the modified
list.
If you choose Find & Show in Order from the List menu,
the partial list is sorted. If you choose Find & Show, the
list is displayed in order by the default sort column. See
the Search the List procedure, under Search, in this
chapter.
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Sort the List
(continued)

Setting a sort order for the list only affects the order the
rows are displayed in, not the way the list is stored on the
disk. Whenever you put the list back and then open it
again, you have to respecify the sort order. The default
sort order stays the same, however.

Example
The XYZ company has four locations: Paris, Rome, Tahiti,
and Mountain View, California. The personnel records
are in a list, with one row per person. You want to sort the
list so that people in each location are grouped together.
In each location, you want the employees listed by start
date, with the most recent first. This is part of the original
list:
LAST NIH:
Allen
Anastasia
Armstrong
Blaze
Blumfield
Garcia
Harrison
Herold
Johnson
Joyce
King
Lamb

II FIRST NIH:
: John
iJames
: James
: Renwick
: Robert
:Carla
iClay
iClifford
: Franklin
: Elizabeth
: Catherine
iBella

~

LOCATI(}I
iTahiti
i~lountain View
:Rome
iTahiti
:~1ountain View
iTahiti
:Tahiti
!Tahi ti
:Rome
!Tahi ti
iParis
:Mountain View

DAlE HIRED SOCIAL SEQRITY
6/01/78
11/01/78
6/01/78
7/10/78
10/07/78
7/10/78
8/02/80
2/08/80
10/15/77
10/08/81
1/10/79
7/06/81

878-92-1452
574-83-9756
978-21-7239
863-15-2778
788-51-2819
781-78-2384
887-87-9008
882-56-2738
847-65-6473
576-69-8387
984-20-3003
789-87-0886

Here's what you do to sort:
1. Choose What Order & Format from the List menu.
2= Select the Sort Order field in the Location column.
3. Choose Ascending Order from the Row Order menu.
4. Select the Sort Order field in the Date Hired column.
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Sort

5. Choose Descending Order from the Row Order menu.
You choose Descending Order because you want the
most recent date to come first.

Sort the List
(continued)

SOCIAL SEIlJl
, Soci al Sewr

. ··999::99=999

. . . . . . . . . . x~~ . .

Yes

6. Choose Show List in Order from the List menu.
LAST NIH:
Anastasia

Blumfield
Schmidt

Randall
Norman

M81-tinez
Rutherford
Rohr

King
Olsen
11ason
Schwartz
Armstrong
Jof-,nson

Ilax.im
1.-,

II

fIRST NIH: ~ LOCATI[t!
Bella
•Mountain Vie"

•J8IOes
'Robert
.Peter

J181-tin
: Margaret
: Teres8.
:Ha~'es
: Gunther

: Catherine
•ArnDlel
;Pauls.
t1urra\,

: I'lountain Vie'"

DATE HIRED SOCIAL SEURITY
789-87-0886
7/06/81
11/01/78

574-83-9756

•Mountain Vie~1 10/07/78
: I'lounts.in Vie';,' 3/10/78
'11ountain Vie,'1 8/02/76

575-84-7386

: Pari s

•P81-i s
Paris
: Pari s
: Pari s
•Rome
~ Rome

9/19/82
10/20/81
12/01/80

1/15/79
1/10/79
10/02/81
2/10/81

788-~Jl-2819

819-27-6392
948-57-6847

768-12-1329
755-46-4729

853- 37-8536
984- 20-300 3
574-83-9458
671-81-2111

:Rome

9. ·/15/79

•Jemes

'Rome
•Rome
Rome

6/01/78
10/1:!/77
4. /24/76

892- 39-1028

""

:T,h H

1r;ir""i~

~~

, Fn.nklin
Lal','rence

701-85-9854
978-21-7239
847-6~H473

- "O._Q"","
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Appendix 1
Menu Items

File/Print Menu
Returns all windows to their
icons without saving the
contents.
Returns the current document to
its icon without saving the
contents.

Set Aside Everything ""'---flI.-.-I
Set Aside "Addresses" .....----111----1 Saves the contents of the
document, closes the window,
and returns the icon to its
Save & Put Away
original location.

Save & Continue ...- - -......--Saves the contents of the

. ;~;~~;-tf:;;;~:~:-~~~."~·'t-~'~_"~'-I"

1-\--'

. t

Prm ......- - - - - - - - - I I I h
Monitor the Printer ...

Fix Damaged [)ocument

;~:~::~::nd:~Ua~::::: :~ndOW
state as of the last time you
saved it.
Sets formats in the document
based on the printer that will be
used.
Prints the document.
Shows the status of the
documents that are printing.
Restores a damaged list to a
consistent state.

Appendix 1
Menu Items

...
· · .1
...

01

Edit Menu
Reverses the effect of the last
~::;~;:::=:-::ii;:::::===I-- operation.
Undo last Change
Restore Previous Entry ....--IIi--- Restores last entered contents of
a field.
Cut
Copy
Paste

Perform basic editing
operations.

Clear Entries - - - - - -.......-

Removes contents of fields.

Select All of Document

tJA ..- Selects entire document.

Type Style Menu

1-----

w Actua lSi ze
Show Small Type

1--11-----

Show type fonts available in
LisaList. See Appendix 3, Type
Fonts, for examples.

Uses font specified in Format for
Printer dialog box.

Show Medium Type ......- - - - Show list with specified size of
Show large Type
font.
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List Menu
"'--It---

Shows entire list in order
according to the default sort
order.
Shows Column Descriptions

What Order & Format?

~ Table for list.

Show List in Order ....- . . _ - - - Shows entire list ordered
according to the Column
Find What? ....----tl----..., Descriptions Table.
Shows the Search Specifications
Find & Show ....- - - i i l - - - - ,
Table, in which you indicate
Find & Show in Order
which rows you want to look for.
Add/Remove Columns

Shows only the rows that match
the search specifications in the
Search SpeCifications Table,
ordered according to the default
sort order.
Shows only the rows that match
the search specifications in the
Search Specifications Table,
ordered according to the Column
Descriptions Table.
Shows the Add/Remove Table,
allowing you to add or remove
columns from the list.

Shows the new list. This item is
only in the menu while you are
still creating the list.

....- - 1 1 - - -

Shows the modified list. This
item is only in the menu while you
are adding or removing a
column.

Appendix 1
Menu Items
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Data Type of Column Menu
This menu is in the menu bar only when you have
selected a Data Type field in the Create Table.
Oat a Type of (olumn "
Text
Number
Money

Date

1------

Time
Telephone
Zip Code

Specifies the data type of the
column whose Data Type field is
selected.

Social Security

Column Visible
This menu is in the menu bar only when you have
selected a Visible field in the Column Descriptions Table.

l

"tma

[Jj
Yes

No

Specifies whether the column
whose Visible field has been
f - - - - - - - - - - selected is shown or not when
the list is shown.

Row Order
This menu is in the menu bar only when you have
selected a Sort Order field in the Column Descriptions
Table.
Specifies whether the column
whose Sort Order field is
selected is to be sorted in
ascending or descending order.

Ascending Order (A .. Z)
Descending Order (Z .. A)

Comparisons Menu
This menu is in the menu bar only when you have
selected a field in the Search Specifications Table.
(Same as)
(Up to)
<=
)=

(lip to and Including)
(After)
(After and Including)

()

(Different from)

THRlI (e.g., 1 THRlI 10)
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Specifies the comparison to be
used with the value entered in the
search specifications field.

Appendix 2
Apple Keys

Some LisaList menu items contain the Apple key symbol

@ followed by a character.
Menu items that appear with the Apple key symbol can
be chosen by using the mouse or by pressing the @ key
and the character associated with that menu item. For
example, to use the Cut menu item, you first select what
you want to delete, press the @ key, and while holding it
down, press the X key.
The following list shows the characters that can be used
in combination with the @ key in LisaList:
A
C
V
X

Select All of Docu ment
Copy
Paste
Cut
Terminate

I
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Appendix 3
Type Fonts

Type of one size and face is called a font. The face is the
portion of the character that displays and prints. On the
Type Style menu, some font names are preceded by a
number that indicates character size. This number
indicates how many characters will print per inch when
you use that type font.
The list below shows the fonts as they print. You can print
any of the LisaList type styles on a dot matrix printer. To
use them with a daisy wheel printer, however, you must
have the appropriate wheel. If you choose a font which
your printer is not set up to use, an alert message is
displayed on the screen.
15 P1tel"! Gothl e

12
12
10
10

Pi t ch ~1odern
Pitch Elite
Pitch Modern
Pitch Courier

I
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Appendix 4
Ordering Values

In both sorting and searching, the ordering of values is
important. Whether a given value is greater-than or less
than another value depends on the data type as well as
the values themselves. Table 4-1 shows the meaning of
the terms "less than" and "greater than" as applied to
each data type.
In a search, the search specification "A THRU B" is the
same as "greater than or equal to A, and less than or
equal to B."
Table 4-1. Comparisons by Data Type

Data Type

Comparison

Meaning

Text

<

Alphabetically before x.
Digits sort before
letters. Lowercase
letters and uppercase
letters sort the same.
See Table 4-2 for a
complete list of
characters.
Alphabetically before or
the same as x.
Alphabetically after x.
The same as x or
alphabetically after x.
A12. < A12/
12GG <= 12GG

x

<=x
>x
>=x
Examples

99QP> 99Q9
AAA4 >= AAA.

I
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Table 4-1. Comparisons by Data Type, continued

Data Type

Comparison

Meaning

Number

<x
<=x

Less than x in value.
Less than or equal to x
in value.
Greater than x in value.
Equal to x or greater
than x in value.
-323 < 0
32.40 < = 32.4
o > -.0001
.0001 > 0

>x
>=x
Examples

Social
Security

<x
<=x
>x
>=x
Examples

Zip Code

<x
<=x
>x
>=x
Examples

D10
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Less than x in value.
Less than or equal to x
in value.
Greater than x in value.
Equal to x or greater
than x in value.
111-11-1111
< 111-11-1112
123-45-6789
< = 123-45-6789
432-65-9876
> 423-65-9876
432-65-9876
> = 432-56-9876
Less than x in value.
Less than or equal to x
in value.
Greater than x in value.
Equal to x or greater
than x in value.
11111 < 11112
12345 <= 54321
28376 > 23876
28376 > = 28376

Table 4-1. Comparisons by Data Type, continued

Data Type

Comparison

Meaning

Date

<x
<=x

Earlier than x.
Earlier than x or on the
same day as x.
Later than x.
On the same day as x or
later than x.
4/2/62 < 5/3/73
5/27 <= 5/27
4/29/82 > 9/5/47
1983 >= 1982

>x
>=x
Examples

Time

<x
<=x
>x
>=x
Examples

Telephone

<x
<=x
>x
>=x
Examples

Earlier than x.
Earlier than x or at the
same time as x.
Later than x.
At the same time as x or
later than x.
13:04 < 15:59
11AM<=2PM
4:22:23 > 4:22:22
1425 > = 932
Less than x in value.
Less than or equal to x
in value.
Greater than x in value.
Equal to x or greater
than x in value.
981-3745 < 981-3746
(408) 555-1212
<= (415) 555-1212
(914) 454-0613
> (914) 424-0613
777-7777
>= 777-7777

I
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Table 4-1. Comparisons by Data Type, continued

Data Type

Comparison

Meaning

Money

< x
< = x

Less than x in value.
Less than or equal to x
in value.
Greater than x in value.
Equal to x or greater
than x in value.
345 < 346
$1,234.56
<= $1,235.00
$789 > $788
392.56 > = 392.56

> x
>= x
Examples

Table 4-2 shows all the characters you can enter from the
Lisa keyboard, in the order in which they are sorted. This
order only applies when a column has the Text data type.
The first character is the space, followed by!, ", #, $, and
so forth. Lowercase letters sort the same as uppercase
letters.

Examples
Abc De
A!

< A"

X*

<

< AbcDe

X9

X9 <X=
ABCDE
xyz
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<

=

xy[

abcde

Table 4-2. Sort Order for Characters

Sort Order

Character

Sort Order

Character

1
2
3
4
5

spa.ce
!

46
47

II

48

II

49

t1,. m
N,. n
0,. 0
p P

$

Sl

I;;

Q, q
R,. r
~3,.
s

T

(
)

54

iJ,

t
U

V

'v'

>It

56
57

2,.

z

6
7

~~

8

I

9
10

11
12
13
14

,~

+

..

-

1~5

16
17
18
19
20
21

60
/

0
1

L~

5

23
24

6
7

I

[

]
A

I

2
3
4

'")":'

I~(~:: ~,!
:~: ~,

'")c

'- ..}

8

26

9

A

27

:

2:3

."

I;
E

29

-(

30

=

31

>
?

32
77

_1 ...,,'

A

76

8.

@

34
3S
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

J,.
K.

4::,

L.

8.

A,.

8.

B,.

b

C,.
0,.
E,.
F,.
G,.

c

79
80
81

d

82

e

83
84

H.
I,.

I oo~

f
9
h
i
j
k
1

86

87

8.
8.
8.
S.
1,-.

I'~
Ie
e
e
e

88

i

89

i
i

190

I
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Table 4-2. Sort Order for Characters, continued

Sort Order
91
92
93
94
9:,

qc.
- I_I

Ij

99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

U
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1

I

t
0

¢

§

.

1

8
@
~I

'M

~

If

I~
±
i
1.

-¥
IJ-

a
I
n
TT

J
~

Q
Q
if:

0

i
i

I~r

13·8
139

II-!.
..

~:I~

I~

LJ:->

ij

f.,

..,

137

1~142
__
~

5
Q

Character

136

i

ij

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

Sort Order

Fi
6
0
6

96
97

121
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Appendix 5
Data Formats

This appendix describes the data formats according to
data type. For each data type, the following information
is included:
• The characters that can be included in the data format,
and what each character means.
• The ways in which the characters in the data format
can be arranged.
• Rules for what values can be entered with a particular
data format.
• Rules for what can and cannot be changed once values
have already been entered.

Text

Format Characters
Character

Meaning

A-Z

Any number of uppercase
letters.

a-z

Any number of lowercase
letters.

0-9

Any number of digits.

Punctuation symbol

Any number of punctuation
symbols.

Rules for Arrangement of Format Characters
1. The characters that are allowed in the value can be
arranged in any order.
2. The data format must not be longer than 4 characters.
The default format is blank, which is equivalent to Aa9 +.

I
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Rules for Entering Values
1. You can only enter punctuation symbols and digits if
the data format allows them.
2. If the data format allows only uppercase letters, and
you enter a lowercase letter, it is allowed and
converted to uppercase.
3. If the data format allows only lowercase letters, and
you enter an uppercase letter, it is allowed and
converted to lowercase.
4. If the data format contains no letters, none are
allowed.

Examples of Value Display
Format

Value Entered

Value Displayed

Aa1/

Net-Loss
Gross Earnings
1985 Total

Net-Loss
Gross Earnings
1985 Total

x

Net-Loss
Gross Earnings
1985 Total

Not allowed - hyphen
GROSS EARNINGS
Not allowed - digits

Format Changes Allowed
You can change the format to any other text format.
Values already entered will be displayed just as they
were; any restrictions in the format apply to new or
modified values.
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Numbers

Format Characters
Character

Meaning

1-9

Any digit. If the corresponding digit in
the value is zero, it is not displayed
whenever there are no nonzero digits to
its left. Digits to the right of the decimal
point are always displayed.

a

Any digit. If the corresponding digit in
the value is zero, it is displayed even if
there are no nonzero digits to its left. All
digits to the right of this position are also
displayed. Digits to the right of the
decimal point are always displayed,
whether or not they are zero.

+

When the value is negative, a minus sign
is displayed. When the value is positive, a
plus sign is displayed.
When the value is negative, a minus sign
is displayed. When the value is positive,
no sign is displayed.
Decimal point. When present, a decimal
point is displayed in this position. The
number of digits displayed to the right of
the decimal point is always the same as
the number in the format.
Comma. When present, a comma is
displayed in this position if any digits are
displayed to the left of this position.

< > or ()

Negative indicators. When they are
present on the left and right sides of the
format, they indicate that negative
values are to be enclosed in the same
kind of brackets.

The default format is -999,999.
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Rules for Arrangement of Format Characters
1. There must be at least 1 digit and no more than 18.
2. The decimal point, if present, can be anywhere.
3. No commas can appear to the right of the decimal
point.
4. The + or -, if present, can only appear at the extreme
right or extreme left of the format.
5.

0 or < >, if present, must bracket the other
characters in the format.

Rules for Entering Values
1. If no +, -, < >, or 0 is present in the format, negative
numbers are not allowed.
2. If negative numbers are allowed, you can enter them
using any of the negative indicators: -, 0, or < >.
3. The value cannot contain more digits than the format,
either to the left or the right of the decimal point. It can
contain fewer digits.
4. If the format does not have a decimal point, neither
can the value.
5. If the format has a decimal point, and the value does
not, the value is considered to be a whole number.

0181:• :• :• Section
0
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Examples of Value Display
Format

99,999

Value Entered

Value Displayed

55113
-12

55,113
Not allowed minus sign
Not allowed decimal point
Not allowed too many digits

14.3
123456
09999.99-

55113
-12
14.3
123456

+000000.00

55113
-12
14.3
123456

<999,999.99>

55113
-12
14.3
123456

55113.00
00012.0000014.30
Not allowed too many digits
to the left of
decimal pOint
+055113.00
-000012.00
+000014.30
+ 123456.00
<

55,113.00
12.00>
14.30
123,456.00

Format Changes Allowed
1. You can change the location of the decimal point, or
you can add or delete the decimal point, but if you do,
you will see an alert message warning you that
changing the location of the decimal point changes the
size of the numbers displayed. You can then click OK
to continue with the change, or Cancel to cancel the
change. If you click OK, the size displayed for numbers
you have already entered might change (see the
following example).
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2. You can decrease by any amount the number of digits
in the format to the left or the right of the decimal
point, or you can increase the number by a small
amount (see example below). If the format has 2 or
fewer digits, you can't increase the number of digits to
more than 2. If it has 4 or fewer digits, you can't
increase it to more than 4. If it has 9 or fewer digits,
you can't increase it to more than 9. If it has 18 or
fewer digits, you can't increase it to more than 18.
3. You can add or delete commas; the values will be
redisplayed in the new format.
4. You can add a +, -, < >, or 0 if the format does not
already contain one. The values will be displayed in the
new format.
5. You can drop the +, -, < >, or 0 if the format already
contains one. Negative values already entered will still
be displayed with a - sign, but no new negative
values can be entered.
6. You can change a zero to another digit or vice versa.
The values will be displayed in the new format.
Examples:
Suppose your format is 99999, and you have entered the
value 123. Here is how that value will look if you change
the format:
Format
99999

123

999.99

1.23

9999999

123

9999999999
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Value

Not allowed can't change from
5 digits to 10 digits

Social Security

Format Characters
Character

Meaning

0-9

Any digit.

Punctuation symbol

Display punctuation as
shown.

Rules for Arrangement of Format Characters
1. Every social security format must have exactly 9 digits.
2. You can use any kind or number of punctuation
symbols as delimiters anywhere within the format.
When the value is displayed, it is displayed with exactly
those delimiters.
3. The data format must not contain more than 40
characters.
The default format is 999-99-9999.

Rules for Entering Values
1. A social security value must have exactly 9 digits.
2. Any delimiters you type in are ignored; the number is
displayed with the delimiters shown in the format.

Examples of Value Display
Format

Value Entered

Value Displayed

999999999

123456789
987654321

123456789
987654321

111*11*1111

123456789
987654321

123*45*6789
987*65*4321

Format Changes Allowed
1. The number of digits cannot be changed.
2. The delimiters can be changed in any way; the value is
displayed in the new format.

I
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Zip Code

Format Characters
Character

Meaning

0-9

Any digit.

Punctuation symbol

Display delimiters as
shown.

Rules lor Arrangement 01 Format Characters
1. A zip code format must have either 5 or 9 digits.
2. You can use any kind or number of punctuation
symbols as delimiters anywhere within the format.
When the value is displayed, it is displayed with exactly
those delimiters.
3. The data format must not contain more than 40
characters.
The default format is 99999.

Rules lor Entering Values
1. You must enter the same number of digits as called for
in the format.
2. Any delimiters you type are ignored; the number is
displayed with the delimiters shown in the format.

Examples 01 Value Display
Format

Value Entered

Value Displayed

99999

94043
987654321

94043

56-79-3

56793

94043

not allowed too few digits

987654321
56-79-3

98765-4321

94043
987654321

/9/4/0/4/3/

11111-2222

/1/2/3/4/5/

56-79-3
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not allowed too many digits

not allowedtoo few digits
not allowedtoo many digits

/5/6/7/9/3/

Format Changes Allowed
1. You can change the format from 5 digits to 9 digits. In
this case, 4 zeros are added to all old values that were
entered with 5 digits.

2. You can change the format from 9 digits to 5 digits. In
this case, old values that were entered are shown with
only the first 5 digits, but LisaList remembers the
other 4 digits, in case you later change back to 9
digits.

3. You can change the delimiters in the format. All values
are shown with the new delimiters.

Date

Format Characters
Character

Meaning

mm

2-digit month number (1 is
January, 12 is December). If
you only enter one digit, it is
displayed preceded by a
blank.

Om

Zero-padded 2-digit month
number. If you only enter
one digit, it is displayed
preceded by a zero.

Month name

Full month name (January,
February, and so on).

3-letter month
abbreviation

Month abbreviation (Jan,
Feb, and so on).

dd

2-digit day number (from 1
to 31). If you on Iy enter one
digit, it is displayed
preceded by a blank.

Od

Zero-padded 2-digit day
number. If you only enter
one digit, it is displayed
preceded by a zero.

y, yy, yyy, or yyyy

1- to 4-digit year number.
The rightmost digits of the
year are displayed. If you
enter fewer digits than the
number indicated, blanks
are inserted to the left of
the digits you enter.

I
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Character

Meaning

Oy,OOy,OOOy

Zero-padded year
numbers. If you enter fewer
digits than the number
indicated, zeroes are
inserted to the left of the
digits you enter.

Punctuation symbol

Display delimiters as
shown.

Rules for Arrangement of Format Characters
1. The month, day, and year can be in any order. Any of
them can be omitted.
2. At least one delimiter must separate the month, day,
and year. A space is sufficient.
3. If you use the full name or abbreviation form, the name
shown in the format must be a real month name or the
first three letters of a real month name. May is
considered a full month name.
4. The data format must not contain more than 40
characters.
The default format is mm/Od/Oy.

Rules for Entering Values
1. The month, day, and year must be entered in the same
order as in the format.
2. If you leave out a date part (month, day, or year) called
for by the format, blanks are supplied for the missing
part.
3. If you enter fewer digits for a date part than the format
calls for, the part is padded with zeros if there is a zero
in the format, otherwise with blanks.
4. Month names and abbreviations must be spelled
correctly.
5. Any delimiters you type are ignored except to
separate date parts; the value is displayed with the
delimiters shown in the format. You cannot type more
delimiters in any position than the format calls for in
that position.
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6. If the format shows a month abbreviation and you type
in a full name, the abbreviation is displayed, and vice
versa.
7. If you enter the word "Date" as the value of a date
field, LisaList automatically substitutes today's date.
This date does not change even if you open the list
again at a later date.
8. If you enter the word "Current" or the letter "C" as the
value of a date part, the current value of that date part
is substituted. This value does not change even if you
open the list again at a later date.

Examples of Value Display
Format

Value Entered

Value Displayed

Om/Od/yy

April 3, 1962

Not allowed month number must
be entered instead
of full name
09/05/47
Not allowed month number must
be entered instead
of abbreviation

9/5/47
Sep 13

Jan dd, yyyy

April 3, 1962
9/5/47

Sep 13
dd July

April 3, 1962
9/5/47

Sep 13

Apr 3, 1962
Not allowed month abbreviation
must be entered
instead of number
Sep 13,
Not allowed wrong order
Not allowed month number
instead of name
Not allowed wrong order

I
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Format Changes Allowed
You can change from any date format to any other date
format. If the new format requires more information than
the old format, blanks are supplied as necessary in old
values.
Example:
Suppose your format is
Jan dd
and you have entered the value
Nov 18
Here is how that value will look if you change the format:

Time
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Format

Value Displayed

Jan dd

Nov 18

mm/dd/Oy

11/18/

Jan dd, OOOy

Nov 18,

Format Characters
Character

Meaning

hh

2-digit number of hours.

Oh

Zero-padded num ber of
hours.

mm

2-digit number of minutes.

Om

Zero-padded number of
minutes.

ss

2-digit number of seconds.

Os

Zero-padded number of
seconds.

AM, PM, am, pm

Show hours as AM or PM.

Punctuation symbol

Display delimiters as
shown.

Rules for Arrangement of Format Characters
1. The hours, minutes, and seconds can be in any order,
and any of them can be left out.

2. If AM or PM is included, it must be last in the format.

3. Any punctuation symbols can be used as delimiters;
delimiters are not required.
The default format is hh:Om:Os.

Rules for Entering Values
1. You must enter hours, minutes, and seconds in the
same order as in the format. You can leave out any
time part, but LisaList assumes the parts you have
included are in the same order as in the format. You
cannot enter time parts that are not included in the
format.

2. If the format does not include AM or PM, hours are
assumed to be according to the 24-hour clock
(midnight is 00, noon is 12, 2 PM is 14, and so on).
3. If the format calls for AM or PM, and you don't enter
either, the hours are interpreted as follows:

o
1-6
7-11
12
13-23

Midnight
PM
AM
Noon
PM

4. You can enter AM or PM even if they don't appear in
the format. The hours are displayed according to the
24-hour clock.
5. You can't type more delimiters between two time parts
than the formatcalls for.
6. If you enter the word "Time" as the value of a time
field, LisaList automatically substitutes the current
time. This time does not change even if you open the
list again at a later time.
7. If you enter the word "Current" or the letter "C" as the
value of a time part, the current value of that time part
is substituted. This value does not change even if you
open the list again at a later time.

I
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Examples of Value Display
Format

Value Entered

Value Displayed

Oh:Om:Os AM

104 pm
19:22:23
2:15 AM

01:04:00 PM
07:22:23 PM
02:15:00 AM

hhmm

104 pm
19:22:23
2:15 AM

134
Not allowed - too
many time parts
215

104 pm
19:22:23
2:15 AM

01 11 4 PM
19/22/11 PM
0/213 PM

sslmmlhh PM

Format Changes Allowed
1. If the new format calls for more time parts than the old
format did, the missing parts of existing values are set
to zero or blank depending on what part is missing.

2. If the old format did not include AM or PM, and the
new format does, the hours are interpreted as follows:

o
1-6
7-11
12
13-23

Midnight
PM
AM
Noon
PM

3. If you change the order of time parts, old values are
displayed with the correct value for each part.
4. The delimiters can be changed in any way; the value is
displayed in the new format.

Telephone
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Format Characters
Character

Meaning

0-9

Any digit.

Punctuation symbol

Display delimiters as
shown.

Rules lor Arrangement 01 Format Characters
1. A telephone format must have either 10 digits (phone
number with area code) or 7 digits (outside phone
number with no area code). Other phone numbers,
such as 4-digit extensions, can be shown as numbers.
2. You can use any kind or number of punctuation
symbols as delimiters anywhere within the format.
When the value is displayed, it is displayed with exactly
those delimiters.
The default format is (999) 999-9999.

Rules lor Entering Values
1. You must type the same number of digits as in the
format.
2. Any delimiters you type are ignored; the number is
displayed with the delimiters shown in the format.

Examples 01 Value Display
Format

Value Entered

Value Displayed

(999) 999-9999

4158550600
454-0613

(415) 855-0600

4158550600

Not allowed too many digits

454-0613

4#5#4#0#6#1#3

1#2#3#4#5#6#7

Not allowed too few digits

Format Changes Allowed
1. You can change the format from 7 digits to 10 digits. In
this case, the area code of all old values is supplied as

000.
2. You can change the format from 10 digits to 7 digits. In
this case, the area code of old values is not displayed,
but LisaCalc remembers it. The original area code will
be displayed again if you switch back to 10 digits.
3. You can change the delimiters in the format. All values
are shown with the new delimiters.

I
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Money

Format Characters
Character

Meaning

1-9

Any digit. If the
corresponding digit in the
value is zero, it is only
displayed when there are
nonzero digits to its left.
Digits to the right of the
decimal pOint are always
displayed.

o

Any digit. One or more
zeroes at the left of the
format (to the left of any
other digit) indicate that
leading zeroes in the value
are to be displayed.

$

Display dollar sign. A single
dollar sign at the left of the
format (to the left of any
digits) means that a dollar
sign is always displayed in
this position. If there is
more than one dollar sign,
a dollar sign is displayed as
far to the right as a dollar
sign appears in the format,
but always to the left of the
leftmost digit.
When the value is negative,
a minus sign is displayed.
When the value is positive,
no sign is displayed.
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+

When the value is negative,
a minus sign is displayed.
When the value is positive,
a plus sign is displayed.

CR

When the value is negative,
CR is displayed. When the
value is positive, nothing is
displayed.

Character

Meaning

DR

When the value is negative,
CR is displayed. When the
value is positive, DR is
displayed.
Decimal point. A decimal
point is displayed in this
position. The number of
digits displayed to the right
of the decimal point is
always the same as the
number in the format.
Comma. When present, a
comma is displayed in this
position if any digits are
displayed to the left of this
position.

*

Asterisk (for check protect).
When a leading zero would
normally appear in this
position, an asterisk
appears instead.

< > or ()

Negative indicators. When
they are present on either
side of the format, they
indicate that negative
values are to be enclosed in
the same kind of brackets.

Rules for Arrangement of Format Characters
1. There must be at least 1 digit and not more than 18.
2. The decimal point, if present, can be in any position.
3. No commas can appear to the right of the decimal
pOint.
4. The + or -, if present, can only appear to the right or
left of the digits. It can appear immediately to the right
of the $.
5. Every digit, *, or $ indicates a position where a digit is
allowed, except the leftmost $. In the format, the dollar
signs come first, then the asterisks, then the digits.
The default format is - $99,999.00.
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Rules for Entering Values
1. If no +, -, CR, DR, < >, or 0 is present in the format,
negative numbers are not allowed.
2. The value cannot contain more digits than the format,
either to the left or the right of the decimal point. It can
contain fewer digits.
3. If the format does not have a decimal point, neither
can the value.
4. You don't have to type the dollar sign or the commas.

Examples of Value Display
Format

Value Entered

Value Displayed

$9,999.99

1234.56
-336.22

$1,234.56
Not allowed negative
$ 3.00
Not allowed negative
$126.00

3
126CR
126DR
099CR

3
126CR
126DR

Not allowed decimal point
Not allowed decimal point
003
126CR
126

1234.56
-336.22

$1,234.56
-$ 336.22

3

$

126CR
126DR

-$ 126.00
$ 126.00

1234.56
-336.22
3
126CR
126DR

+$1234.56
-$*336.22
+$* **3.00
-$* 126.00
+$* 126.00

1234.56
-336.22

-$$,$$$.00

+$****.99
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Format Changes Allowed
1. If you change from a format with a sig n (+, -, < >,
0, CR, or DR) to one with no sign, existing negative
values are shown with the minus sign, but no new
negative values can be entered.
2. You can change the location of the decimal point, or
you can add or delete the decimal point, but if you do,
you will see an alert message warning you that
changing the location of the decimal point changes
what size the numbers are displayed as. You can then
click OK to continue with the change, or Cancel to
cancel the change. If you click OK, the size of numbers
you have already entered might change (see example
below).
3. You can decrease the number of digits in the format to
the left or the right of the decimal point, or you can
increase the number by a small amount (see example
below). If the format has 2 or fewer digits, you can't
increase the number of digits to more than 2. If it has 4
or fewer or digits, you can't increase it to more than 4.
If it has 9 or fewer digits, you can't increase it to more
than 9. If it has 18 or fewer digits, you can't increase it
to more than 18.
4. You can add or delete commas; the old values are
redisplayed in the new format.
5. You can change a zero to another digit or vice versa.
The values are displayed in the new format.
Examples:
Suppose your format is $99999, and you have entered
the value 123. Here is how that value will look if you
change the format:
Format

Value

$99999

$ 123

$999.99

$ 1.23

$9999999

$ 123

$9999999999

Not allowed - can't
change from 5 digits
to 10 digits
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Index

A
Add
Column, 830, C28
Row, 829
Add/Remove Table, 830
Alert box, C 15
Apple key, 812, C13, D5
Arrow keys, 813
Ascending order, 814, C81

C
Caution message, C17
Change
Column widths, 89
Search,826
Characters, Sort Order, D 12
Choosing a data type, 856
Clear Entries, 810
Clear Field, C31
Column, C5
Adding, 830, C28
Data format, C55
Data Type of, 86, C58
Moving, 849, C40
Removing, 832, C44
Selecting, C9
Visibility, 847, C52
Column Descriptions Table, 814, C5
Column header, C5
Column name, 85
Column Visibility, 847, C6, C52
Column Visible menu, D4
Column width, changing, 89, C54
Comparisons menu, 825, C76

... I
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Copy
Field, C32
Row,C33
Text, C34
Correcting mistakes, 810
Create new list, 84
Create Table, 84
Cut
Row,C36
Text, C37

D
Daisy wheel printer, C66
Damaged list, C21
Data format, 857, C55
Date, D23
Money, D30
Numbers, D17
Row,C6
Social security, D21
Telephone, D28
Text, D15
Time, D26
Zip code, D22
Data formats, details, D 15
Data type, C58
Choosing, 856
Defining, 86
Row,C6
Data Type of Column menu, D4
Data types
Date, 865
Money, 870
Number, 860
Social security, 863
Telephone, 868
Text, 87, 858
Time, 867
Zip code, 864
Date
Data formats, D23
Data type, 865
Ordering, D10
Default format, 856
Default sort column, C81

...
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Delete
Row, 826
Text, 811
Descending order, C81
Deselect, C10
Deselect box, C5
Dialog box, C 14
Format for printer, C65
Print, C70
Discard list, 833
Display list, 88
Dot matrix printer, C65

E
Edit menu, D2
Edit text, 810
Elevator, 824, C 11
Ellipsis, C14
Enter information in list, 88
Enter key, 813
Enter value, C38
Entry
Clearing, 810
Restoring previous, C47
Existing document, working with, C20

F
Field, C5
Clearing, 810, C31
Copying, C32
Selecting, C9
File/Print menu, D1
Find & Show, C76
Find & Show in Order, C77
Folder, 834
Font, C60
Format
Data, C55
For Printer, C64

G
Get an existing list, 822
Gray menu item, C14
Grid handle, C5

... IE3
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I
Icon, C4
Insert text, 811, C39
Insertion pOint, 811
Invisible column, C52

K
Keys
Apple, 812
Arrow, 813
Enter, 813
Tab,88

L
Large lists, 876
List
Damaged, C21
Discarding, 833
Displaying, 88
Entering information in, 88
Getting an existing, 822
Large, 876
Printing, 815, C68
Putting away, 816
Scrolling, 823
Searching, 824, C74
Setting up, 84
Sorting, 842, 880
View, C3, C5
List menu, 03
List view, C3, C5

M
Menu, Comparisons, 825
Menu bar, C4
Menu item, C4
Gray, C14
Menu title, C4
Menus, C13, 01

...
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Message
Caution, C17
Note, C16
Status panel, C15
Stop, C17
Wait, C16
?, C18
Mistake, correcting, 810
Money
Data formats, D30
Data type, 870
Ordering, 011
Move
Column, 849, C40
Text, C42
Multiple search, 827
Multiple sort, 843

N
New list, creating, 84, C19
Note message, C16
Number
Data formats, D17
Data type, 860
Ordering, D10

o
Order, ascending, 814
Order rows automatically, 813
Ordering values, D9
Orientation, C65

p
Paper length, C65
Paper size, C66
Partial list, 826
Pointer shapes, C8
Print wheel, C66
Print
Dialog box, 815
Format for printer, C64
List, 815, C68
Quality, C70
Type size, C62
Type style, C60

...
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Printer, format for, C64
Put away list, 816

Q
Quality, print, C70
Quick draft, C70

R
Recover damaged list, C21
Remove column, 832, C44
Replace text, 811, C46
Resolution, C66
Restore Previous Entry, 812, C47
Revert to Previous Version, C48
Row header, CS
Row order, D4
Row,CS
Adding, 829
Column visibility, C6
Copying, C33
Cutting, C36
Data format, C6
Data type, C6
Deleting, 826
Selecting, C9
Sort Order, C6

S
Scan List, 823
Screens, LisaList, C3
Scroll arrow, 824, C 11
Scroll bar, C 11
Scrolilist, 823, C 11
Search
Changing, 826
List, 824, C74
Multiple, 827
Search specifications, 825, C7, C74
Search Specifications Table, C7
Selecting, C9
Show Entire List, 813
Show List in Order, 814
Social security
Data formats, D21
Data type, 863
Ordering, D10
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Sort
Automatic, 813
List, 842, C80
Sort order, C81
Changing, 814
Row, 814,C6
Sort priority, 843
Specify search, 825
Start new document, C19
Status panel, C4
Message, C15
Stop message, C 17

T
Tab key, 89
Table
Add/Remove, 830
Column Descriptions, 814, C5
Creating, 84
Search Specifications, 825, C7
Telephone
Data formats, D28
Data type, 868
Ordering, D11
Tell me, C67
Text
Copying, C34
Cutting, C37
Data formats, D 15
Data type, 87, 858
Deleting, 811
Editing, 810
Inserting, 811, C39
Moving, C42
Ordering, D9
Replacing, 811, C46
THRU, C76
Time
Data formats, D26
Data type, 867
Ordering, D11
Type, data, C58
Type fonts, D7
Type size, C62
Type Style menu, D2
Type style, C60

... IE?
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U
Undo Last Change, 811, C49

V
Value, C5
Enter, C38
View button, C 11
Visible column, 847, C52
Visible row, 848

w
Wait message, C 16
Wide angle view, C5
Width, column, C54
Window, C4
Work flow, C 18

Z
Zip code
Data formats, 022
Data type, 864
Ordering, D10

? message, C18
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